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A BSTR A C T
Many scoring systems can be seen as statistical tests of hypotheses. In tennis 
singles, for example, the scoring system used can be seen as a test involving 2 
binomial probabilities pa and p\, where pa (pb) is the probability player A (player 
B) wins a point initiated by player A (player B). Tennis singles is thus a “bipoints” 
game. The tennis scoring system is an inefficient test relative to the sequential 
probability ratio test (SP R T ) based on pairs of these points. When pa +  Pb > 1  
(the tennis context), an SPRT  based on the “play-the-loser” (PL)  rule is super- 
efficient. Chapter 2 shows that, when pa +  pb >  1, there is in fact a spectrum 
of super-efficient tests (with even durations) based on “partia1-PLV (PPL)  rules. 
The most efficient tests within this spectrum, when pa +  pb > 1, axe the SPRT  
based on the (full) PL  rule. Chapter 3 extends this spectrum of tests to produce 
the total spectrum of tests (including those with odd durations).
Points within the tennis scoring system have different “importances” whereas 
points within any member of the above (efficient) spectrum of P P L  systems are 
equally “important” when pa =  pb. Intuitively, the differing importances of the 
points within the tennis scoring system contribute to the inefficiency of that sys­
tem. Chapter 4 establishes a relationship between the efficiency of a bipoints 
scoring system and the importances of the points within it; a relationship which 
is used in Chapter 5 to show that the SPRT  based on the PL  rule has an optimal 
efficiency property when pa +  Pb > 1.
Chapters 6 and 7 address the question as to whether the super-efficiency of the 
PL  rule carries over to the case of tennis doubles in which there axe essentially 4 
binomial probabilities pai, pa2 , Pbi and pb2 . Some asymptotic results axe achieved 
although, generally speaking, they are of little practical relevance.
The particular scoring system used in tennis is analysed in detail in Chapter 8 
and the methodology used is seen to be useful for analysing any “nested” scoring 
system (e.g. tennis is 3-nested: points - games - sets). It was the study of this 
specific scoring system and its inherent inefficiency which lead to the theory of 
Chapters 2 to 7. A new tennis scoring system is proposed in Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 contains a brief discussion of some of the characteristics the designer 
of a scoring system needs to consider and some results are given. The study of the 
importances of points is extended in Chapter 10 and in Chapter 11 team play with 
associated countback rules is investigated. The general conclusion is that “upward- 
nested” countback systems (e.g. points - games - sets, in tennis) axe preferable to
“downward-nested” systems (sets - games - points).
In C hapter 12 it is shown th a t the classical scoring system  used in m ultiple 
choice exam inations can be considerably im proved by modifying th a t scoring sys­
tem  and instructing the  examinees to  cross any boxes known to  be incorrect when 
the  correct box for th a t question is unknown.
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CHAPTER 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1.1 Background
The properties of different scoring systems have attracted the attention of a num­
ber of writers. For example, the scoring systems used in squash have been anal­
ysed by ApSimon (1951, 1957), Watson (1970), Hsi and Burych (1971), Kingston 
(1976), Renick (1976, 1977), Schutz and Kinsey (1977), Phillips (1978), Clarke 
(1979), Clarke and Norman (1978, 1979) and Pollard (1980, 1983b, 1985a). Some 
of the above articles also analysed the (related) scoring system used in badminton. 
Tennis scoring systems and related aspects have been investigated by Kemeny and 
Snell (1960), Schutz (1970), Gale (1971), Hsi and Burych (1971), Morris (1972, 
1973, 1977), George (1973), Carter and Crews (1974), Hannan (1976), Kingston 
(1976), Anderson (1977), King and Baker (1979), Fischer (1980), Croucher (1981), 
Pollard (1980, 1983a, 1987) and Miles (1980, 1982, 1983 and 1984). Dibley and 
Wallis (1981) analysed jai-alai which is a game in which two players (or two teams) 
compete to win a “match” , similar to squash or tennis. However, a tournament 
structure is imposed on the matches so that more than two players (or two teams) 
can compete in the tournament even though only two can play at one time in a 
match. Dibley and Wallis carried out a computer analysis of the starting effect for 
the case of 8 players (or 8 teams).
The “unfairness” characteristic of some scoring systems (e.g. international 
squash and badminton) has long been recognised (e.g. ApSimon, 1951). The mag­
nification effect of a scoring system was noted by Kemeny and Snell (1960) and 
Morris (1977). The concept of the importance of a point was first introduced in 
the interesting paper by Morris (1977). The concept of the efficiency of a scoring 
system was formalized in the elegant paper by Miles (1984). The distribution of 
the number of points played in squash and tennis has been outlined by Phillips 
(1978) and Pollard (1983a) respectively. These properties or concepts of fairness, 
magnification, importance, efficiency and distribution of duration (or just variance 
of duration) have thus been developed in recent times. Modifications to present 
scoring systems based on such properties or concepts have been proposed by Schutz 
(1970), Hsi and Burych (1971), Carter and Crews (1974), Miles (1984) and Pollard 
(1987).
In Chapters 2 to 5 of this thesis a spectrum of efficient scoring systems is de-
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vised, a relationship betw een the  efficiency of a scoring system  and the  im portance 
of the points w ithin it is derived and a scoring system  w ith an optim ally efficient 
p roperty  is found. Thus the  work by Miles (1984) on efficiency and by Morris 
(1977) on im portances form ed the basis or starting  point for the  early chapters in 
th is thesis. For this reason, these aspects of the ir work are outlined in the  next 
two sections.
1.2  T h e  W ork o f  M iles (1 9 8 4 )
Miles w rote three earlier papers (1980, 1982, 1983) on scoring system s and 
on the  inefficiency of the  tennis scoring m ethod  and is currently  w riting a mono­
graph on scoring systems (Miles, to  appear). A brief outline of M iles’ 1984 paper 
analysing the  efficiency of scoring system s is now given.
M any sports consist of playing a sequence of points each of which is won 
either by player A  or player B.  If there is only one type of point in the  m atch, we 
have unipoints in which p (q) is th e  probability  player A  wins (loses) each point 
(p + q =  1). p is a  sta tistica l unknown and the  aim is efficiently to  identify the 
b e tte r player. Player A  is the  better player if p > 0.5. Considering th is sequence 
of Bernoulli trials, let X  =  ( X i , X 2, . . .) be a sequence of encounters between A  
and B  w ith  A  [B] representing a point won by player A [B]. Let F  be a unirule 
which determ ines sequentially, for all X , on the  basis of X i, X 2, . . . ,  Xj  w hether 
A wins or loses or play continues w ith  the  sam pling of Xj+i  (i =  1 ,2 , .  ..). The 
unirule F  is sym m etric if its determ inations for X  =  ( X 1?X 2, . . . )  where X* =  B  
[A] if Xi  = A [B] axe the reverse of those of X . This sym m etry thus provides the 
“fairness” s truc tu re  for the  scoring system. Denoting
Pf (p ) =  Prob (A wins m atch  | F,p)
p F(p) =  E (D  I F,p)
where D  is the dura tion  (num ber of points) of the m atch, sym m etry implies 
Pir(0.5) =  0.5. A sym m etric unirule also satisfying the  regularity  conditions
(i) Pf (p ) increases continuously and m onotonely from 0.5 to  1 as p increases 
from 0.5 to  1 and
(ii) p f (p ) <  00 (0 <  p  <  1)
is called a uniformat. Thus, a uniform at is ju s t a fair scoring system  possessing 
sensible regularity conditions and involving only one type of point.
Consider, for 0.5 < p' <  1, the  simple hypotheses
H 0 : p  = p', q = q'
Hi  : p = q', q = p
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where q' — 1 — p' . Applying Wald and Wolfowitz’s (1948) result, Miles concluded 
that there is a unique class of optimal uniformats, given by the Sequential Proba­
bility Ratio Test. It is { Wn) (n =  1 ,2 ,3 ,...) , where W n is the uniformat in which 
the winner is the first player to achieve a lead of n points over the other. The key 
characteristics of Wn are
Pw„(p) = P n/(p" +  9")
and
w „ (p ) =  n(-fV„(p) -  -  9)
where Q w n(p) = 1 — P\vn(p)- Miles then showed that the efficiency, p, of a general 
uniformat with key characteristics P  and p at p is given by
( P - Q ) l n g  
P Mp  -  9) In f
where Q =  1 — P.
Thus Miles (1984) created a formal structure for evaluating the efficiency of 
any uniformat used to test the above symmetric single statistical hypotheses about 
the parameter p. He noted that scoring systems such as volleyball, badminton 
and international squash rackets are not uniformats essentially because of the 
advantage of serving first; however they may be converted into uniformats by the 
simple device of playing an initial non-scoring point to determine the server (see 
also Clarke and Norman (1979)). Miles (1984) also studied the efficiency of a 
uniformat that forms the basis of many scoring systems: the “first to n points” or 
“best of 2n — 1 points” uniformat, i?2n -i • He showed that the efficiency of B 2n-i  
at p decreases as n increases to a limiting efficiency of
p =  p \n( l /Apq) / ( (p  -  q)\n(p/q))  ( i  < p < 1)
and thus uniformats JE?2n -i for large n should be avoided in practice.
Kemeny and Snell (1960, pp.161-167) had earlier noted the “magnification” 
achieved by scoring systems (thus, for example, “a game of tennis serves to magnify 
the [point-probability] difference between two players”). Restricting to unipoints, 
they compared the magnification of the two systems i?2m-i and W n (for (large) 
values of m  and n such that the expected durations were approximately equal) 
and concluded that i?2m -i had about 0.8 times the magnification of W n when p =
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0.5 +  e (e >  0 small). Thus they concluded th a t W n was more efficient th an  
However, they could not directly m easure th e  efficiency, p , of B ^m -i  since they  had  
not set up sym m etric hypotheses w ith a  and  ß  equal (a  =  Prob(T ype I error); ß  =  
Prob(T ype II error)). Schutz, (1970) also a ttem p ted  to  evaluate the  efficiency 
of several unipoints scoring systems and, noting the work of Kemeny and Snell, 
proposed the use of the W n system.
We now consider sports such as tenn is in which serving is an advantage. There 
axe essentially 2 types of point (a-points (A  serves) and b-points (B  serves)), and 
so we have bipoints in which p a (p&) represents the probability  th a t player A  (B )  
wins an a- (&-) point. Here pa and p& axe statistica l unknowns.
In a  study of some tennis d a ta  Pollard  (1980, pp .71-93) analysed 35 m atches 
(5503 points) from one of A ustralia’s m ore prestigious tournam ents, th e  1977 NSW  
M en’s O pen Lawn Tennis Cham pionships, and  found th a t the w inner of a m atch  
won on average 71% of points on service, while the loser won on average 62% of 
points on service. He also applied num erous statistica l tests  to  test the  assum ption 
th a t the  outcom e of any point is independent of any o ther point and concluded 
th a t the  assum ption was reasonable.
The form al s truc tu re  for evaluating efficiency in this bipoints case, due to  
Miles (1984), is now given. Player A  is th e  better player if p a >  A sym m etric 
birule, F , is set up analogously to the sym m etric unirule. We also require the 
initial type of point played to have no bearing on P  and p. T h a t is
pa  __ pb __ p
and p a =  p b =  p
where the superscripts a and b refer to th e  initial point type. If a sym m etric birule 
F  satisfies the above and  the condition
Pa > Pb = >  P  > 0.5 ,
we say F  is a biformat.
By considering (a , b) point-pairs (one a- and  one b- point is played (pairwise) 
w ith the  outcom e being win, draw or loss), W n (point-pairs) (the  w inner is the  first 
player to  achieve a lead of 2n points over the o ther) can be set up as the standard  
biformat and the efficiency of a general biform at F  can be m easured relative to  
it. W ald (1947, C hapter 6) recom m ended the use of point-pairs for com paring the 
means of two binom ial populations. Since we require the initial type of point to
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have no bearing on ?  or /i, Miles set up reversal biformats in the following elegant 
way. Let F a be a sequential birule starting with an a-point and resulting in a win 
for either A or B after a point duration of finite mean. Let F b denote the reverse 
birule, obtained from Fa by the exchanges a <-► 6, A <-* B. Then G =  [Fa,F b] 
denotes a single play which, operating like a point-pair, results in a win by A, a 
draw or a loss by A. If H is a uniformat then the reversal biformat H(G)  is decided 
by H  applied to wins and losses in independent replication of G as “points” (draws 
axe ignored with respect to G but count towards p). H(G) is a biformat.
For 0 < p'b < pa1 < 1, the simple hypotheses
Ho : p a =  Pa i Pb =  Pb
Hi : p a =Pb ’, Pb =  Pa'
axe set up and in a similar manner to uniformats, the efficiency, p, of a general 
biformat with key characteristics P  and p at (pa,P&), relative to {W n(point-pairs)} 
as standard, is given by
P =  (2(P ~ Q) ln(P/ Q))/ {p(pa ~ Pb)ln(paqb/pbqa)) (1.2.1)
where qa =  1 — pa and qb =  1 — pb. Thus, for given (pa-,Pb)-> efficiency is 
a function of P  and p. Using the play-the-loser (PL) discipline in which a 
win by player A [B] is followed by a b- [a-] point, Miles showed that the re­
versal biformat {W\ (Wn(PLa), Wn(PLb)) } (n = 1,2,3, . . . )  was more efficient 
than {Wn(point-pairs)} (n = 1,2,3, . . . )  when pa +  pb > 1 (and less efficient 
when pa + pb < 1) and n >  2. He noted that {W 1 (Wn(P W a), Wn( P W b) ) } 
(n =  1,2,3, . . . )  was more efficient than {Wn(point-pairs)} (n =  1,2,3, . . . )  when 
pa 4" pb < 1 (and less efficient when pa +  pb > 1) and n > 2. Here P W X 
represents play-the-winner starting with an x-point. (See also Sobel and Weiss 
(1970) and Zelen (1969)). Miles noted that increases in efficiency are typically 
minute. He also defined the alternating sequence of a and b points (ab ab ab . . . ) ,  
AL, and has shown {W\ (Wn(ALa), Wn(ALb)) } to have the same efficiency as 
{W n(point-pairs)}. To simplify notations, W2nPL, W2nPW  and W2nAL will be 
used to represent these three families of reversal biformats respectively.
Miles (1984) noted the inefficiency of the tennis scoring system especially for 
players with strong services or a strong serving advantage (e.g. men’s doubles and 
matches on “fast” surfaces) and recommended a simple device within the existing 
framework to remedy this problem:- commence each game not at “love all” but
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at 0-15, 0-30 or even 0-40 as the “service advantage” (for both  players or bo th  
pairs of players) increases.
Families of uniform ats (or biform ats) {Mi}  (i =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . )  typically have 
a {p,P)  relationship at fixed p  (or (p a,Pb)) which is convex upwards as shown in 
Figure 1.2.1. Consider such a family and suppose a game is played w ith  probability  
p' under uniform at (or biform at) Mj  and, w ith probability  1 — p' under uniform at 
(or biform at) M*. Then, it can be seen th a t, the efficiency of such a hybrid , H , is 
less th an  th a t of the corresponding in terpolated  point, M /, on the  sm ooth (/j ,P )  
curve (see Figure 1.2.1).
Figure 1.2.1
A typical (p,P)  relationship for fixed p  or (p a,Pb) •
A
Hsi and Burych (1971) had  earlier recognised the  bipoints character of tennis 
and derived the  probabilities th a t a player wins (or loses) a classical set of tennis 
6-0, 6-1, 6 -2 ,.. .,0-6. However, in the ir conclusions, they m ade tw o suggestions 
(w ithout any m athem atical analysis) for shortening the po tentia lly  long sets of 
classical tennis. Firstly, th a t service points m ay be a lternated  ra th e r th an  ser­
vice games and secondly, if 5 games all is reached, “a scheme sim ilar to  W ald’s 
sequential analysis m ay be used . . .  the  set is determ ined when one player scores 5 
points, say, m ore than  his opponent” . However, they  did not address the  inherent 
inefficiency of the tennis scoring system.
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C arter and Crews (1974) explored the effect of a few different tie-breaker 
rules in tennis. However, they made the  assum ption th a t bipoints tennis could 
be approxim ated by unipoints tennis (by using the  average p =  (pa -f <?&)/2); an 
assum ption which was not justified and which led to  some incorrect conclusions 
(e.g. “m axim um  expected set length of 67.70 po in ts” for classical tennis). They also 
concluded th a t “if the game of tennis were thought of as a  test of hypothesis, the 
above inform ation would indicate th a t it was a powerful te s t” , and  th a t “a tennis 
m atch  can be considered as a hierarchical series of replicated paired  comparisons 
between the  two opponents” and th a t “a tennis m atch  can be used as an example 
to  illustra te  the power of the  paired-com parison technique” . Thus, w ithout any 
a ttem p t to  sta te  the hypotheses, they recognised the  hypothesis testing  na tu re  of 
the  tennis scoring system  bu t were incorrect in concluding th a t scoring in tennis 
(in its trad itional form) was a  “powerful te s t” . Pollard (1980, p.10) noted  the 
inefficiency of the tennis scoring m ethod.
1 .3  T h e  W ork  o f  M orris (1977)
M orris w rote two earlier papers on tennis (1972, 1973), b u t in his 1977 paper 
he introduced the elegant concept of the importance of a  point (for winning a game 
of tennis) which he defined as “the difference between two conditional probabilities: 
the probability  th a t the server wins the game given th a t he wins the  point, minus 
the probability  th a t he wins the game given th a t he loses th a t po in t” . He noted 
th a t each point is equally im portan t to  bo th  players bu t th a t some po in ts (games 
or sets) are more im portan t (to  bo th  players) th an  o ther points (games or sets). 
The “tim e-im portance, T;” of sta te  i w ithin a game was defined as the  product of 
its im portance w ithin the game and the expected num ber of tim es th a t sta te  i 
is entered, n*, in a single play of the game. Morris noted th a t if player A  increased 
p to  p +  e whenever s ta te  i was entered, then the  probability  of w inning the  game 
was increased by Tie (e >  0 small). He defined the  “m agnification factor, M ” of a 
game (at p) as the sum (over all possible non-absorbing states w ith in  the  game) 
of the  T{ values, and noted  the following approxim ate p roperty
P(p  +  e) — P{p)  == Me  (sm all e)
where P(p  -f- e) (P (p )) is the probability  player A  wins the game when the  prob­
ability of winning every point is p + e(p). Suppose all possible (non-absorbing) 
states in a game of tennis axe now fisted from the  most im portan t to  the  least 
im portan t (w ith possible equalities in im portances) sta te . For each non-absorbing
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state j , the cumulative sums Gj  defined by
G , =  E  T'
all * s .t .
I i > l j
can be formed. If p is increased to p +  e on all states at least as important as 
state j ,  the increase in P  is approximately Gje. Now suppose, for example, that 
all possible (non-absorbing) states are divided into two sets of states; the first set 
being the set of the most important states, Si,  that occur (about) half the time 
in the long run whilst the second set is the set of all remaining (least important) 
ones, 52, that also occur (about) half the time in the long run. All states in Si 
are thus more important than (or at least as important as) all states in S2 . Now 
suppose p is increased by e on all states in 5 1 and decreased by e on all states in S2  
(e > 0). Then, supposing k is the least important state in Si,  the overall increase 
in P  by the above action is given by e(2Gk — M ) approximately, which is greater 
than zero unless all states axe equally important (in which case it equals zero). 
Thus Morris (1977) noted that, by increasing p by e on those points in the set 
S\ and by decreasing it by e on those points in the set S2 , player A’s probability 
of winning the game was increased even though (it could well be argued that) no 
extra effort was made. We note that in some realizations of the game the extra 
effort will need to be made on more than half the points played whereas in other 
realizations it will need to be made less frequently than half the time. Morris also 
noted the multiplicative property of importances within a nested scoring system. 
For example, in tennis, “the importance of a point to winning the match, IpMi 
can be obtained from the importance of the point to winning the game, IpG, from 
the importance of the game to winning the set, Iq s , and from the importance of 
the set to winning the match, I s m ” in the following way
IpM =  IpG x Igs  x I s m  ■
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1.4  O th er  C o n tr ib u tio n s  
1 .4 .1 . S q u ash
Studies of the game of international squash and related scoring systems axe 
firstly considered. For a game of international squash, ApSimon (1957) found ex­
plicit expressions for the probability player A wins given that player A  is about 
to serve (or recieve) and needs (say) x points to win while player B  needs (say) 
y points to win. Watson (1970) evaluated the probability player A  wins a game 
of international squash for various values of p. He noted that the scoring used in 
(say) table tennis could be regarded as a zero-order system, whilst that used in 
(say) international squash could be regarded as a first-order system since a point 
can only be won by the server. He noted that we could extend to second-order sys­
tems as follows. In such a system the receiver would have to win the rally to gain 
the serve, win the next rally to retain the serve and win the third rally in order to 
earn a point. Watson (1970) concluded that “the effect of increasing the order of 
the system of scoring is to increase the probability of the better player winning the 
game”. Hsi and Burych (1971), using a bipoints structure, attempted to find the 
distribution of scores in badminton which uses the same service exchange mecha­
nism as in international squash. They introduced the notions of “interruptions” 
and “exchanges” in their analysis but obtained incorrect results as the number 
of possible “exchanges” were incorrectly enumerated. Phillips (1978) indicated 
how this error could be corrected. In his interesting paper Phillips introduced two 
further notions — “disruptions” and “obstructions”. These notions lead to three 
ways of dividing up the points within a game, which in turn gave three different 
expressions for the distribution of scores in (first-order) scoring systems such as 
the game of international squash (approximately B^n-x points where n =  9) or the 
game of badminton. Phillips (1978), noting the work of Kingston (1976), observed 
the unfairness of the scoring systems used in international squash and badminton, 
and that the convergence of this unfairness to zero (as the n in i ? 2 n - i  tends to 
infinity) was slow. Phillips also investigated the “setting” of a game of interna­
tional squash when 8-8 is reached for the first time. The receiver has the choice 
of “no set” (“short” game or “first-to-9”) or “set two” ( “long” game or “first- 
to-10”). Supposing player A  is the receiver at 8-8, player A  should select “no set” 
if and only if pb > pa/<la (in bipoints). In unipoints play, player-A will select “no 
set” if and only if p (the probability player A wins a rally) is less than (about) 
0.38. Clarke and Norman (1978, 1979) obtained the same results for international
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squash and also did a corresponding analysis for North American squash and Bad­
minton, correcting some earlier work by Renick (1976, 1978). Phillips (1978) also 
wrote down, for the bipoints case, the distribution of scores in games such as North 
American squash. Using unipoints, Clarke and Norman (1979) evaluated the ex­
pected value and variance of the duration of a game of international squash and 
noted its larger variance them that of North American Squash (see also Schutz and 
Kinsey (1977)). Pollard (1980, 1983b, 1985a) studied the distribution of duration 
and the importances of the points within the international squash scoring system.
1.4.2. Tennis
Articles on tennis that were not discussed in Sections 1.2 or 1.3 are now con­
sidered. Gale (1971) investigated the common practice of serving a “strong” serve 
on the first serve and a “weak” serve on the second serve, if required. Using el­
ementary probability and assuming a continuum of possible serves, then under 
reasonable assumptions he concluded that it would never make sense to serve a 
more risky serve as a second serve. Redington (1972) concluded that in the 1971 
Wimbledon Final, Newcombe would have done slightly better if he had repeated 
his first serve instead of using a softer second serve and that the optimum second 
serve would be somewhere between the two serves used. George (1973) carried 
out a similar theoretical analysis to that of Gale reaching similar conclusions and 
then analysed a small data set of men’s singles to determine which of the 3 admis­
sible two service strategies, (strong-weak), (strong-strong) and (weak-weak) was 
best. The data supported the common practice that the (strong-weak) strategy 
is best and typically the (weak-weak) option was the worst of the three. King 
and Baker (1979) carried out the same analysis as George for a larger data set of 
women’s singles. For one player the (weak-weak) strategy was preferable, while 
for another the (strong-strong) strategy was best, but for the remaining 10 players 
in the analysis it appeared that the (strong-weak) option was best. However, in 
no case did the data suggest the use of the (weak-strong) strategy, thus agreeing 
with the earlier-mentioned theory. King and Baker also showed that the statistics 
of a match could be used to determine how a player could most effectively im­
prove performance. A rather similar approach to the above two-service problem 
was given by Hannan (1976) who also proposed a rather impractical game theory 
approach.
Kingston (1976) derived an interesting and possibly surprising property for 
those competitions which involve an inherent advantage such as service in tennis.
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He showed th a t, for P 2n_ i systems using bipoints, th e  in itial server has the  same 
probability  of winning the m atch  under two different rules (i) A  and B  serve 
a lte rnate  games and (ii) the winner of one game serves the  next. A nderson (1977) 
gave a simple proof of this result.
Fischer (1980) a ttem pted  to  find th e  probability  player A  wins a set and a 
m atch  of tennis bu t obtained inaccurate results as he used a unipoints approxim a­
tion to  a  bipoints situation.
Croucher (1981) showed th a t sporting d a ta  was a  useful source in providing 
instruction  for students to  become fam iliar w ith probability  concepts. Analysing 
the  first 100 years of W imbledon tennis finals, he rejected the hypothesis th a t 
the  players were of equal ability and also concluded th a t, for men, there was a 
suggestion of a  “back-to-the-wall” effect w herein players who lost the  first set and 
recovered to  take their opponents to  five sets appeared  to  “have the  edge” in the 
fifth set.
1.5 T h e  P ro b lem s C on sid ered  in  T h is  T h esis  and  S om e R e su lts
W ith  the exception of Wn(point-pairs), Miles (1984) produced biform ats by 
the  use of the reversal biform at structure . Section 2.2 of this thesis shows th a t it 
is also possible to  produce biform ats w ithout using this structure . In particu lar, 
this section shows th a t an equivalent biform at to  W2nBL  (or W2 „ P W ) can be 
produced using generalized point-pair3 (g-p.p.) ra th e r th an  points. Section 2.2 
also shows th a t Wn(point-pairs) and W2n(AL)  not only have the same efficiency 
of unity, bu t in fact have the same distribution  of duration.
Miles (1984) showed th a t the reversal biform at W2nP L  has efficiency greater 
th an  unity  when n > 2 and pa + Pb > 1. Are there any o ther super-efficiency 
biform ats? We will see in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 th a t, w ithin the  structu re , 
there are in fact n — 2 other biform ats w ith  p >  1 when pa +  Pb > 1. These n — 2 
other W2n biform ats m ay be called partial play-the-loser (PPL)  biform ats and 
can be listed in their increasing order of efficiency. W hen pa +  Pb > 1? th e  most 
efficient of these n — 1 super-efficient biform ats is in fact W2nPX. An intuitive 
explanation of this super-efficiency is given in Section 2.5. Thus a “spectrum” of 
super-efficient biform ats has been produced, each m em ber of which can be obtained 
by using either individual points or generalized point- pairs.
The duration  of the  biform ats in the above spectrum  m ust be an even num ber 
of points. Is it possible to  produce biform ats w ith odd durations? C hapter 3 
shows th a t it is. Using the W2n_ i structu re , n — 1 super-efficient biform ats can
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be produced w ithout the  need for the  reversal biform at structure . T hus the  above 
spectrum  of super-efficient biform ats can be enlarged to  include the  cases of odd 
duration. Again, when p a +  pb > 1, th e  (full) P L  cases are seen to  be the  most 
efficient ones w ithin this enlarged spectrum  of W n biform ats, called the “total 
spectrum”.
Typically there are m any different ways of producing the  same P P L  m em ber 
of th is to ta l spectrum ; these different ways axe effectively perm utations of each 
other. For example, it is shown in Section 3.3 th a t a P P L  s truc tu re  can be seen 
as a  “m ixture of the P L  and A L  s truc tu res” . In fact some P P L  m em bers can be 
obtained by mixing the P L , A L  and P W  structures, provided the  ex ten t of the 
P L  structu res exceeds th a t of the  P W  s tructures. (See Sections 3.4 and  3.5.)
Every m em ber of th is to ta l spectrum  of biform ats is shown to  have the  con­
stant probability ratio ( c .p .r .) p roperty  which is defined in Section 2.1 and  implies 
th a t the  random  variable, duration, is independent of the indicator variable which 
equals 1 (0) when player A  wins (loses). This p roperty  is very useful in generating 
m any of the  results of C hapters 2 and 3.
Is it possible to  reduce some of the sym m etry w ithin the biform at structure? 
Figures 3.3.1 and 3.4.2 of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 show th a t it is.
The discussion of the  to ta l spectrum  of biform ats has so far been in term s 
of additional P P L  m embers. Of course, all the corresponding partia l play- the- 
winner (P P W ) m em bers exist and have efficiency greater (less) th an  un ity  when 
Pa+Pb <  1 (Pa +Pb >  1).
Section 3.6 addresses the question as to w hether it is possible to find a super­
efficient biform at if it is not known in advance w hether p a +  pb is greater or less 
th an  unity. As a result of Theorem  3.1, it appears th a t it is not possible to find a 
biform at which is super-efficient in b o th  the regions pa + Pb > 1 and p a +  pb < 1.
M any of the results m entioned so far have been achievable by m aking use of 
the  c.p .r . p roperty  and  w ithout deriving the actual d istributions of duration . In 
Section 3.7 m atrix  procedures and a probability  generating function m ethod  are 
given for deriving the  d istribution  of duration  for these P L , A L  and P W  systems.
Every biform at w ith in  the to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats has the  following 
property: each point w ithin th a t biform at is equally im portan t when p a =  Pb- A 
diagram , the “P  — D  — I  d iagram ” , which was found to  be quite useful for the 
analysis of scoring system s, is introduced in Section 4.2. M orris (1977) noted  th a t 
points were not equally im portan t in tennis and  Miles (1984) noted the  inefficiency 
of' the  tennis scoring system . Is there a  relationship betw een the  efficiency of a
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biformat or uniformat (at (p a,Pb) or p) and the importance of the points within it? 
An exact relationship is given in Section 4.3 as well as an approximate relationship 
for the case in which (PaiPb) = (p + 8,p — S) (or p  = % + 8 in unipoints) where 6 is 
small. This approximate relationship is developed in Section 4.5 and it is shown 
that if the points are not equally important when the two players axe equal (in 
unipoints or bipoints), the efficiency at  ^+ 6 in unipoints or (p+8 ,p  — 8) in bipoints 
must be less than unity (8 small). Section 4.4 gives an extension of a well-known 
theorem in random walk theory.
We noted above that points axe equally important (when pa — Pb) for any 
biformat which is a member of the total spectrum of Wn biformats. Does this 
property characterize this total spectrum of Wn biformats? Section 5.1 shows 
that it does and we can conclude that, amongst the set of biformats whose limiting 
efficiencies at (p + 8,p — 8) do not drop below 1 as 8 —► 0, the PL  (P W ) cases of 
the total spectrum of biformats axe in fact the optimal biformats when pa +Pb > 1 
(Pa +Pb <  1)- The structure of biformats ensures that the probabilities of the two 
types of error, a  and ß, axe equal. However, the above optimal property carries 
over to the cases in which oc ^  ß (the “handicap” case). Section 5.2 uses the above 
characterization property to show that a certain tie-breaker (T B ) system, which 
is really very similar to the corresponding AL system, can have an efficiency less 
than unity. A very brief discussion of 2 other bipoints problems: clinical trials 
(2-drugs) and the 2-armed bandit problem is given in Section 5.3.
Thus, Chapters 2 and 3 introduce generalized point-pairs and produce the total 
spectrum o f Wn biformats (with the c.p.r. property) with or without the use of the 
reversal structure. Chapter J introduces the P — D — I diagram (which was found to 
be quite useful) and formalizes a relationship between the efficiency of a uniformat 
or biformat and the importances of the points within it. The relationship is then 
used in Chapter 5 to produce the family of optimal biformats. These results are 
perhaps the theoretical highlights of this thesis.
Can the super-efficiency of the PL  rule in the tennis context (pa +pb > 1) be 
extended to the tennis doubles situation in which there are essentially 4 types of 
point — “quadri-points” ? Extending the notation of Section 1.2, Team A is the 
better team if p al +  pa2 > Pbi + Pb2 and our hypotheses are now
Ho : Pa 1 Pa2 > Pbl + Pb2
and Hx : pal + pa2 < Pbi +  Pb2 -
With 4 types of point, there is now a starting point problem. (We recall that
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Miles overcame this starting point problem in the bipoints case by setting up the 
reversal biformat structure (so that, amongst other things, there would be just one 
efficiency).) For this quadri-points problem, consider Wn (n finite) for example. 
P  and p values depend on the initial point selected and on the initial order of 
selection of points. Wn used in conjunction with PL, PW ,  or AL structures leads 
to very complicated exact analyses (for finite n) and, of course, there are multi­
ple efficiencies (depending on the starting point, etc.). These analyses are further 
complicated since we no longer have the c.p.r. property. However, asymptotically 
(n —► oo) the starting problem no longer exists and a “modules ” approach can be 
used to derive asymptotic efficiencies. These modules act as independent units 
within the random walk and if a (complex) exchange mechanism (i.e. a rule deter­
mining the next type of point to be played) can be decomposed into smaller such 
independent units, then properties of these units and the theory of the general 
one-dimensional random walk can be used to obtain the asymptotic efficiency of 
the random walk with that exchange mechanism. This method of modules is intro­
duced in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 we consider quadri-points, set up “point-quads” 
(similar to point-pairs in the bipoints case) as the “standard” module and evaluate 
the asympototic efficiency of a module based on the PL  rule. A single points and 
generalized point-pairs approach are again shown to be equivalent, although the 
single points approach is seen to be applicable to the cases of 6 ,8 , 10, . . .  types of 
point ( “multi-points”). As may have been anticipated, this module based on the 
PL  rule (Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2) and used with Wn (n large) systems is super­
efficient for the quadri-points case if pa +  pb > 1 and |pal — pa2| =  \pb\ ~  P62I? a 
rather limiting constraint (here pa =  (pai +  pa2)/2 and pb =  (p i1 +p&2) /2)-
An extension of unipoints is also considered in Section 7.4 and certain quite 
limited results based on bipoints and quadri-points are established.
Some applications of this module approach to general statistical problems are 
given in Section 6.4. For example, in statistical inference, the domain of asymptotic 
super-efficiency of a certain test of a 2-sample Poisson hypothesis testing problem 
is given. Also, in general, where a and ß are type I and type II errors, the module 
which produces the asymptotically most efficient test for the a =  ß  case is also 
the most efficient for the a ^  ß case. In Example 6.3.2 the module method is used 
to provide an intuitive explanation as to why the PL  rule is super-efficient when 
Pa+Pb >  1 in bipoints. Section 6.5 shows that the modules approach can be used 
to find asymptotically optimal strategies and Section 6.6 indicates some possible 
further studies.
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C hapter 8 gives a detailed analysis of classical and  tie-breaker tennis. The 
tennis scoring system  can be seen as an inefficient test of the bipoints hypothe­
sis of Section 1.2. Thinking about this specific scoring system  and its inherent 
inefficiency gave rise to the work of Miles (1984) and the  theory in C hapters 2 
to  7 of this thesis. Using a bipoints approach, C hapter 8 gives expressions for 
the d istribution, the m ean and the variance of the num ber of points in  a game, 
set or m atch  of (best-of-3 sets of) classical or tie-breaker tennis and explains the 
long m atches often previously observed in  classical tennis. The methodology used 
to derive these expressions could be used to obtain corresponding expressions for  
other “nested” scoring systems (squash is 2-nested (game, m atch) whereas tennis 
is 3-nested (game, set, m atch)). In Section 8.9 a “best-of-5 half- sets” scoring 
system  is shown to have a smaller variance of duration  th a n  the present “best-of-3 
tie-breaker sets” system.
C hap ter 9 briefly outlines some aspects in the  design of scoring system s. In 
particu lar, the  roles played by characteristics such as expected dura tion , /z, vari­
ance of duration , cr2, and efficiency, p, are considered. The designer m ust make 
a choice between p and cr2. M ethods of reducing cr2 are suggested, and some 
results relevant to  i?2n_ i and related systems are outlined. My supervisor, Dr 
Roger Miles, is currently carrying out investigations into this topic of the  design 
of scoring systems (Miles, to  appear).
M orris (1977) derived an approxim ate relationship between the increased 
probability of winning a point or set of points and the increased probability  of 
winning a m atch. This relationship is generalized in Section 10.2 and an alterna­
tive approach is taken in Section 10.3. It is seen th a t interactions betw een states 
occur; interactions th a t can be positive or negative. The effect of increasing p in 
unipoints by 6 on some points w ithin the f?2n- i  and W n uniform ats is investigated 
in Section 10.5 and a generalization of the results of K ingston (1976) and  Anderson 
(1977) is noted.
In C hapter 11 team  play is considered and for sim plicity the unipoints case is 
discussed although the general conclusions undoubtedly  also apply to  the  bipoints 
case. Player A{ has a probability pi of w inning a point against player B{. In 
team  play, player A \  plays player B \  according to  some uniform at un til A \  or B \ 
wins; player A2 plays player B 2 according to  the  same uniform at u n til A2 or R 2 
wins. The winning team  (A  or B )  m ust now be determ ined by some countback 
rule. W hat rule should be used? Also, is there a  preferable underlying uniform at 
or scoring system  th a t should be used for the individual m atches? C hap ter 11
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considers these problems for the  cases of 2 or 3 players per team . (A nother appli­
cation re la ted  to  this problem  is the case in which two players play each o ther 2 or 
3 tim es.) The general conclusion is th a t “upward- nested” countback system s (e.g. 
points - games - sets - m atches, in tennis) are preferable to  “dow nw ard-nested” 
system s (m atches - sets - games - points).
In sports scoring systems the concept of efficiency requires the  b e tte r  of two 
players to  have a high probability  of obtaining a greater score th a n  th a t of the 
weaker player a t the com pletion of the m atch. The corresponding requirem ent of 
exam inations (which typically involve more th an  two persons) is th a t the  rank­
ings of the scores of the examinees should correspond as closely as possible to 
the rankings of the exam inees’ respective abilities being m easured: the  b e tte r ex­
aminees should have a high probability  of obtaining b e tte r scores. The m ultiple 
choice m ethod of exam ination and its associated (classical) m ethod of scoring is 
investigated in C hapter 12. It is shown th a t the instructions given to  the  candi­
dates and the  current m ethod of scoring commonly used by the  exam iner can be 
changed so th a t the  scores obtained by the  candidates more closely correspond to 
the ir respective abilities being m easured. The proposed scoring system  involves 
instructing  the examinee to  tick the correct box or cross a box or boxes known to 
be incorrect. Section 12.3 shows th a t a wide range of scoring system s is available 
w ithin this structure, each of which, it is argued, removes guessing by examinees, 
thus elim inating a m ajor source of random  variation in exam inee’s scores.
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CHAPTER 2
A SPECTRUM  OF W2N BIFORM ATS
2.1 Introduction
Miles (1984) produced three reversal biformats using the W2n structure — W2nPL, 
W2nAL  and W2nP W . Sections 2.3 and 2.4 show that, for a given n (>  3), there are 
in fact n — 2 reversal biformats ‘between’ W2nP L  and W2nAL  which use the W2n 
structure and can be formed by ‘mixing’ the PL  and AL  rules. Correspondingly, 
for a given n (>  3), there are n —2 reversal biformats between W2nAL  and W2nPW . 
Thus, for a given n, there are in total 2n — 1 reversal biformats using the W2n 
structure. Allowing n to take the values 1,2,3,..., we thus have a “spectrum” 
of reversal biformats. From Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 it follows that every member 
of this spectrum has a useful property known as the “constant probability ratio”
(c.p.r.) property which is defined in Section 2.2. Each member of this spectrum 
has its own c.p.r.. Corollary 2.2.1 shows that, for any biformat with this c.p.r. 
property, the distribution of duration, the distribution of duration conditional on 
player A  winning and the distribution of duration conditional on player A  losing 
are identical. Corollary 2.2.2 shows that, for any biformats with the same c.p.r., 
the distributions of duration are identical. Corollary 2.2.1 is used in Theorems 2.3 
and 2.5 to derive a useful relationship between P  and p for each member of this 
spectrum of reversal biformats. This relationship together with the c.p.r. property 
is used to show that, for a given n, the efficiency of these 2n — 1 reversal biformats 
is monotonic (Theorem 2.7). It is deduced that, for a given n, W2nP L (W2nP W ) is 
the most efficient of these 2n — 1 reversal biformats when pa+Pb > 1 (pa +  f>& < 1). 
Similarly, W2nP L (W2nP W )  is the least efficient when pa + Pb < 1 (pa + Pb > !)•
In this chapter an alternative method of producing, for a given n, biformats 
with the same distributions of duration (and same c.p.r.'’s) as the 2n — 1 reversal 
biformats mentioned above is described. This method makes use of point-pairs 
rather than points and demonstrates that biformats can be produced without the 
need for the reversal biformat structure (cf. Miles (1984, p.103)).
2o2 The Constant Probability Ratio Property and Generalized Point- 
Pairs.
Every member of the spectrum of biformats discussed in Section 2.1 has a 
convenient property which is now introduced. If Pk(F ) (Qk(F))  represents the
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probability player A  wins (loses) in k points under biformat F  scoring, the bifor­
mat F  is said to have the constant win-loss probability ratio (c.p.r.) property if 
Pk(F)/Qk(F)  is a constant for all k (in which Qk(F) > 0). Thus, the indicator 
variable which equals 1 (0) when player A  wins (loses), and the variable, duration, 
are independent when F  has the c.p.r. property.
For each member of this spectrum of biformats there axe two basic structures, 
one using points and the other using generalized point-pairs, which axe now intro­
duced. In bipoints, there axe in fact 3 types of point-pairs ( ( “ )  , (J) and ( J ) )  and 
we take as an example their use with the PL  exchange mechanism. A point-pair 
sequence play-the-loser generalized point-pairs (PL g.p.p.) is now defined. Play 
starts with an (J) point-pair and the PL  sequence applies to the points as pairs. 
Thus, (^) is followed by ( J ) ,  a draw (g) is followed by ( £ )  and (g) is followed 
by (“). Note that throughout this chapter, a draw (^) is always followed by the 
point-pair (J). Using the above exchange mechanism PL g.p.p., we can form the 
family of biformats {Wn(PL g.p.p.)} (n = 1,2,...). This family is now shown 
to have the same c.p.r. and the same distribution of duration as the {W inP L} 
(n = 1 ,2 ,...) family.
Theorem  2.1. The biformat Wn(PL g.p.p.) and the reversal biformat W2nPL  
have the same constant win-loss probability ratio.
Proof: Suppose Fi is used to denote the reversal biformat W2nFL  and F2 is 
used to denote the biformat Wn(PL g.p.p.). Consider firstly a drawn realization of 
(WnP L a, WnP L b) in which player A  wins the W nP L a section in n -fi 2mi points 
(mi = 0,1,2,...) and loses the W nP L b section in n+2m2 points (m2 = 0,1, 2,...). 
Then, for this drawn realization, there is an integer j  (> 1) satisfying the following 
table.
Type of Outcome
point A B Total
a j  n + mi + m2 — j (1 + mi) + (n + m2 -  1)
6 n + mi + m2 -  j  j (n + mi -  1) + (1 + m2)
Total (n-t-mi) + m2 m i + ( n - f m 2) (n + 2mi) + (n + 2m2)
This table uses the fact that the W nP L a section must have consisted of (1 -f mj) 
a-points and (n + mi — 1) 6-points and that the W nP L b section must have had 
(1 + m2 ) 6-points and (n -f- m2 — 1) a-points. It follows from this table that, for 
this drawn situation,
n a Tif) =  0
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where na(nb) is the to ta l num ber of a — (b—) points played. Also, the probability 
of this draw in the order in which the points occurred is
(PaPi)i (q«qi,)n+mi+m' - i ■
Now consider a drawn realization of (WnP L a , WnP L b) in which player A  loses the 
WnP L a section in n +  2m 3 points (m 3 =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . )  and wins the  WnP L b section 
in n +  2m4 points (m 4 =  0 ,1 , 2 , . . . ) .  Then, for this draw n realization, there is an 
integer k (>  0) satisfying the  following table
Type of Outcome
point A B Total
a k n +  m 3 +  m 4 — k (1 +  n +  m 3 -  1) +  m 4
b n +  m 3 +  m 4 — k k m3 +  ( l | n  +  m 4 - l )
Total m 3 +  (n +  m 4) (n  +  m 3) +  m 4 (n +  2m 3) +  (n +  2m 4)
Similarly, for this draw n realization,
na - n b =  0
and the probability of this draw  in the order in which the  points occurred is
(PaPb)k(qaqb)n+m3+m4- k ■
Now finally consider a realization of (WnP L a , WnP L b) in which player A wins 
b o th  sections and wins in a  to ta l of 2n +  2m points (m  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) .  Then there 
is an integer i (>  1) satisfying the following table.
Type of Outcome
point A B Total
a i 1 +  m — i 1 +  m
b 2 n +  m — i i — 1 1 +  (2n +  m — 2)
Total 2n +  m m 2n +  2m
The row and column to ta ls  in this table can be produced in a similar m anner to 
those of the two earlier tables and it can be seen th a t, for this realization
na — nb =  —(2n — 2)
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and the probability of this win to player A  in the order in which the points occurred 
is
Paqb2n~ 1(paPb)t~1{qaqb)1+m~t •
Thus, noting these three realizations of (W nP L a, W nP L b), it can be seen that, 
for i7!, at any point of absorption,
f — (2n — 2) when player A  wins
Tla Tlfo — \
{ 2n — 2 when player A  loses 
where n a(n&) is the total number of a- (&-) points played. Also,
P 2 n + 2 m  = { f l ( j > a P b ,  ?a^)}
where f \  is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m  in papb and qaqb- Since any 
winning path to absorption has a mirror-image losing path to absorption (by mak­
ing the exchanges, win loss and WnP L a <-► W nP L b), it follows that
Q 2 n + 2 m  =  J M a ” " 1 { / l (PaP b ,  5 a 9 ft)}  
and hence F\ has the c.p.r.
( P 2 n + 2 m ) / ( Q 2 n + 2 m )  =  {Paqb )/(P6?a ) (/TI =  0, 1 , 2, . . .) .
It can also be shown that F2 has the same c.p.r.. For example, consider a realization 
which player A  wins with n + h wins, h losses and d draws. For this realization 
there axe non-negative integers i , j ,  k and l satisfying the following table.
Type of 
Point-Pair AA
Outcome
A B  | B B Total
aa i j h - i  -  j h
ab k l 1 + d — k — / 1 + d
bb n + h — i — k d -  j  - l i + j  + k + l — d — 1 n + h — 1
Total n + h d h n -f- 2 h -f- d
The probability of these n 4- h wins, h losses and d draws in the order in which 
they occurred is
{(Pa)'(2P«9a)J(?a2)'‘- " 'J} X {(Pa9j)*(PaP6 +  «o96)'(P»9a)1+li_i_'}
x  {(q i2)n+h- i- k(2pbqb)i - i - \ p t2)i+i+k+,- i -'i }
=Pa962n_1{/2(PaPi, 9a?!,)}
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where f 2 {PaPb-,<JaQb) is a homogeneous polynom ial of degree 2h +  d in papb and 
qaqb. Thus, by a similar argum ent to  above, F2 has the  same c.p.r. as F\.
T h e o re m  2 .2 . The biformat Wn(PL g.p.p.) and the reversed biformat W2nPL 
have the same distribution of duration.
P ro o f :  Using the same no tation  as in the  proof of Theorem  2.1, let be the 
probability  player A wins F{ (i =  1,2). T hen
P(l) = Pag&2n“1{1 + (cu PaPb + Ci2 q a q b) + (c2i(pap6)2 + C22 ( P a P b ) { q a qb)
+ c23(qaqb)2) +  . . . }
and
P(2) =  Pa9&2n—1 {1 +  (c'n papb +  c'l2qaqb) +  (<c'21(pap bf  +  c'22(papb)(qaqh)
+ c23(qaqb)2) +  . . . }
where the  Cij and c[j are (integer) constants. Since =  P(2) for all (pa->pb) it 
follows th a t Cij =  c\j for all i and j  and the result follows.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .1 . For any biformat having the c.p.r. property, the unconditional 
distribution of duration, the distribution of duration conditional on player A win­
ning and the distribution of duration conditional on losing are identical.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .2 . For any two biformats with the same c.p.r. , the above three 
distributions of duration are identical.
T h e o re m  2 .3 . For the biformats Wn(PL g.p.p.) and W2nPL,
P - Q  _  _______ Pa ~ Pb_______
p 2(1 +  (n — l)(pa +pb))
where p is the expected duration, P is the probability player A wins and Q = 1 — P.
P ro o f :  Suppose D2n+2j (j  = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . )  is the d istribu tion  of duration  conditional 
on a win to  player A. Also, suppose P 2n+2j ( j  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . )  is the  d istribution 
of duration  conditional on a loss to  player A. These d istributions are actually 
identical (i.e. D2n+2j = D2n+2j (j  = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) ) .  Note th a t if player A wins 
(loses) in 2n +  2 j  points, j  +  l(2 n  — 1 + j)  a-points and  2n — 1 +  j  (j +  1) 6-points 
m ust have been played. Note also th a t the expected increase (decrease) in player 
A ’s score when an a-point (6-point) is played is 2pa — 1 (2pb — 1). T he expected
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value of player vl’s final score is 2n(P — Q) which is also given by
p {£  D 2n+2i (O' +  l)(2p„ -  1) -  (2n -  1 +  -  1 ))}
+  o {  E  D2»+2j ((2« -  1 +  j)(2p* -  1) -  0  +  l)(2w  -  1)) }
^ j —0 '
= p { Y , D 2n+2j2j(pa -  Pi)} +  ^{(2pa -  1) -  (2n  -  l)(2p, -  1)}
+  q | £  ß 2„+2;2 j(pa -  Pi)} +  q { (2« -  1)(2Pa -  1) -  (2p6 -  1)}
=p(pa ~ Pb) -  (P -  Q)(2n -  2)(pa +  Pb -  1) 
since ^ 2 n+2 j^j =  p — 2n, where the mean duration conditional on winning,
jUw, equals the mean duration conditional on losing, p i ,  and equals p. Equating 
this last expression with 2n(P — Q), the result follows.
If we set up the play-the-winner generalized point-pairs sequence (P W  g.p.p.) 
correspondingly, it follows that {Wn(PWg.p.p.)](n  =  1,2, . . . )  has the same dis­
tribution of duration as { }  (n =  1,2, . . . ) ,  their c.p.r. is given by
and
P Pa2n~l gb 
Q Pb2n~1qa
P - Q  =  _________ Pa -  Pb__________
p 2(1 + (n -  l)(ga + qb))
Miles has shown that W2 nAL and Wn (point- pairs) have the same efficiency. How­
ever, as with the PL and PW exchange mechanisms, it follows that {Wn (point— 
pairs)} (n = 1, 2, . . . )  in fact has the same distribution as j W2nAL} (n =  1,2, . . . ) ,  
their c.p.r. is given by
p  _  Panqbn
Q Pbnqan
and
P  ~  Q _  Pa ~Pb
p 2 n
(It may be noted in passing that, in unipoints, Wn has the c.p.r.
and .
P _ P ^
Q ~  qn
P - Q
p
p - q
•)n
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2 .3  A  B iform at b e tw een  W 2 N A L  and W z n P L  (N  o d d ).
R eturn ing  the  points ra ther th an  point-pairs, the outcom e of these points can 
be represented by a sequence of A ’s and B ’s, which can be split in to  two subse­
quences —  one subsequence consisting only of all the  A ’s num bered in sequential 
order A i, A2, A3, . . .  and a second subsequence consisting only of all the B's  
also num bered in their sequential order. Consider the  exchange m echanism in 
w hich the  odd num bered A ’s (A i, A3, A5, . . . )  are followed by fe-points and the odd 
num bered B' s  are followed by a-points whilst points a lte rnate  ( a b a b  . . . )  for the 
even-num bered A ’s and B ’s (taken in the ir realized order in the  full sequence ra ther 
th a n  in the  subsequences). Then WnPL “dd represents a scoring system , starting  
w ith  an a-poin t, which is won by the first player to  achieve a lead of n points over 
th e  o ther using the above exchange m echanism . Figure 2.3.1 gives an example of 
a  realization of W zPLaodd won by player A. Such a scoring system  can be seen as 
a  “m ix ture” of AL and PL. Note th a t WnPL*ven can be correspondingly defined.
Figure 2.3.1
A realization of W zPLaodd
Type of Pointy
Winner
Score
Ai
B 1 B2 
-1 -2 -1
b
a
b a
b
b
a b
a b
A2 A3
b 3
A4 A5
Ba
Aö A7 a 8 
b 5
0 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 3
AL sub-sequence 
PL  sub-sequence
A sub-sequence 
B sub-sequence
Now return ing  to  point-pairs, the above P L 0dd exchange m echanism  can be 
applied to  point-pairs w ith the  m odification th a t ( ^ )2, ( ^ )4, ( ^ ) 6, . . . ,  and ( # ) 2, 
( ß ) 4, (ß)  6, • . .  are followed by the (J) point-pair, as are all draws (^ ) . Thus, under 
th is P L  odd system , the outcomes ( ^ ) l5 ( ^ )3, ( ^ ) 5, . . .  of the  (^) subsequence are 
followed by (J) and the outcom es ( ß ) 1, ( ^ ) 3, ( 5 ) 5, . . .  of the  (^ )  subsequence are 
followed by (“) whilst all o ther outcomes are followed by an (“) point-pair. The (J) 
poin t-pair is again used to s ta r t the process. Thus, the  generalized point-pair bifor­
m ats { W n( P L 0dd 9-P‘P‘)} (n — 1 , 3 , 5 , . . . )  can be set up using the above exchange 
m echanism . Again, { W n( P L even g.p.p.)] (n  =  1 , 3 , 5 , . . . )  can be correspondingly 
defined and, the m ethods of Section 2.2 can be  used to  show th a t, provided n is
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odd, the odd and even versions have the same distribution of duration, 
P
c.p.r.
n - t- l  3 n  — 1
Q =  I P‘ 2 ® ’
n  +  1 3 n  — 1
Pb 2 qa 2 and
(J> -  0)/M = (p. -  ä ) / ( 2 ^ + ^ ( P a  + p i)
(2.3.1)
Proofs of a more general case are given in Section 2.4. Again, using the methods 
of Section 2.2, it can be shown that, provided n is odd, the four reversal biformats
i w \ { W nP L aodd , WnP L bodd ) j  and the two biformats l w n(PL 0dd g-P-P-) j
'  # even  _ # even  # even
have identical distributions of duration and the same c.p.r.'s. Corresponding re­
sults for W%n systems using odd or even versions of the P W  mechanism can also 
be written down.
2 .4  A  S p ec tr u m  o f  W 2n  B ifo rm a ts
The biformats considered in Section 2.3 could be called partial play-the-loser 
(PPL) biformats. However, there are more PPL biformats than just even or odd.
For example, consider the W\q system. W$(PL g.p.p.) has c.p.r. while W 5
c.p.r.Pb°qa' The P^b*q*'(point-pairs) has c.p.r.
P L  on (say) every 4th loss to either player; the
4 6
case discussed in Section 2.3 while the c.p.r. can be generated by using
can be generated by not using 
c.p.r. is the odds/evensPa Qb 
P b 3 q a '
PL  only on (say) every 4th loss. Generalizing, W n(PL g .p.p.) has c.p.r.
and TUn (point-pairs) has c.p.r. p*n^ n-. Between these values, there are (n — 2)
available c.p.r. ’s each of which can be achieved by using P P L  biformats. Consider
fl — l n  l /  A \
the c.p.r. pln-iqn+r- Using modulus n — 1 arithmetic, suppose the (A) wins 
numbered *i,z2, • • •, */ (for any non-equal ij from the set {0,1,2, . . . ,  n — 2}) in the 
(^) subsequence are followed by (jj) point-pairs and correspondingly suppose the 
(^) wins numbered (also using modulus n —1 arithmetic) i\ , i2, . . . ,  ii (for the (same 
as above) non-equal ij from the set {0,1,2, . . . ,  n — 2}) in the (^) subsequence are 
followed by (“) point-pairs. All other outcomes axe followed by an (J) point-pair, 
which also initiates play. Using this exchange mechanism the associated P PL  
biformat Wn(PLi g.p.p.) (I = 0,1, 2 , . . . ,  n — 1) has the above c.p.r. and
P - Q  _  Pa  ~  Pb__________________
p 2(n — / +  l(pa + p b)) '
(Note that / =  0 gives us the original point-pairs case, Wn(point-pairs), while 
/ =  n — 1 gives us the full PL  case, W n(PL g.p.p.).) Proofs of these results are 
now given.
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Theorem  2.4. The spectrum of biformats {Wn(PLi g.p.p.)} (n =  1,2,3, . . . ;  
/ =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  n — 1) have c.p.r.
p,.n-v +i
Pbn~‘qan+I '
Proof: A similar approach is taken to that in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Con­
sider a realization which player A  wins on player A’s (k(n — 1) 4- m)th g.p.p. win. 
Suppose there are r i f  s in the set { 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  m  — 1} and that there axe d draws in 
the realization. Then, for this realization, there are non-negative integers e,/,gr,/i 
satisfying the following table
Type of 
point-pair
Outcome
AA  | AB | BB Total
aa e di f (k — 1)1 -f r
ab 9 d2 h (2 k — l)(n  — 1 — /) 
4-2(m — 1 — r ) - f l 4 - d
bb d3 <^5 kl 4- r
Total k{n — 1) +  m d (k — l)(n  — 1) +  (m — 1) 2k(n — 1) 4- 2m 
4-d — n
where the di s are differences th a t can be obtained from the row and column totals. 
The probability  of these k(n — 1) +  m wins, d draws and (k — 1 )(n  — 1) +  (m  — 1) 
losses in the order in which they occurred is
{(Pa2Y ( 2 paqa)dl(qa2y }  X { (p » « )9 (Pa +  9a?!.)''2 (m < .)A }
x {(9i2)*(2p6?6)^(P6)d5}
which can be shown to be equal to  a constant m ultiplied by
Pan- ‘qbn+l(PaPb)kl+r+c+3- n- f (qaqi,)kl+T+k+f- ,- c(PaPb +  qaqb)^
which equals
Pan~lqbn+lf((PaPb),  (qaqb))
where f ( { p aPb), (qaqb)) ls a homogeneous polynom ial of degree 2k{n — 1) 4- 2m +  
d — 2n in p ap b and qaqb.
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Now consider the m irror image losing p a th  to  absorption which can be ob­
tained  by the  exchanges aa <-> 66, A A  B B  in the above table. The probability 
of th is p a th  can be shown to equal the  same constant as above m ultiplied by
P6""'9an+'(PaPk)‘ '+r+e+i'"n- / («a?»)'!'+r+'‘+ / " '"e(p«Pi, +  «a?»)“*’
which equals
Pbn~lqan+lf((PaPb), (qaqb))
and hence the  result follows as in the proof of Theorem  2.1.
T h eo rem  2 .5 . The spectrum o f biformats {W n(P Li g.p.p.)} (n =  1,2, 3 , . . . ;  / =  
0 , 1 , . . . ,  n —  1) have the property
P  - Q  _  Pa ~Pb
p 2(n -  / +  l(pa +Pb))  *
P roof: From  the proof of Theorem  2.4 we note th a t, for any realization of the 
above biform ats,
f —l when player A  wins 
bb \  + / when player A  loses
where n aa(ribb) is the to ta l num ber of aa — (66—) point-pairs played. The proof of 
this theorem  follows in the same way as in Theorem  2.3.
General P P L  reversal biform ats W nP L \ ) can be set up for indi­
vidual points (ra ther th an  g.p.p.'1 s) using a m ethod corresponding to  th a t described 
for the  g.p.p. biform at W n(P Li g.p.p.) and also corresponding to  the  single-points 
approach described in the first paragraph of Section 2.3. It is now shown th a t 
these two biform ats have the same d istribution  of duration.
T h eo rem  2 .6 . The biformats W i(W nP L ^ , W nP L bt ) and W n(P Li g.p.p.) have the 
same distribution o f duration.
P roof: Firstly  consider the W nP L f section of the reversal biform at and  let us 
suppose th a t player A  wins on player A ’s (k(n — 1) +  m )th point win. As in the 
proof of Theorem  2.4 let us assume th a t there are r  ij 's  in the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  m  — 1}. 
Then, for this realization, there is a non-negative integer i satisfying the table
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Type of 
point A
Outcome
B Total
a i (k — 1)1 + r + E  — i (k  — 1)/ +  r  +  E
b k(n  — 1) 4- m  — i kl + r + E  — k (n  — 1) — m  + i kl + r 4- E
Total k(n  — 1) +  nn (k — l ) ( n  — 1) +  (m  — 1) (2 k — l ) ( n  — 1) +  2m — 1
where it is assum ed th a t the num ber of points in the  a lternating  subsequence, 
(2k — l ) ( n  — 1 — /) +  (2m — 1 — 2r), is even and is denoted by 2E.  The probability 
of these k{n  — 1) +  m  wins and (k  — l) ( n  — 1) +  (m  — 1) losses in the order in which 
they occurred is equal to
{ P a i q a ( k ~ 1 ) l + r + E ~ i }  X { qb H n - l ) + m - i p b k l + r + E - k ( n - l ) - m + i j  ^
Now suppose player A  wins the  o ther section of the  reversal biform at, W n 
P L b, on player A ’s (k '(n  — 1) +  m ') th point win, and th a t there are r ' i j ’s in the 
set { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m 1 — 1}. Then a similar table to the above can be w ritten  down for 
this realization and 2E '  defined by
2E'  =  (2k' -  l) (n  -  1 -  0  +  (2m ' -  1 -  2 r ')
m ust be even whenever 2E  is even. The probability of these k '(n  — 1) +  m'  wins 
and ( k ' — l) (n  — 1) +  ( m 1 — 1) losses in the order in which they occurred is the 
same as above w ith z, k, m , r  and E  replaced by i \  k \  m ' , r' and E '  respectively. 
The product of these two probabilities is
p a n - lq i n + l ( p <, p t y + i ' + l - n ( q a q b ) k , n + k n + m + m ' - k - k ' - i - i ' - n - 1 ■
Thus, using the same m irror image argum ent as earlier, it follows th a t, by 
com paring this win-win (for the two sections of the reversal biform at) case w ith 
the loss-loss case, w ith 2E  and 2E '  even, this reversal biform at has c.p.r.
P a n - l qkn + l
P6n _,9an+,
For the  case in which 2E  is odd and hence 2E'  is odd, there is one more a- 
(6-)point th an  b- (a-) point in the  a lternating  subsequence of the TFnP L “(W nPL^) 
section of the reversal biform at. These two effects com pensate each o ther and the 
above c.p.r.  still results.
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In the draw situation (win-loss or loss-win for the two sections of the reversal 
biformat) the product of the two probabilities is
CPaPbT1 (qaqb)e2
where e\ and axe two expressions representing the powers of paPb and qaQb- Thus 
the probability of this draw divided by the probability of its mirror image draw is 
1 and, as the game is returned to its starting point by a draw, the above analysis of 
the (win-win) and (loss-loss) cases is sufficient to conclude that Wn(PLi g.p.p.) and 
Wi(WnP L f, WnPL\) have the same c.p.r. and same distributions of durations, 
thus completing the proof.
Using a corresponding PPW  exchange mechanism the spectrum of biformats 
{Wn(PW, g.p.p.)}and {W ^W nPW f, W(n = 1 ,2 ,3 ,...;
/ = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., n — 1)
can be formed, having the properties
and
c.p.r.
P - Q
Pan+V - '
Pbn+,qan- ‘
Pa ~Pb
p 2 (n — l + l(qa + qb))
We now show that if \V2 nPL is more efficient than W2 nAL, it is also more 
efficient than Wn(PLi g.p.p.) for all l = 1,2, 3, . . . ,  n — 2.
Theorem 2.7. Ifpa+pb >  1, the efficiency of (WnPL[ g.p.p) (/ = 0,1,2, . . . ,  n —1) 
increases monotonically as l increases.
Proof: By removing the constants in equation (1.2.1) the relative efficiency of a 
general biformat with key characteristics P and p is given by
P - Q  P--------In — (Miles (1984, p.97 and p.103)) .
p Q
Using Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, the relative efficiency of Wn(PLi g.p.p.) is thus 
{{Pa~Pb)/{2(n-  l + l(p. +Pö)))}H(pa’‘-'<ll,"+,)/(pb’' - ‘qa''+‘)) .
Now let pa = p~h S, qa = q — 6, pb = p — 6, qb = q + 6 where q = 1 — p. The relative 
efficiency of Wn(PL\ g.p.p.) is thus
i + I  l + £
(n -  /) In j —j  + (n + l) In — J2(n — l 4- 2Ip)
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Expanding the logarithm  term s, the relative efficiency is approxim ately
n — l -f  2 Ip
f<$ 1 , £ x3 1 l / < $ \ 3(n_ / ) | _  + _(_) + . . . j  + („ + / ) | -  + - ( - )  + . (2.4.1)
In the above expression, the te rm  in S2 is -A- for all l =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  , n — 1 whilst the 
term  in 8A increases m onotonically as l increases provided 2p > 1 (i.e. pa +pb > 1), 
thus com pleting the proof.
C oro llary  2 .7 .1 . I f  pa +  pb > 1, the efficiency of (W nPW i g.p.p.) (I =  0 ,1 ,2 , 
. . . ,  n — 1) decreases monotonically as l increases.
C oro llary  2 .7 .2 . I f  pa +  Pb <  1, the efficiency o f W n(P L i g.p.p.) (I =  0 ,1 ,2 , 
. . . , n  — 1) decreases monotonically as l increases, whilst the efficiency of 
W n(PW i g.p.p.) (I =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n  — 1) increases monotonically as l increases.
C oro llary  2 .7 .3 . The efficiency o f W n(P L  g.p.p.) increases (decreases) as n in­
creases i f  pa +pb > 1 (pa +Pb < 1) whilst the efficiency o f W n(P W  g.p.p.) increases 
(decreases) as n increases i f  pa +  Pb < 1 (Pa +  Pb > 1 )•
2.5 S u m m ary.
In th is chapter two m ethods, one using single-points w ith the reversal struc­
tu re  and the o ther using generalized point-pairs, have been used to  produce a 
spectrum  of biform ats w ith  c.p.r.'s  given by
t „2 n —t
Palb
2 n —t
PbVa
(n =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ;  t =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . .  ,2n  — 1) .
Every m em ber of this spectrum  has the p roperty  th a t the  d istribu tion  of duration 
conditional on player A  winning, the d istribution  of duration  conditional on player 
A  losing and the unconditional d istribution  of duration  are identical. For a given 
n, the efficiency of the associated biform ats decreases (increases) as t increases if 
Pa +  Pb >  1 (Pa + Pb <  1)- Thus, for a given n, the case in which t — 1 or the 
P L  case (t =  2n — 1 or the  P W  case) produces the  m ost efficient biform at when 
p a -f Pb >  1 (Pa + Pb < !)• Also, when t =  1, the  efficiencies of the  associated 
biform ats increase (decrease) as n increases if pa +  Pb > 1 (Pa + Pb <  1), whilst, 
when t =  2n — 1, the  efficiencies increase (decrease) as n increases if pa +  Pb < 1 
(pa 4- Pb > ! )•  Theorem  2.5 developed a useful relationship betw een P  and p for 
this spectrum  of biform ats.
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There is an intuitive explanation for th is super-efficiency of these P L  and P W  
m echanism s. It is th a t, in each case, under the  m ost efficient m echanism  a greater 
num ber of points w ith the more variable (Bernoulli) d istribution  is expected to 
be selected — an approach used in efficient estim ation theory. An alternative 
explanation is given in Exam ple 6.3.2.
The spectrum  of biform ats considered in this chapter had  durations w ith  an 
even num ber of points. Is it possible to  extend this spectrum  and produce bifor­
m ats w ith  the c.p.r. p roperty  b u t w ith odd durations? This problem  is addressed 
in C hapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
THE TOTAL SPECTRUM OF WN BIFORMATS AND  
SOME FURTHER RESULTS
3.1 Introduction
The spectrum of Win biformats considered in Chapter 2 had the c.p.r. property 
and durations with an even number of points. Is it possible to extend this spec­
trum and produce biformats with the c.p.r. property but with odd durations? 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 show that it is. However, firstly Section 3.2 gives flow dia­
gram representations of the PL-, AL-, and PW-structures. These diagrams are 
then used in Section 3.3 to show a way of producing biformats within the c.p.r. 
property and odd durations. This method does not involve the use of the “rever­
sal” structure set up by Miles (1984). An alternative method of producing these 
“odd” cases which does use the reversal structure is then given in Section 3.4. The 
spectrum of all biformats with the c.p.r. property and odd and even durations is 
called the total spectrum of W„ biformats and the methods of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 
which axe used to produce the odd cases, can in fact be used to generate the “even” 
cases as well. Thus the total spectrum of Wn biformats can be produced by either 
of these methods. Section 3.4 also shows how the PL-, AL- and PW-structures 
can be “mixed” and still produce members of this total spectrum. Some further 
comments and examples are then given in Section 3.5. Theorem 3.1 of Section 3.6 
suggests that no advantage (in terms of efficiency) can be made of the PL and 
PW  rules if it is not known, a priori, whether pa -\-pb is greater or less than unity. 
Finally, Section 3.7 outlines some methods that can be used to obtain the actual 
distribution of duration of some of these Wn systems.
3.2 The Basic PL-, AL- and PW -structures.
Figure 3.2.1(a) gives flow diagram representations of 3 scoring systems ((i) 
W$PLa (ii) W±ALa (ii) Wj PWa) for the case in which pa = pb = 0.75. In these 
diagrams an upwards (downwards) arrow indicates a win (loss) to player A and 
the probability that player A wins from any state can be read off the vertical or 
y-axis for that state. Figure 3.2.1(b) highlights the fact that there are essentially 
3 basic structures in these diagrams:- the PL-, AL- and PW-structures as shown. 
These basic structures are used in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 in order to produce Wn 
biformats with odd durations and the c.p.r. property.
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Figure 3.2.1
(a) Flow diagrams for (i) WzPLa (ii) W±ALa (iii) W jP W a 
when pa = Pb =  0.75 (against a probability background).
to O') O'O
V«oo
Probability °  *75
Player A
wins
(b) The basic structures (drawn to scale for the case in which pa =  pb =  0.75).
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3 .3  B ifo rm a ts  w ith  an o d d  d u ra tio n  and  th e  c.p.r. p ro p e r ty  th a t  can  be  
o b ta in ed  w ith o u t u sin g  th e  reversa l s tru c tu re .
Section 2.4 produced a spectrum  of W 2n  biform ats w ith a  range of c.p.r.'1 s 
given by
n t „ 2 n —t
(n  =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ;  t =  1 , 2 ,3 , . . . ,  2n -  1) . (3.3.1)
_ / l
P A
_t _2n—t
PbQ*
However, th is section shows th a t this range of biform ats can be extended to  pro­
duce the  W 2n- i  biform ats w ith  c .p .r .’s given by
a 2 n —l —t
PaQb
_2n—1—t
PbQ*
(n  =  2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ;  t  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,2 n  -  2) (3.3.2)
To see how this can be achieved, suppose we wish to  produce a biform at with
t  2 n  — 1 — t
c.p.r. Pa l n - i - t  (t =  2, 3 ,4 ,. . . , n  — 1). The W 2 n - 1 s truc tu re  is used and it is
Fa
assum ed w ithout loss of generality  th a t the first point is an a-point. Suppose 
th a t the  P X -structures axe used (in  an “inner” zone) when the  score is between 
—(2n — 2t — 1) and (2n — 2t +  1) and th a t the  A X -structures are used outside this 
zone. Figure 3.3.1 gives a  flow diagram  representing this situation. Such a scoring 
system  has the  following properties.
1. During any possible movement (or realization) s tartin g  from any s ta te  and 
re turn ing  to  th a t state, the  following are true:-
(a) the  num ber of a-poin ts won by player A equals the num ber of 6-points 
won by player B.
(b) the  num ber of a-points lost by player A  equals the num ber of 6-points lost 
by player B.
2 . .
2t — (2n — 1) if player A  wins 
(2n — 1) — 21 if player A  loses 
where n a(n&) is the to ta l num ber of a- (6-) points played.
3. The scoring system  is “fair” . To see this, suppose pa = pb = p and 
q =  1 — p. Then, the following recurrence relationships can be w ritten  down (using 
the no ta tion  th a t P (z ,a )  (P (z ,6 )) represents the  probability  th a t player A  wins 
when player A  is i points ahead and  an a-point (6-point) is about to  be played).
(a) For the P X -struc tu red  inner zone,
P (z, a) =  pP(i  +  1,6) +  qP(i -  1, a)
if i =  —(2n — 2t — 2), —(2n — 2$ — 3 ) , . . . ,  (2n — 21) ,
P ( i ,  6) =  pP(i  -  1 , a) +  qP(i  +  1 , 6)
if i =  —(2n — 21 — 2), —(2n — 2t — 3 ) , . . . ,  (2n — 21) .
n a — n b =
Figure 3.3.1
A flow diagram representing a W2n- i  biformat with
t  2 n - l - t
c.p.r. (drawn to scale for the case
in which pa =  t =  2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ,  n — 1).
PlcujtV A
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(b) For the upper AL-structured zone,
P(2n — 2t -f *, b) =  pP(2n — 2t + i — 1, a) +  qP(2n — 2£ +  i +  1, a)
if i = 1 ,3 ,5 ,.. .  , 2t — 3 ,
P(2ra — 2£ +  i, a) =  pP{2n — 2t +  i +  1, b) +  qP(2n — 2t + i — l,b)
if z =  2 ,4 ,6 ,.. .  ,2t — 2 ,
P(2n — 1, 6) =  1 (boundary condition) .
(c) For the lower AL-structured zone,
P (—(2n — 2t — 1 +  i), a) =  pP(—(2n — 2t — 2 +  *), 6) +  qP(—(2n — 2£ +  «), 6)
P (—(2n — 2t +  z), 6) =  p P (—(2n — 2t +  * +  1), a) +  gP(—(2n — 2£ +  i — 1), a)
if* =  0 ,2 ,4 ,.. .  ,2t — 2 ,
P (—(2n — l) ,a )  =  0 (boundary condition) .
if i = —(2n -  2t -  2), - (2 n  -  2t -  3 ) , . . . ,  (2n -  2t +  1) ,
where D = 2t — 1 + q + (4n — At — 1 )p;
(b) for the upper AL-structured zone,
if i =  0 ,2 ,4 , . . . ,  2t — 2 ,
The solution of these equations is
(a) for the PL-structured inner zone,
if * =  — 
q + ( i -  1 )p 
D
- ( 2 n - 2 1 -  1), —(2n -  2t -  2 ) , . . . ,  (2n -  2t) ,
if i =  1 ,3 ,5 , . . . ,  22 — 3 ;
if i =  2 ,4 ,6 , . . . ,  2t — 2 ,
(c) for the lower AL-structured zone,
if i = 0 ,2 ,4 ,...,2 *  — 2 ,
if z =  0 ,2 ,4 , . . . ,  2t — 2 .
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Since we have assumed without loss of generality that the first point is an a-point 
and since P(0,a) =  it follows that the system is “fair”.
4. The scoring system is a biformat with the c.p.r.  property. To see this, 
suppose P ( Q)  is the probability player A wins (loses). From properties 1 and 2, 
it follows that
P  = PaS&H-1 “ *!1 + (cnPaPb + Ci2qaqb)
+  {c2 l(PaPb)2 +  C22 (PaPb)(qaqb) +  C23(9a9&)2) +  . . .} ,
Q = + (cll PaPb + c'12qaqb)
+ {c'21(paPb) 2 + C22 {paPb)(qaqb) + c'23(qaqb)2) +
Now, considering the case in which pa =  Pb = p  and q =  1 — p,  we have, using 
property 3,
0.5 =  pV " _1_‘{1 +  (cnP 2 + C12« 2 )  +  (C21 +  c22PV  + C2 3 ? 4 ) +  . . . }  ,
0.5 =  p ‘q2n~1~t { 1 +  (c'u p2 +  c'12q2) +  (cjjp4 +  c'22p2q2 +  4 3«4) +  •••}•
Since these equations are true for all p  and q such that 0 < p <  1 and p  + q =  1, it 
follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, that C{j =  c\j for all i and j .  Hence, the 
above scoring system is a biformat with c.p.r.
t 2n—l—t
f A n - l - ,  (< =  2 , 3 , 4 , . . . , «  —1).
The case in which t =  1 can be produced by slightly modifying the general case 
represented in Figure 3.3.1. The modifications are that the upper AX-structured 
zone no longer exists (since the point (2n — 2t +  1), b is now an absorbing point) 
and there is now only one 6-point (—(2n — 2£), 6) in the lower AX-structured zone. 
The above four properties are similarly true for this case, t — 1.
As in Corollary 2.2.1, it can be seen from property 4 that the distribution of 
duration conditional on player A winning, the distribution of duration conditional 
on player A losing, and the unconditional distribution of duration are identical. 
It follows in the same way as in the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 that, for this 
family of W2n- i  biformats
P - Q Pa ~Pb (£ =  1,2,3, . . . ,  n — 1)
p  21 +  (2n -  1 -  2t)(pa +  pb)
and, similar to equation (2.4.1) in the proof of Theorem 2.7, the relative efficiency 
of this family of biformats is approximately
t +  (2n — 1 — 2 t)p +  + . . . } + ( 2 » - l - t ) j f  +  l ( £ + •
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(t =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  n — 1) where 2p = pa + Pb and q =  1 — p. In the above expression, 
the term in S2 is —  for all t =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  ,n — 1 whilst the term in <$4 decreasespq i l l  i
(increases) monotonically as t increases if pa +  Pb > 1 (Pa  +  Pb < 1)- The above 
expression has also been used to show that the W 2n- i  biformat with c.p.r.
M b
PbQa
2 n —2 
2 n —2
(i.e. the full PL  case) has an efficiency which lies between the efficiencies of the 
two neighbouring biformats with even durations, W2 n - 2 -PX and
Returning to the c.p.r.'s given in expression (3.3.2), the cases in which t = 
n, n +  1, n + 2 , . . . ,  2n — 2 can be produced by using the PW -structure instead of 
the PX-structure within the “inner” zone.
The methods of this section have been used to produce biformats with odd 
durations and the c.p.r.'s given in expression (3.3.2). However, these methods 
could equally have been used to produce the biformats with even durations and 
the c.p.r.'s given in expression (3.3.1).
This section has thus given a procedure for producing the total spectrum of 
Wn biformats with c .p .r.’s given by
(n =  2 , 3 , 4 , ;  i =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  ,n — 1) .
Pb^a
(3.3.3)
The results of this section together with those of Section 2.4 have shown that, for a 
given n, the efficiencies of the biformats in this total spectrum decrease (increase) 
as t increases if pa + Pb >  1 (pa +  Pb <  1/- Thus, for a given n, the case in which 
t = 1 (t = n — 1) is the most efficient when pa +  pb > 1 (pa +  pb < 1). Also, for 
t =  1, the efficiencies of the biformats in this total spectrum increase (decrease) as 
n increases if pa ~\~Pb > 1 (Pa +Pb < 1/ and, for t =  n — 1, the efficiencies increase 
(decrease) as n increases if pa -f Pb < 1 (Pa +  Pb > !/•
3.4 Generalized Reversal Biformats w ith odd or even durations and the 
c.p.r. property.
This section shows that the PL-, AL- and PW -structures can be “mixed” 
or “linked together” in any way and c.p.r.'s achieved as long as certain rules are 
obeyed. These rules axe now given and are represented graphically in Figure 3.4.1.
(i) The lower a- (upper &-) point of a PX-structure can also be the upper a- 
(lower b-) point of the neighbouring PW -structure (see Figure 3.4.1(i)).
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(ii) The upper a- (lower 6-) point of an AX-structure can also be the lower a- 
(upper b-) point of a PT-structure (see Figure 3.4.1(ii)).
(iii) The lower a- (upper 6-) point of an AX-structure can also be the upper 
a- (lower b-) point of a PVF-structure (see Figure 3.4.1(iii)).
Any diagram can be drawn linking or mixing the PX-, AL- and P W - structures 
in any of the above 6 ways shown in Figure 3.4.1; upper and lower boundaries (i.e. 
A winning and A losing boundaries) can be drawn at the upper and lower points 
in the diagram thus forming a scoring system, S. Any point ((say) an a-point) 
in the diagram can be selected as the starting point and suppose n\ (7^ 2 ) is the 
minimum number of points in which player A (player B) can win. S is thus a 
W’”l system (player A has to reach n\ points ahead of player B before player B 
gets n2 points ahead of player A). The scoring system Sn can be obtained by 
rotating S through 180° about its “midpoint” (midway between the boundaries). 
Every a-point in 5  becomes a 6-point in Sn which is a W£* system. It follows that 
W i i W ^ S * , Wf)fShn) is in fact a reversal biformat. It can be seen that properties 
corresponding to those of properties 1 and 2 of Section 3.3 hold for this reversal 
biformat. Also, since these properties axe true and since any winning path to 
absorption has a mirror-image losing path to absorption (by making the exchanges
A <---->• B and 5 <— ► 5*.), this biformat has the c.p.r. property and is “fair”. It can
also be seen that, for any given structure 5, different starting points will produce, 
using the above reversal procedure, a generalized reversal biformat with the same 
c.p.r.. Figure 3.4.2 gives an example in which n\ =  16, n2 =  9 and the c.p.r.
12  13
equals
It can be seen that the generalized reversal biformats discussed in this section 
can be used to produce the total spectrum of Wn biformats with c .p.r .’s given by 
expression (3.3.3). Thus, we have an alternative procedure to that of Section 3.3 
for producing the total spectrum.
3 .5  S om e F u rth er  C o m m en ts  and E x a m p les
The methods of the two previous sections involve the construction of a scoring 
system in which the state at any stage and the outcome at that stage together 
determine the next type of point to be played. This can be compared with the 
simpler PL  and P W  rules in which the outcome of any point elone determines the 
next type of point to be played. Some further examples are now stated.
Suppose the notation P L 0ddPWeven is used to denote the exchange mech­
anism in which, using the structure of Section 2.3, (^)1> (^)3> (^)5i • • • of the
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Figure 3.4.1
The 6 possible methods of “mixing” or “linking together” the 
PL-, AL- and P W -structures (drawn to scale for the case 
in which pa =  pb =  2/3).
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Figure 3.4.2
An exam ple of two scoring systems, S  and S n , th a t can be used to  produce the
generalized reversal biform at, W i(W £ * S ,  w ith  c.p.r.  (draw n to
f ; n  iscale for the case in which pa =  Pb 
points). A «»m m  S
------------------------------------ ft-----------------
16 and =  9 for the  given starting
PU«jtr A uru«S
Swt
$Wt
f\ Utts Ss
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(^) subsequence are followed by (£) point-pairs whilst ( ^ ) 2, (^ )4, (a) 6’ * * * axe 
followed by (“) point-pairs and (b ) 1? (b ) 3> (5)55 • • • ° f  the  (#) subsequence are 
followed by (“) point-pairs whilst ( ^ ) 2, (# ) 4, (b ) 6?** • 3X6 followed by (£) point- 
pairs. All (^ ) outcomes are followed by (J) point-pairs. Using th is notation for 
the point-pairs case and a corresponding one for the single-points case, it can be 
seen th a t the  two biform ats W n(PL  odd P W  g.p.p.) and the  four reversal bifor-
e v e n  odd
m ats W i( W n(PL odd PW*ven ) ,W n(PL  odd PW\ven  )) have, for n odd, the same
or or or or
even o d d  even 044
distribution  of duration  as W n (point-pairs).
The example in the  previous paragraph can be extended in the same way 
as Section 2.4 extended Section 2.3. Suppose the  no ta tion  P L ix P W i2 is used to 
denote the  exchange m echanism  in which, using the struc tu re  of Section 2.4 and 
m odulus n  — 1 arithm etic , (^) wins num bered i \ , «2,23, . . . ,  iix (for any non-equal ij 
from  the  set { 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 2}) in the (^) subsequence are followed by (£) point- 
pairs whilst (^) wins num bered &i, &3, • • •, ki2 (for any non-equal kj from the
set { 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 2} and such th a t no fc’s and z’s are equal) are followed by (“) 
point-pairs. All o ther (^) wins are followed by (J) point-pairs. The corresponding 
discipline (w ith the same Vs and fc’s) is used for the (^ ) subsequence. Then, 
using a sim ilar no ta tion  for the single-points case (and  a lternating  points when 
the  P L  or P W  rule is not used, as in Sections 2.3 and 2.4), W n(P L ixPW i2 g.p.p.) 
has the  same distribution  of duration  as W i ^ W n P L ^ P W ^ ^ W n P L ^ P W ^ ) ,  for 
example. Also, W n(P L ixPW i2 g.p.p.) has the same d istribution  of duration as 
W n(PLix- i 2 g.p.p.) if h > h,  W n(PW i2- i x g.p.p.) if /1 <  h  whilst, if l\ =  /2, it has 
the same d istribution  as W n(point- pairs).
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3 .6  A  T h eo rem  on P L  and  P W  B ifo rm a ts
It appears th a t no advantage (in term s of efficiency) can be m ade of these PL  
and P W  m echanisms if it is not known, a priori, w hether p a +  Pb is g reater or 
less th a n  unity, as can be seen from the following Theorem  3.1. Thus this theorem  
suggests th a t it is not possible to  find a biform at which is super-efficient in both  
the  regions pa + Pb >  1 and Pa +  Pb <  1.
T h e o re m  3 .1 . The efficiency o fW i(W 2 nPW , W 2 nP L ) is strictly less than unity  
unless pa + pb = 1 or pa = pb.
P ro o f :  From  Theorem s 2.1 and 2.3, it follows th a t, for W 2 nP L , 
P pl
Q pl  
and Ppl
_ Jin—1
Pa%
n  „ 2 n - lPbqa
/ 2 
/  PaQb2 n ~ a  -  m l " - 1
+ Pbqln~ l
^  ^ l  +  (n —l ) ( pa + p 6) ^
(3.6.1)
Pa ~  Pb\ p aq2bn 1 P t  W
where P pl  is the  probability  player A  wins W2 „ P T , p p l  is the  expected duration 
of W 2 nP L  and Q pl  — 1 — P p l • Using a corresponding no ta tion  for W 2 nP W ,  we 
have
Ppw  - 2 " - 1
Qpw
and pp w
Va_____
_ 2 n —1 _
Pb Va
2n l q b - p 2hn l qa 
p2n~ 1qb +  p \ n~ l qa( -
( 1 +  (n -  l) (g a +  qb)\  
P a  ~  Pb
(3.6.2)
V
Now, for the complete biform at, W \(W 2 nPW , W2 nPL) ,  it follows th a t
P  = --------  P pw--  (3 g 3)
PPW PPL +  Q p w Q pl
where P  is the probability player A  wins the  complete biform at. Now recalling 
the result th a t, for each section of the complete biform at, the expected duration, 
the expected duration conditional on player A  winning and the  expected duration  
conditional on player A  losing are all equal, it follows th a t
_________Pp w  +  p p l _______  /o 6 4x
 ^ 1 — (Pp w Q pl  +  Q p w P p l )
where p is the expected dura tion  of the complete biform at. Using equations (3.6.1) 
and (3.6.2) in (3.6.3) and (3.6.4), we have
p aqb \P
Q
P - Q
Pbqa )
(Paqb)2n -  {Pbqa)2n 
(paqb)2n +  (Pbqa)2n
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and
[L =
4n ( (p aqb)2n -  (Pbqa)2n) +  4papbqaqb(n -  1 )(pa +  p b -  l)((P6g&)2ra 2 ~  (Paga)2n 2)
( p a  -Pb)((Paqb)2n +  (Pbqa)2n)
where Q =  1 — P.  Thus, the efficiency, p, of the  complete biform at is given by 
2 ( P - Q ) l n ( § )
KPa
n  — 1
{1 + (.PaPbqaqb)(Pa + P b -  1)
(m & ) -  ( P a 9 a ) 2 n —2
-1
{paqb)2n -  ( i M a ) 2n
This expression follows upon substitu ting  the  three previous expressions into the 
form ula for p. By considering the eight regions w ith in  the  (pa,Pb) un it square 
form ed by the  lines p a =  p&, pa +  Pb =  1? Pa =  1 /2  and pi =  1/2, it follows th a t p 
is s trictly  less th an  1 unless pa +  pj, =  1 or p a =  p&, thus com pleting the  proof. 
3 .7  T h e  D is tr ib u tio n  o f  D u ra tio n  o f  S om e W n  S y s te m s .
This section outlines some m ethods which can be used to  ob ta in  the distri­
bution of duration  of some W n systems and can be om itted  on first reading since 
the  following chapters axe not dependent on the  results w ithin it.
3 .7 .1 . T h e  W n un iform at.
U niform ats were introduced in Section 1.2. The distributions of duration  of 
the uniform ats {JUn } (n =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . )  are particu lar cases of those of the  uni­
points system s (n i =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ;  =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . )  and are available (Feller, 1957,
p.318-323). In this section however, an alternative approach is taken, which is 
suitable, when appropriately expanded, to b ipoints cases. Considering the unifor­
m at IUn, define the m atrix  M . which effectively considers the movem ent w ithin 
the uniform at after every two points, by
- 1 1 . . .  
1 2  1 - -  
1 2  1 - 
• • 1 2 1
M
( n x n )
2 1 •
1 2 1
• 1 1 .
etc.
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where dots represent zeros. M is a transition matrix in which row i (i =  1,2, 
3, . . . ,  n) represents movement out of state n — 2i + 1  where state j  is that state in 
which player A is j  points ahead of player B. Column k refers to the same state 
as row k. Initializing column vectors Vo and Vi (to cover the cases in which n is 
odd and even respectively) axe defined by
and
'0"
0 zeros
v0
(n x 1)
0
1
0
^2*^- zeros
v i
(n x 1)
‘ O '
0
j  — 1 zeros
0
1
1
0
0
0
j  — 1 zeros
For / =  1,2,3, . . .  the column vectors v 2/+i are defined by
(n odd)
(n even).
v2/+* = M 'v , (i =  0,1)
and, for all n (odd or even), it can be seen that
' Player A "
wins the 0
uniformat > — V n - l + 2 > 0
Wn in n +  2j j
, points , \o ^
p”+ i ( l - p y  ( i =  0,1,2, . . . ) (3.7.1)
where p is the probability player A wins a single point. Thus, explicit expres­
sions giving the distribution of duration conditional on player A winning can be 
evaluated. Recalling that this uniformat has the c.p.r. property, the distribution 
conditonal on player A losing and the unconditional distributions are the same.
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3 .7 .2  T h e  W nA L a sy s te m .
T he biform ats W \{W nA L a, W nA L b) and W2nA Laor6 have the same distri­
bution  of duration  as W n (point-pairs), which is available (Cox and M iller, 1964, 
p .25-33). We now consider a  case in which the  dura tion  m ust be odd — say 
W nA L a (n  odd). Since n is odd, one more a-point th an  6-point m ust have been 
played at any stage of absorption and hence it follows th a t, for n  odd,
P f Player A  wins W nA L a ( in n +  2j  points
n 4-1 n  — 1
Pa 2 Qb 2 HjiPaPb, qaqb)
where H j(p api,, qaqb) is a homogeneous polynom ial of degree j  in p apb and qaqb. 
The coefficients of the terms in H j(papf),qaqi)) can be evaluated using the following 
vector and matrix procedure. An extension, JV , of the m atrix  (in which each 
elem ent in M. gives rise to a  sub-m atrix  in ^  ) is defined by
&
((n(J +  1)) x (n(/ +  1)))
1 1  • • •
£  l + £  1
£  i + £  i
D l + D  1
where
etc.
£  i  +  £  1
R  i + £ i
D D
((/ +  1) x (/ +  1))
etc. and
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£
((/ 4-1) x (Z 4- 1))
1 ..............................
• 1  • • •
. . 1 . .
etc.
1
Again dots represent zeros except in the case of the matrix ^  in which case they 
represent sub-matrices of zeros. The two submatrices 1 and D_ are required in 
order to separate the two possibilities win-loss or loss-win (with probabilities papb 
and qaqb) on two consecutive points. The integer l is selected so that it is large 
enough to give the number of required elements in the distribution of duration 
given by equation (3.7.2). Since we are considering the case in which n is odd, the 
initializing column vector, w0, is defined by
where
w0
(n(Z 4-1) x 1)
((Z 4- 1) x l)
"°1
0 zero vectors
0
1
0
0
zero vectors
r11 "01
0 0
0
“ d (G +  i ) x i )  =
0
.0. . 0 .
For / =  1,2,3, . . . ,  the column vector W2 / is defined by
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and it can be seen th a t, for n  odd,
P layer A wins 0
p  < W nA La in i  =  w £_1+2j- 0
n +  2j points J
V 0 J
i  = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , /  (3.7.2)
where
( M b )3
( P a P b ) ( q a q b ) 3~ l  
(.PaPb)2(qaqb)3~ 2
(j  +  1) non-zero term s
l — j  zeros
Thus equation (3.7.2) gives explicit expressions for as m any term s as are required 
(by selecting l large enough) in the d istribution  of duration  along player A ’s win­
ning boundary. The d istribution  of duration along player A ’s losing boundary can 
be obtained by modifying the column vector in equation (3.7.2). An unfortunate 
characteristic of the above solution (and perhaps an unresolvable problem  as each 
coefficient w ithin the homogeneous polynomials needs to be “kept track of” ) is 
th a t the dimensions of the m atrix  N_ need to be increased as more and more
term s in the  d istribution  (3.7.2) are required. (In fact, the value of / m ust be at 
least the  num ber of term s required in the d istribution  (3.7.2).)
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3 .7 .3 . T h e  W nP L a sy s te m .
A corresponding approach to  th a t of Section 3.7.2 can be used to  find the dis- . 
tribu tion  of duration  of W nP L a (n odd or even). Using the sub-m atrices and 
sub-vectors defined in Section 3.7.2, the  square m atrix , j ^ ,  of size 2(n — l)(l  -f 1), 
is defined by
" £  I  I ........................................................................................................... '£ £ £ ...................
• 1  £  I  I ........
• I  £  £  £ ........
• I  £  1  I  • ...............................................
• • • I  £  £  £ .....
................................. i  £  I  1 ......................................................
..........................i  £  £  £ ..........................................
etc.
....................................................................................1  £  1  I  •
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................1 D D D  •
..................................................................................................I  £  I
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................1 D D .
N  is a transition  m atrix  in which the zth row of sub-m atrices (i =  1 ,3 , 5 ,. . . ,  2n — 
3) represents movement out of an a-state  in which player A  is n — 1 — i points 
ahead of player B.  The i th  row of sub-m atrices (t =  2 , 4 , 6 , . . . ,  2n — 2) represents 
movement out of a 6-state in which player A  is n — i points ahead of player B. 
Again the fcth column of sub-m atrices refers to  the same sta te  as the  kth. row of 
sub-m atrices. The initializing column vectors x 0 and Xi (to  cover the  cases in 
which n is odd and even respectively) are defined by
x 0
(2(n — 1)(! +  1) x  l )
(n — 2) zero sub-vectors
0
1
0
0
(n odd)
(n — 1) zero sub-vectors
and
0
0
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(n — 2) zero sub-vectors
(2(n -  1)(Z +  I') x 1)
0
1
1
0
(n even).
0
For l =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . the column vector x 2i+ i  is defined by
x 2/+* =  JSgx,- (i =  0,1)
and, for all n (odd or even), it can be seen that
Player A ' \0
wins WnP L a I _  t 
in n +  2j [ X" -!+ 2j 0 Pa«6n_1 Ü =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , / ) .  (3.7.3)
points
\  0 /
Thus, as in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2, the distributions of duration when using the 
PL  rule can be evaluated. Note that the dimensions of the matrix TV also need
to be increased as more and more terms in the distribution (3.7.3) are required.
3 .7 .4 . S om e fu rth er  co m m e n ts .
(i) The distributions of duration along the losing boundaries can be evaluated 
by modifying the column vectors in equations (3.7.1) to (3.7.3).
(ii) The probability of any score between —n and +n  (not just — n or +n) at 
any stage can be evaluated similarly. Essentially, this is done by modifying the 
column vectors in equations (3.7.1) to (3.7.3).
(iii) Similar methods can be used to obtain the distributions of duration of the 
systems W2nALaor6, WnALb, WnP L b, Wn(PL g.p.p.) and corresponding systems 
using the P W  rule.
(iv) The unsymmetric cases W”1 can also be obtained by modifying the ini­
tializing vectors.
= 2
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3.7.5. An exam ple of the probability generating function for the dura­
tion: the W nP L b system .
A stagewise approach to finding the probability generating function (p.g.f.) 
of the duration along player A’s winning boundary is now given. Recalling the 
PT-structure as given in the flow diagram of Figure 3.2.1(b), p.g.f.’s of the du­
ration from “the current 6-point until the absorbing (A-winning) 6-point” can be 
generated in stages.
Stage 1: The diagram for this stage is:-
In this diagram 6i;i is the only non-absorbing 6-state and p.g.f. 1X is the p.g.f. 
of the duration starting from state 6iti until absorption in the (A-winning) state, 
W(b). Thus,
® \ J ( V )
A
P-g-f-1,1 =  QbS+PaPbS2 P.g.f-1,1
where the p.g.f.’s are given as functions of s. Hence,
e  W C f t
Stage 2: The diagram for this stage follows:-
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If p.g.f.j j is the  p.g.f. (for stage i) of the duration  starting  from sta te  b{j 
un til absorption in the (A-winning) state , W(b), we have
and
p.g.f.2)i =  qbs p .g .f .2)2 +PaPbS2 p.g.f.2)1
p.g.f.2)2 =  qbS +  PaPbS2 p.g.f.2,2 +  PaPbqaS3 P-g-f-2)1 •
Hence,
and
P-g-f-2,1
P-g-f-2,2
D[
P-g-f-2,2 =  ^
where D 2 =  1 -  PaPbS2 -  •
Stage 3: The diagram  for this stage is:-
Using a corresponding notation , it can similarly be shown th a t
qbs p .g .f.3)2
P-g-^-3 ,2
D  !
p.g.f.3 3
D2
and
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P-S-f-3,3 —
qbs
X>3
w here Z>3 =  1 -  p ap bs2 -
C ontinu ing in th is fash ion  and defining for n  =  3 ,4 ,5 , . . .  and j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n
and
P n , /  — Dn.Dn—i .Dn—2 . . .  P n —j + i
n  2 V '  (P «P & ) ( ^ ^ ) J 's 2 0  + 1)X>„+1 =  1 -  p ap6<s -  2 ^  --------
3—1 /nJ
it follows th a t the d istribution  of duration  of W nP L b has a  p.g.f. along player A’s 
winning boundary which is given by
P - g - f - 2 n - 2 , n - l
________ ( g n ) n________
D n —l D n D n + l  • •  ■ T^2n—2
3.7.6. Explicit results for W^PX0.
An enum eration of all possible outcomes has given the  following explicit re­
sults for T ^ P X “.
f Player A wins PJ^PX “
P  {  .
[ in  4m +  2 points
f Player A wins TT^PX“
(PaP&)mP a tf6 ^  ( 2m2+  lN)(PaP6)m ’(M i)*  
*=0 '  z '
m  =  0 ,1 , 2 , . . .
[ in  4m points
P layer A  loses T ^ P X 0 
in 4m points
f Player A loses W ^PX “ 
[ in  4m +  2 points
wt ✓ « \
( P r f » ) " “ 1? . «  E  (
»=o '  z '
m  =  1,2, 3 , . . .
m —1
(PaPb)mqa2 ( 2 ^ + 1
m  =  1,2, 3 , . . .
(PaPk)m9a2 f ] ( 227 +  11)(P » W )m- i («a?6)i
m  — 0 ,1 , 2 , . . .  .
Explicit expressions for W 2 P L b follow from the above.
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3 .8  S u m m a ry
This chapter has extended the spectrum  of biform ats devised in C hapter 2 so 
as to  include the biform ats w ith odd durations, thus forming the to ta l spectrum . 
Two m ain m ethods (perm utations and o ther variations w ithin each of these m eth­
ods is possible), one using the reversal s truc tu re  and one not, of producing the 
to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats w ith c .p .r .’s given by
(n  =  2 , 3 , 4 , ;  < =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  ,n  — 1)
PbQa
have been described. For a given n, the efficiencies of the biform ats in th is to ta l 
spectrum  decrease (increase) as t  increases if pa + Pb >  1 (pa + Pb < 1)- Thus, for 
a given n, the  case in which t =  1 (t =  n — 1) is the  most efficient if pa +  Pb >  1 
(pa 4*pb < 1). Also, for t  =  1, the efficiencies of the  biform ats in this to ta l spectrum  
increase (decrease) as n  increases ii pa + pb >  1 (pa 4- Pb < 1) and, for t  =  n —  1, 
the  efficiencies increase (decrease) as n  increases if pA +  pb < 1 (pa +  Pb > 1)*
Rules for “mixing” or “linking together” P L -, AL- and P W -stru c tu res  and 
a generalized reversal s truc tu re  have been outlined. It appears th a t no advantage 
(in term s of efficiency) can be m ade of these P L  and P W  rules if it is not known, 
a priori , w hether p a 4- Pb is greater or less th an  unity. Finally, m ethods th a t can 
be used to  obtain  the distribution  of duration of some of these W n systems have 
been outlined.
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C H A PT E R  4
A RELATIO NSHIP BETW EEN THE IM PORTANCES OF 
THE PO IN TS W ITH IN  A BIFORM AT A N D  
TH E EFFICIEN CY OF TH AT BIFORM AT
4.1 Introduction.
M orris (1977) had  noted th a t points in a  game of tennis are not equally im portan t 
and Miles (1984) had noted the inefficiency of the  tennis scoring system. Could 
it be th a t the  differing im portances of the points w ith in  the tennis scoring system 
axe contributing  to  its inefficiency? A lternatively, is there a relationship between 
the  efficiency of a  biform at and the  im portances of the  points w ithin it? This 
chap ter addresses th is question. F irstly  however, a diagram  called the P  — D — I  
diagram , which was found to  be quite useful in the  analysis of scoring systems, 
is in troduced in Section 4.2. This section also shows th a t every biform at w ithin 
the  to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats has the following property: each point w ithin 
th a t biform at is equally im portan t when pa — Pb- In Section 4.3 a relationship 
betw een the  increased probability  of winning each point w ithin a biform at and the 
increased overall probability  of winning th a t biform at is found. This relationship 
is then  used to  derive an exact relationship between the efficiency of a biform at, 
its expected duration  and the average im portance of the points w ithin it (equation 
(4.3.2)). An approxim ation to  this relationship (equation (4.3.3)) is then  used in 
conjunction w ith Theorem  4.4 to  show th a t the lim iting value of the efficiency of 
any biform at F  a t (p +  8,p — 8) as 8 —► 0 is given by
I 2
|im  p(F(p + 6,p 6)) =  =
where i  is the  square of the average of the im portances of the points and I 2 is the 
average of the  squares of the im portances of the  points. It follows th a t it is not 
possible for a biform at to  have a lim iting efficiency greater th an  unity  and th a t 
the efficiency of a general biform at F  at (p + 8, p — 8) for sufficiently small 8 must 
be less th an  unity  if points are not equally im portan t a t pa = p h = p. Thus, it can 
be argued th a t the differing im portances of the points (when pa =  pb) w ithin the 
tennis scoring system  do contribute to  its inefficiency.
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4 .2  T h e  P — D — I  D ia g ra m  and  a p ro p er ty  o f  th e  to ta l sp e c tru m  o f  Wn 
b ifo rm a ts .
This is a diagram  which gives insight in to  why some scoring system s are 
efficient and others inefficient and is a  useful tool in understanding this chapter 
and the  next. This diagram  can be viewed as a  way of decomposing a scoring 
system  into sm aller com ponents and m onitoring progress tow ards the acceptance 
or rejection of Ho.
M orris’s elegant definition of the  im portance of a  point w ithin a  m atch is 
now recalled. He defined the importance, /*, of the i th  non-absorbing s ta te  as 
the  difference between two probabilities:- the probability  player A  wins the m atch 
given a win (to  player A) in this s ta te  m inus the  probability  player A  wins the 
m atch  given a loss in th is state.
Figure 4.2.1.
The P — D — I  diagram  for the uniform at B$ when p =  0.5.
P robability  
P layer A  
wins, P
o i  Z 3
D uration, D
All realizations of a scoring system  can be located on a P  — D — I  diagram  of 
it. P  represents the  probability  player A  wins the  m atch  given the current state; D 
represents the  duration  so far; I  is the im portance of the current s ta te  and is given 
by the  w idth  of the next branch  w ithin the diagram . For exam ple, Figure 4.2.1 
gives the  P — D — I  diagram  for 2 equal players for the uniform at B 3. Note the
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Figure 4.2.2.
Part of the P — D — I  diagram for W\{W2PLa, W2PLb) at pa = pb = | ,  
the initial point being an a-point.
Probability 
Player A 
wins
Duration, D
isosceles triangles (2 equal players in unipoints!) emerging from each state, the 
importance of that state being the base of that triangle. Here, for example, state 
(1,1) is seen to be more important than the other states. It will be seen that these 
differing importances lead to the inefficiency of i?3 relative to Wn at p = 0.5 ± 8 
(Miles (1984) has shown that lim6_o p{l?3(0.5 + <$)) = 0.9 < 1). It can be shown 
that all states within the uniformat Wn have equal importances (^) when p = 
Returning to bipoints, Figure 4.2.2 gives, for example, the P — D — I  diagram for 
the reversal biformat Wi(W2PLa, W2PLb) at pa = pb = | ,  the initial point being
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an a-point. All states in Figure 4.2.2 are equally im portan t. This result is now 
generalized in the  following Theorem  4.1 and Corollary 4.1.1.
T h e o r e m  4 .1 . The im portance o f every poin t in the scoring system  W nP L x 
(where x  = a or b) is equal to  (1 +  2(n — l)p ) -1 when p a = Pb — P-
P roofs Suppose P (z , a) (P { i , 6)) represents the  probability  player A  wins when 
the  score is i and an a-point (6-point) is about to  be played (i.e. the  s ta te  is (z ,a )
((*,&)))•
T hen P { i , a) =  p P (i  +  1, 6) +  qP (i — 1, a) 1 i =  n — 1, n  — 2, n — 3, 
and P(z, 6) =  qP (i +  1,6) +  p P (i — 1, a )]  . . . ,  — (n 1) ,
where q =  1 — p. B oundary conditions are P(rz,6) =  1 and P ( —n, a)  =  0. (Note 
th a t, for simplicity, states (n  — 1, a) and ( —(n — 1), 6) are defined even though they 
cannot occur.) The solution of these equations is
P ( ®, a )
P (z,6 )
(rc-H)p  ^
l + 2 ( n —l)p  l 
( n + i —2 ) p + l  ( 
l + 2 ( n - l ) p  )
i =  n — 1, n  — 2, n — 3 , . . . ,  —(n  — 1) ,
and the  im portance of s ta te  (z, a) or (z, 6) is equal to P(z +  1,6) — P(z — 1, a) which 
equals (1 +  2(n — l)p )” 1, establishing the  result.
C o ro lla ry  4 .1 .1 . The im portance, I ,  o f every poin t in the reversal biformat 
W ^ W n P L '1, W nP L b) is given by
I  = (2(1 +  2(n -  1 )p)) 1 when p a = pb = p .
Thus, for the  reversal biform at W \{W nP L a, W nP L b), P  increases (decreases) 
by q l  (p i)  whenever player A  wins (loses) an a-point. Similarly P  increases (de­
creases) by p i  (q l)  whenever player A  wins (loses) a 6-point. Thus, since P  
increases (decreases) by q l  (p i)  w ith  probability p (q) when an a-point is played, 
the variance, V , of the  new value of P  resulting from  this single a-point is given
by
V  = p ( q l f  +  q ( - p l ) 2 =  p q l2
when p a =  pb =  p . This is also the  variance resulting from a single 6-point when 
p a =  p b =  p. Here we have a variance in te rp re ta tion  of the im portance of a  point. 
Using a slight extension (in which the  random  variables are independent (bu t not 
identically d istributed) w ith  common m ean 0 and variance a 2, 0 <  a 2 < oo) 
of the  following theorem , it follows th a t the  expected duration  of the biform at 
W \(W nP L a , W nP L b) is (4p q P )~ l points when p a =  Pb = P•
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T h e o r e m  4 .2 . (See, for example, Rohatgi (1976, p.598) or Moran (1968, p.481- 
484).) Let X i ,  X 2, X 3, . . . ,  be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v .’s with common mean 0 and 
variance a2, 0 < cr2 < oo. For any sequential stopping rule in which N  is the num­
ber o f X  variables at the stopping point and E (N ) < oo, i f  |  <
oo, then
'{(£*)’} <t2E N  .
Figure 4.2.3 gives the  P — D — I -type diagram  for W2(PL g.p.p.) when pa — 
Pb =  Now each poin t-pair has 3 possible outcom es (win, draw  or loss) and 
hence the  M orris definition of the  im portance of a s ta te  cannot be directly applied. 
However, a  variance in terp re ta tion  to  the im portance of a po in t-pair is possible, 
as can be seen from the  following Theorem  4.3.
T h e o r e m  4 .3 . For the biformat W \{W nP L g.p.p.) when pa =  Pb =  p, the variance 
in the new value of P  resulting from any single general point-pair (of the type (a, a), 
(6, b), or (a, b)) is equal to 2pql2 where I  =  (2(1 +  2(n — 1 )p)) 1.
P ro o f :  Suppose P{i, aa) represents the probability  player A  wins w hen player A 
is i point-pairs ahead and an aa-poin t-pair is about to  be played (i.e. the  system  is 
in s ta te  (i,aa )). Suppose P(i,ab) and P(i,bb) are correspondingly defined. Then 
P (i , aa) =  p2P(i +  1, bb) +  2pqP(i,ab) +  q2P(i — 1, aa)
P(i,ab) =  pqP(i +  1, bb) +  (p2 +  q2)P (i , ab) +  pqP{i — 1, aa)
P{i, bb) =  q2P(i -fi 1, bb) +  2pqP(i,ab) +  p2P{i — 1, aa)
I i — n — 1, n — 2 ,
and the boundary conditions are P (n , bb) — 1 and P ( —n, aa) =  0. N ote th a t, again 
for simplicity, the  states (n  — 1 , aa) and (—(n — 1), bb) are defined even though they 
cannot occur. The solution of these equations is
P [i, aa) 
' P{i,ab)
P(i,bb)
( n + i ) p  
l + 2 ( n - l ) p  
(n -H — l ) p + ^
l + 2 ( n —l)p  
( n - H —2)p-f  1 
l + 2 ( n - l ) p
i =  n — 1, n — 2 , . . . ,  — (n — 1) .
Now the  variance, V , in the new value of P  after one poin t-pair (s ta rting  from 
the  s ta te  (i, aa)) is given by (noting th a t the expected value of the  new P  rem ains 
equal to  P(i,aa))
V p2 (P(i -f 1, bb) — P (i , aa))2 +  2pq(P(i,ab) — P (i , aa))2 
-f q2 (P(z — 1, aa) — P {i, aa))2
2pq
4(1 -f 2(n -  l)p )2
after a few steps .
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Figure 4.2.3
P a rt of the P — D — I  diagram  for W ^ P P  g-P-P-) at p a =  pb =  | .
Probability  
P layer A  
wins
D uration (point-pairs)
It can correspondingly be shown th a t the variance in the new value of P  resulting 
from  the  s ta tes (z, ab) or (z, 66) is the same as the above and  hence the theorem  is 
proved.
Again using Theorem  4.2, the  expected duration  of W n(PL  g.p.p) when pa =  
Pb =  p  is equal to  (8 p g /2) -1 point-pairs or (4p q l2) -1 points, in agreem ent with 
the  result for tF i(T F „P L a , W nP L b).
Corresponding results are true  for the to ta l spectrum  of biform ats. For exam­
ple, consider W ii W n P L *, W nP L \ ) when pa = pb = p. Again points are equally
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im portan t and have im portance, Ip given by
2(n — l +  2Ip) ’
which can be established in a  m anner sim ilar to  the proof of property  3 in Sec­
tion 3.3. The expected duration is equal to  (4p q l f ) ~ l points. The biform ats 
W \{W nPW i , W nP W i )  when p a = Pb — P can be handled similarly as can the 
additional members of the to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats w ith odd durations.
4 .3  A  R e la tio n sh ip  B e tw ee n  E ffic ien cy  and  Im p o r ta n ces
Consider, for simplicity, a general unipoints game in which sta te  i (a  non- 
absorbing sta te) has im portance U when p =  0.5 (all i). Suppose the expected 
num ber of tim es sta te  i occurs when p =  0.5 +  8 is n* (all i). Then, referring to 
the  P  — D  — I  diagram  of th is unipoints game (and assum ing it is ‘fa ir’ (s ta rts  at 
I  when p =  0.5)) it follows th a t
(p -  « ) ?  =  E n i + * )  - 1(°-5 -  *)]
all i
where P  (Q ) is the probability player A  wins (loses) the game when p =  0.5 +  8. 
B oth sides of the above equation represent the expected sum of the  steps in the 
P  — D — I  diagram  for s ta rt of play un til absorption. Thus, if P = 0.5 +  A P ,
A P = Y,niIiS
all*
or
A P  =  M S  where M  =  n ,/ ;  .
alii
M orris (1977) called M  the m agnification factor and showed A P  = MS.  However, 
by defining Ii to  be the  im portance of s ta te  i when p =  0.5 and n* to be the 
expected num ber of tim es s ta te  i is entered when p = 0.5 +  6, M orris’s approxim ate 
result becomes exact. A nother form  of this equation is
—  = J ^  = IS  (4.3.1)
^ alii
where, when p =  0.5 +  6, 7r,- is the  long-run proportion of tim e spent in s ta te  i and 
p is the  expected duration  of the game. Note th a t I  is the  average im portance of a 
point, the im portances being at p = 0.5 and the weights, 7 r b e i n g  at  p = 0.5 +  S.
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In the  above analysis a “fair” unipoints game has been considered for sim­
plicity. However, for a “fair” bipoints game, M orris’s approxim ate result is corre­
spondingly exact. The reader is referred to  Section 10.2 of this thesis for a  proof 
of th is result in a  more general case. Now return ing  to  b ipoints, the  efficiency, p, 
of a  general biform at F(P ,p )  is given by equation (1.2.1). Consider the case in 
which player A  is the b e tte r player. Then there exists a p and a 8 >  0 such th a t 
p a =  p  -f 8 and Pb — P ~  8. Let P  =  |  -f A P  and Q =  ^ — A P.  Then,
2 (2A P ) ln [(l +  2A P )(1  -  2 A P )“ 1]
/i(2£)ln[(l + £)(1 -  | )  1( l  + f)( l -  f)
where q =  1 — p
1 + 2
1 - 2  fiI6 J
( ( i+SKH-fn
(4.3.2)
V r i
using equation (4.3.1)
2I[4pI8 +  powers of 83 and higher] 
[ y  -f Y  +  powers of 83 and higher]
=  4pql2 p . (4.3.3)
Equation  (4.3.2) gives an exact relationship between the efficiency of a general
biform at a t (p +  6, p — 8), the expected duration  and the average im portance of the
points w ithin it. Note th a t 8 need not be small. Equation (4.3.3) is the associated
approxim ate relationship for small 8. (In unipoints, the corresponding equation 
—2to  (4.3.3) is p =  I  p). Recall th a t Section 4.2 showed th a t, for any m em ber of 
the  to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats considered in C hapters 2 and 3, points were 
equally im portan t when pa =  pb =  p and expressions for the expected durations 
were given. These results and equation (4.3.3) implies th a t the efficiency of any 
m em ber of this to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats converges to  un ity  as 8 —» 0. It 
will be seen in C hapter 5 th a t the  biform ats in this to ta l spectrum  are the only 
biform ats w ith this property.
4 .4  A rb itra ry  S eq u en tia l B ip o in ts  R u les  and  a R e la te d  T h eo rem
Consider ä b ipoints game in which, at each stage of the game, either an a— or 
b—point is played, quite arbitrarily , or the  decision is m ade to  term inate  play, quite 
arbitrarily , w ith a win or loss, also quite arbitrarily , given to player A. Suppose 
such a game is called an a rb itrary  sequential bipoints decision rule. It m ay not be 
fair or possess the  properties of a  biform at, bu t can be represented by a b inary tree.
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Figure 4.4.1
A Binary Tree Diagram for W^PT® when pa = pb = p.
Throughout this section it is assumed that the 2 players are equal (pa = pb = p)- 
The first point (an a— or 6—point) at stage 0 takes the game to stage 1, etc. At 
stage 2, there are at most 2* nodes in the tree and each node is either an a or & 
node (or absorbing node) depending on whether an a— or 6—point is about to be 
played (or whether play terminates). Figure 4.4.1 gives a binary tree diagram for 
W2P P a- Absorption nodes are represented by a *. Figure 4.4.2 gives a binary tree
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Figure 4.4.2
A Binary Tree Diagram for an arbitrary sequential decision rule 
when p a —  Pb —  V and q =  1 — p.
sta.y.0 itacje I Z 3 S
diagram for an arbitrary sequential bipoints decision rule of at most 5 points in 
which the a- and b- points need not be uniquely identified, neither need wins nor 
losses at the absorption points.
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Now consider the steps (decreases or increases in P) in the P — D — I  diagram 
for an arbitrary sequential bipoints decision rule involving two equal players. These 
steps are equal to
qli with probability p 
—pli with probability q 
if state i is an a-point and has importance /*,
p lj with probability q 
—qlj with probability p
if state j  is a 6-point and has importance I j .  Here q = 1 — p. The following 
theorem, which can be seen as a modification and extension of Theorem 4.2, gives, 
for any arbitrary sequential bipoints decision rule between two equal players, an 
expression for the weighted sum of the squares of the importance of the states, the 
weights being the expected number of times that each state is visited.
Theorem 4.4. For any arbitrary sequential bipoints decision rule between 2 equal 
players (pa = pb = p), there are two expressions for the value of
y ,  P(path){sum of the steps (in the P  — D — I  diagram) o f that pa th )2 .
all paths 
to absorption
(z) P(1 — P) where P is the probabihty player A wins the arbitrary sequential 
bipoints decision rule.
(ii) pq ^2 nj l j  where the subscript j  refers to the j th  non-absorbing state,
all j
I j  is the importance of that state when pa = pb = p and rij  
is the expected number o f times that state j  
is visited in one realization when pa = pb = p.
Proof: (i) This follows immediately as the sum of the steps in the path is either 
1 — P with a (total) probability of P  or —P with a (total) probability of 1 — P.
(ii) The proof of (ii) is more complicated and the method of induction is used. 
Suppose nai(t)(n&i(®)) is the number of non-absorbing a (6) nodes at stage i.
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Similarly, let nao(z)(n&o(0) be the number of absorbing a (b) nodes at stage i. 
Clearly nao(z) + nai(i) +  ribo(i) +  n&i(z) < 2*. The strict inequality applies when 
there exists at least one absorbing node at stage i — 1 or earlier. The subscript 
k (k — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  nai(i)) is firstly used to denote the kth non-absorbing a-node 
at stage i and the subscript / (/ =  1,2, . . .  , n&i(z)) is used to denote the /th non­
absorbing 6-node at stage i. Suppose is the probability of the path from
the start of the binary tree until the kth. (/th) non-absorbing a (b) node is reached 
at stage i. Also, Suppose s ^ k ( s ^ )  is the sum of the squares of the i steps within 
the P — D — I  diagram along this path (A; =  1 , 2 , . . . , nai(z); / =  1 , 2 , . . . , n&i(z)). 
Similarly, suppose P o^k (Pftoi) the probability of the path from the start of the 
binary tree until the kth (/th) absorbing a (6) node is reached at stage z. Also,
suppose s ^ k is the sum of the squares of the z steps within the P — D — I
diagram along this path (A: =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  na0(z); / =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  rz&0(0)-
Suppose I ^ k (Itu) is the importance of the kth (/th) non-absorbing a (b) 
node at stage z (A: =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  nai(z); / =  1,2, . . .  n&i(z)). Suppose Sm is defined by
n a l (m )  n 61(m)
C _  p ( m )  (m)  p ( m )  (m)
~  Z _ j  r a \ k  Sa l k  ~t~ ‘‘ 61/ S bll
k=  1 /=1
m n ao(i )  m n-bo(i)
+ V  V  p(i) s(i) + V  V  p(,V °' /  . /  . a^Ofc^ aOfc ^ /  . /  . *
i = 0  k =  1 t= 0  /=1
Suppose Tm is defined by
“  1 -riai(i) n bl ( i ) ,
V  p ( i )  r ( 0 2 , p(*') r ( d 2
/  > ■r a l k 1 a lk  r b l l 1 bll
- k = l  l = 1
E
The method of induction will be used to show Sm = pqTm. Firstly, suppose 
without loss of generality we assume that the first point is an a-point. Then T\ — 
1 ./2 where I  is the importance of the first point. Also S i =  p(ql)2 -f q(—p l )2 =  
pql2 =  pqT\. We will now assume Sm =  pqTm in order to show Sm + 1  =  pqTm+ 1 . 
Noting
m + l  na0(i) nao(»ri+l) n a o (0
E E « =  E W + E E ^
*=o Jt=l fc=i 1=0 k = l
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and a sim ilar expression for the b nodes, it follows th a t
n ai ( m + l )  n a0( m + l )
p ( m + l )  ( m + 1 )  p ( m + l ) o( m + l )
/  , r a \ k  S a l k  +  r -
k =  1 k = l
'm+l aOk ^aOk
n b l ( m + 1)
+ E >(171+1) ( m + 1 )
”bo(”»+l)
+ E ( m + 1 )  o( m + l )  bOl bOl
1=1
m  n ao(i )
1=1
m  nfto(*)
+E E *M»+E E «
i = 0  Jk=l i = 0  1=1
which, since nodes which are non-absorbing or absorbing at (exactly) stage m +  1 
m ust have resulted  from  a binary  branch from a non-absorbing node at stage m,
n ai ( m )
E {p(42 + («42)*) +  9(42 +  ( - p 4 2 ) * ) }
+"E p(M {p(42 + M2)2) + ? (42 + G4?)2)}
n ao ( 0 «6o(0
+ E E « * + E  E
i = 0  k = l i = 0  1=1
Noting
{ p ( 4 2  +  ( « 4 2 ) * )  +  « ( 4 2  +  ( - p 4 2 ) * )  } =  ( 4 2 + p ^ ;
( m )
alfc
and a similar expression for the b nodes, it follows th a t
n „ i ( m )
c  _  N E  p ( m ) J „ (m )O m + 1  -  "‘ all + p q l
( m ) :
>(m) J (^m) r (m):
bll + P l h u
m  ribo(i)
Jfc=l 
n 6i ( m )
+ E
1=1
m  Tiao(i)
+  T  T  p (i) s {i) +  V  V  p (t)s (i)^  Z ^  Z ^  aO/EaOfc +  Z ^  Z ^  ^ b 0 l s b0l 
t = 0  Jfc=l i = 0  /=1
, n a l (m)  _ n 6i ( m )
>(m) r ( m ) 25m+p?( £  1^242* + E n(E
v Jt=i i=i
,  n a l ( m )  n 6 l (m)
do IT  +  p(m) r(m)2 . V  P(m)IZ-/ "aUk ^ a l k  + Z^ ^61/ il
V k = l  1=1
(m) r(m ) 2 
b l l
assuming S m = pqTm 
pqTm+1 and  hence the result follows
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Note th a t S n and Tn are m onotonic increasing.
Now, let us assume th a t the a rb itrary  sequential decision rule has a m axim um  
possible duration, N.  Then,
N  r«ao(*) n b0(i)
i = 0  L k= 1 /= 1
since, a t stage N ,  n ai ( N )  and n n ( N )  are zero. Now, if t ^ k is the sum of
the i steps w ithin the P  — D — I  diagram  along the  kth  (7th) p a th  to absorption 
a t stage i (A: =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n a0(i); / =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n&0(i)), it can be shown th a t
S n
N  rn a0(t)
V  V  p ( i ) t {i)2/  j /  j r aOki aQk
nfco(0
4- V  P (i)t (i)2 ^  Z_^ r boiz boi
i = 0  L k= 1 1=1
since cross p roduct term s either do not exist or sum  to  zero. The cross product 
te rm  does not exist if 2 nodes in the  binary tree do not share a p a th  (to  absorption). 
Now consider the  case of 2 nodes ((say) x and y) which do share a pa th . Suppose 
node x (y) has im portance I x (I y). Let Pi be the  probability  of the  p a th  from the 
s ta rt of the binary tree to  node x, which is assumed to  be at an earlier stage than  
node y. W ithout loss of generality, assume node x (y) corresponds to  (say) an a- 
(b-) point. Let P2 be the probability  of the p a th  from  the node reached after a 
win to  player A  a t node x  to  node y. D iagram m atically,
Lo Ond«-
Sum *to
Suppose node k (/) is reached after a win (loss) to  player A  a t node y. Note 
th a t the sum of probabilities of all the paths to  absorption from node k (/) is 1. 
Thus,
(xy cross product term s)
all paths  
to absorpt ion
= Pip(qIx)P2 {q(pIy) + p ( - q l y ) }
=  0  .
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(Similarly, the sum of any cross product terms conditional on a loss in state x is 
zero.) Now, since S n  — pqTN, we have
N  rn«o(0
E E
i=o L k=1
p (  0  A*)2 
'r aOfct aOJb
« 6 0  (*)
+  V  P(i)t{i)2+  2_^ r borboi
i=i
N —1 r«al (*)
w l  E
t=0 L fc=l
p ( 0  r(*)2 
r alJfcJ alfe
« 6 1  ( *)
+ E p ( 0  r(*)2 r bil1bil
1=1
Noting that the probability of a path from the start of the binary tree to a node 
is also the expected number of times that that node is reached, the result follows.
Finally, if there does not exist a maximum possible duration, then, by taking 
the limit (n —> oo) of both sides of the equation Sn = pqTn, the result similarly 
follows. This completes the proof.
4 .5  A  F u rth er  R e la tio n sh ip  B etw ee n  E ffic ien cy  and  Im p o rta n ces
For any biformat F  and two equal players (pa =  p& =  p), it follows from 
Theorem 4.4, since P  =  0.5, that
pq ^ 2  nj t f  —
all y
or 4 p 2 p ^ 7 T i / J2 =  1
all j 
1or a = ----=
4 pql2
where TTj is the long rim proportion of time in non- absorbing states that the 
biformat is in non-absorbing state j  when pa = p& =  p, 12 =  J^all ■ 7TjP- and p is 
the expected duration of the biformat when pa =  p& =  p.
Now consider the limiting value of the efficiency of the general biformat F  
at (p +  p — £) as 8 —* 0. Assuming the continuity of p and nj in 6 and using 
equation (4.5.1) in equation (4.3.3), this limiting efficiency is given by
I 2
lim p(F(p + 6, p -  6)) = =  . (4.5.2)
Thus, it is not possible for a biformat to have limiting efficiency greater than 1. 
By the continuity of efficiency in <5, it follows from (4.5.2) that the efficiency of a 
general biformat F  at (p + 6, p — 6) for small 8 is less than unity if points are not 
equally important when pa = ph = p. Thus, in our search for the most efficient
(4.5.1)
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biform at, we will restric t a tten tion  to  those biform ats w ith equally im portant 
points for two equal players.
4 .6  A n  a p p lica tio n  o f  th e  re la tio n sh ip  in  S e c tio n  4 .5
Consider the unipoints or bipoints situation  in which the W ni framework is 
used up until some duration  d where, if the game is unfinished, the  W n2 framework 
is then  used. Then, as a first approximation (noting the results of Section 4.2), it 
can be seen th a t points played after duration  d have greater (smaller) im portance 
th a n  those played before th a t stage if n 2 is less (greater) th an  n j. Thus, it can be 
seen using equation (4.5.2) th a t when a mixing of W n system s in the above sense 
produces a  uniform at or biform at, then  the efficiency of this uniform at at (£ +  8) 
or biform at a t (p -f 8, p — 8) is less th an  1 (<$ small).
4 .7  S u m m ary.
Section 4.2 in troduced the P — D — I  diagram  which has been found (not 
only in this chap ter b u t also in C hapters 5, 9 and  10) to  be quite useful in the 
analysis of scoring systems. This diagram  showed th a t although the definition of 
im portance could not directly be applied to  point-pairs, a variance in terpreta tion  
of the im portance of a poin t-pair was possible. This section also showed th a t every 
biform at w ithin the  to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats has the following property: 
each point w ithin th a t biform at is equally im portan t when pa = Pb- In Section 4.3 
a relationship between the increased probability of winning every point and the 
increased probability  of winning a biform at was found (equation (4.3.1)). This 
relationship was then  used to derive an exact relationship between the efficiency of 
a biform at, its expected duration and the average im portance of the points within it 
(equation (4.3.2)). An approxim ation to this relationship at (p a,Pb) — (p +  <$,p — 8) 
was seen to  be
_2
p =  4pql  p for 8 small . (4.3.3)
A rbitrary  sequential bipoints decision rules were introduced in Section 4.4 and a 
related  theorem , Theorem  4.4, was proved. As a consequence of this theorem , for 
any biform at F  and two equal players (pa =  pb =  p), it follows th a t
1
^  ApqP
T hus the lim iting value of the efficiency of any biform at F  at (p + 8,p — 8) as 8 —► 0 
is given by
7 2
l im p (F (p  +  <5,p-,$)) =  == . (4.5.2)
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Hence it can be seen th a t it is not possible for a biform at to  have lim iting efficiency 
greater th an  unity. Also, it follows th a t the  efficiency of a general biform at F  at 
(p +  £,p — 8) for sufficiencly small 6 m ust be less th an  unity  if points are not equally 
im portan t when pa =  pb =  p.
It will be shown in C hapter 5 th a t the property  of equally im portan t points 
when pa — pb is a property  th a t characterizes the to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats.
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C H A PTE R  5
A  FAM ILY OF O PT IM A L L Y  E F F IC IE N T  BIFO R M A T S: T H E  
O PT IM A L  2-SA M PL E  B IN O M IA L  T E ST
5.1 T he Fam ily o f O ptim al B iform ats
We are in terested  in finding the  optim ally efficient biform at. However, suppose we 
restrict ourselves to  the set of biform ats which have “very good” efficiency near the 
equality diagonal p a = pb- Formally, suppose we restric t to  the  set of biform ats, 
5 , which have the  property
lim p(p  +  8,p — 8) =  1 , for all p  £ (0 ,1 ) , (5.1.1)
6 — ►()
then  Theorem  5.1 will show th a t any m em ber of this set of biform ats m ust have the 
same d istribution  of duration  (and  hence the  same P , p and p values) as a m em ber 
of the  to ta l spectrum  of biform ats considered in C hapter 3. Thus, equation (5.1.1) 
is a  property  which characterizes the  to ta l spectrum  of biform ats. Recall th a t it 
follows from  equation 4.5.2 th a t it is not possible to  find a biform at for which the 
above lim it is greater th an  1.
T heorem  5.1. I f  F  is a biformat which is a m em ber o f the above set o f biformats 
S , then F  m u st have the same distribution o f duration (and hence the same P , p 
and p values) as a m em ber o f the tota l spectrum  o f biformats.
Proof: Consider a finite interval along the equality diagonal, (p i ,p i )  to  (P2 1 P2 ) 
where 0 <  p\ < p? < 1. From  equation (4.5.2) it follows th a t F  m ust have equally 
im portan t points at any point in this interval. Suppose (PaiPb) is a point w ithin 
this finite interval such th a t
Pa/qa — Pb/qb = i i  , an irrational num ber where p a = p b .
Also, suppose for this biform at, n is the num ber of points in which player A  can 
win by winning all a-points and all b- points (for some integer r (positive 
or negative) determ ined by the  biform at). As all points are equally im portan t and 
the  P  — D  — I  diagram  s ta rts  at P  =  0.5, we have
n  +  r
2 c + 0.5
where c is player A ’s increase in P  by winning a single a-point. c is thus the 
irrational num ber ((n  -f r )  +  (n — r ) i i )  1 determ ined by F  and p a (=  p&). The
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im portance of all points a t (p a,Pb) for this biform at F  is ( l + 2i)c. For this biform at 
and  for this (pa,pb) po in t, XL£i: and are 2 integers satisfying the  relationship
Ü + I i2 +  -————23 =  0.5 (5.1.2)
where 2*2 =  c and 23 =  i\C are two irrational num bers determ ined by F  and p a 
(=  p by  A nother integer solution " j~r and ”-~ r- for th is (PaiPb) point and F  such
th a t
0.5
cannot exist (or i2 and 23 would be rational). Thus, given all points are equally 
im portan t, the way in which movement in the P  — D — I  diagram  finally exactly 
reaches the W  (winning) boundary is as follows. Player A  m ust win l (say, for 
some l) a- points and lose l 6-points and m ust win k (say, for some k) 6-points 
and lose k a-points (the P-effect of all these points cancel out in the P — D — I  
diagram !) as well as the necessary winning of a-points and 22y r  6-points. Such 
a realization takes n +  21 -f 2k points. Thus, for every possible winning (for player 
A)  s ta te , the num ber of a-points played minus the num ber of 6-points played is r. 
Now, from  equation (5.1.2), it follows th a t,
jo-4-r* n — r
—^— ( - * 2) +  —2— C—*3) =  -0 .5  (5.1.3)
where 22 is player A ’s decrease in P  by losing a single 6-point and 23 is player 
A ’s decrease in P  by losing a single a-point. Thus, since F  is a biform at and the 
P  — D — I  diagram  s ta rts  a t 0.5, equation (5.1.3) shows, for the same reasons as 
above, th a t the num ber of a-points played minus the num ber of 6- points played 
is —r  for every possible losing (for player A)  state. Thus, for th is biform at (and 
for all (PaiPb), not ju s t (p a,Pb) on the  equality diagonal), it follows th a t
( P  (A  wins in n points) =  p a n^+r^ 2<Z&^n r^ 2 
1 P  (B  wins in n points) =  pb n^+r^ 2qa(<n~r^ 2
and /  P  (A  wins in n +  2m points) =  p a(n+r)/2g&(n -r)/2 (Pm(PaP&, Qaqb))
I  P  (P  wins in n +  2m points) =  Pb^nJrr)/2q ^ n~r^ 2{Pm{paPb, qaqb))
for m  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  where Pm{j>aPb,qaqb) is a  homogeneous polynom ial of degree 
m  in papb and qaqb° Note th a t these homogeneous polynomials of degree m  are 
equal since F  is a biform at and P ( A  wins in n  +  2m points) equals P ( B  wins in
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n 4- 2m points) for all (pa,Pb) w ithin the equality interval considered. Thus, this 
biform at has c.p.r.
n-j-r n — r
Pa * Qb 2
n 4-r n — r
Pb 2 qa 2
and th is completes the proof.
Now, as we already know from  C hapter 3 which axe the  most efficient members 
of the  to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats for each of the cases pa+Pb^ 1, it follows th a t 
we know the most efficient m em bers of S  for each of these cases. O ur conclusion 
is th a t amongst the set of biformats whose limiting efficiencies do not drop below 
1 along the equality diagonal, the W n biformats with c.p.r. ’3
PaQbn~ 1 f  
P6?an_1 K P b ^ q a J
are optimally efficient when pa + Pb > 1 (Pa +  Pb < 1 / for any given n (> 2). 
However, the  following theoretical possibility is noted. There m ay be (although it 
seems to  me to  be most unlikely) a biform at which is more efficient a t some point 
(Pa,Pb) (where p a ^  pb) th an  any m em ber of the  to ta l spectrum  of W n biform ats 
bu t it can be seen th a t such a biform at, if it exists, m ust have an efficiency less 
th an  unity  “near” the equality diagonal, pa = pb, and hence cannot be globally 
optim al.
The structu re  of the above optim al biform ats for the 2-sample binomial test 
when a  =  ß  (i.e. the sym m etrical case) is such th a t it can be seen from diagrams 
such as Figure 3.2.1 th a t the biform ats or tests pass through non-sym m etrical 
situations and yet the 1-step P L  (P W ) rule rem ains optim al when pa +  pb > 1 
(Pa~\~Pb <  1)- These non-sym m etrical situations, as a starting  po in t, correspond to 
the a  ^  ß  case in hypothesis testing or the “handicap” situation  in sport. Thus, 
B ellm an’s (1957) “principle of optim ality” (dynam ic program m ing) leads us to 
conclude th a t the P L  (P W ) rule used in conjunction with systems has the
above optimally efficient property for the 2-sample binomial problem when a ^  ß 
provided pa +  Pb > 1 (pa +  Pb < 1/- An analysis of the  asym ptotic case (n i, ri2 
large) is given la ter in Exam ple 6.4.2.
5.2  A n  A p p lica tio n  o f  S e c tio n  5.1 to  th e  T ie -b rea k er  S y s te m
Miles (1983), noting the tennis tie-breaker game, has defined the tie-breaker 
exchange m echanism, TH , (abbaabb. . .  or baabbaa . . .) and form ed the reversal 
biform at W i(W nT B a, W nT B b). It can be seen th a t when n is even, the duration
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of each section of this reversal biform at m ust be even and we effectively have the 
\V2 n A L  reversal biform at and hence p =  1. However, for n  odd (n =  2m  — 1), the 
probability ratio  is no longer constant. For example,
P (p layer A  wins in 4m — 2 poin ts) p a2m~ * l qb2m~ l
P(p layer A  loses in 4m — 2 poin ts) p b2m~ l qa2m~ l
whereas, it can be shown th a t 
P (p layer A  wins in 4m points)
P (p layer A  loses in 4m points)
Pa2m~2qb2m~2 { ( ( m  -  1 )papb + m q aqb)qb2 +  (m p apb +  (m  -  1 )qaqb)pa2}
Pb2m~2qa2m~2{ ( ( m  -  l )p aPb +  rnqaqh)qa2 +  (m p aPb + {m -  1 )qaqb)Pb2} '
Since, for n odd, the probability  ra tio  is not constant, it follows from Section 5.1 
th a t points cannot be equally im portan t when p a =  p b and hence, using equa­
tion (4.5.2), the  efficiency of W \ ( W nT B a, W nT B b) a t (p +  8,p — 8) (8 small) must 
be less th an  1 when n  is odd and greater or equal to 3 (cf. Miles (1983) pp.315). 
This has been com putationally verified for the  case in which n =  5. (In fact, the 
com putations also showed th a t the  restriction, 8 small, was not necessary.) In 
a similar way, suppose we set up the  a lternating  pairs exchange mechanism , A P, 
(a a b b a a b b . . .  orbbaabbaa  . . . )  and form ed the  biform at W \ { W nA P aa, W nA P bb). 
In a similar way to above, for n  odd the  efficiency is 1 whereas for n even and 
greater or equal to  2 the efficiency at (p +  <S,p — 8) (8 small) is less th an  1. However, 
it is clear th a t bo th  these reversal biform ats have an asym ptotic efficiency of 1 as 
n  —► 00.
5 .3  T w o  O th e r  B ip o in ts  P r o b le m s :  th e  C lin ic a l T r ia ls  (2 -D ru g s )  P r o b ­
le m  a n d  th e  2 -A rm e d  B a n d i t  P r o b le m
5 .3 .1 . T h e  c lin ic a l t r i a l s  (2 -d ru g s )  p ro b le m .
A paper by Simon (1977) has a set of references on this problem. The clinical 
trials problem  has two tim e periods.
(i) a tria l period (or hypothesis testing  phase) during which testing is carried 
out to  determ ine (which is more likely to  be) the b e tte r  of the two drugs.
(ii) the rem aining period (usually w ith an infinite horizon) during which the 
drug evaluated in (i) as the b e tte r drug is (the  only one) adm inistered as it has 
been deemed to  be the  b e tte r one.
The tim e period m entioned in (ii) above has no analogy in the sporting con­
tex t. Also, the hypothesis testing phase m entioned' in (i) above has an added
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com plication in th a t, during this period, it is required (for ethical reasons) th a t 
the poorer drug should ideally be adm inistered no m ore often th an  is necessary. 
This consideration is not involved in the bipoints sporting context. For example, 
in the case of tennis (when pa + pb > 1), the test (or biform at) w ith the optim al 
efficiency property  of Section 5.1 (i.e. the  P L  case) is such th a t the expected num ­
ber of serves of the weaker player is greater th an  th a t of the b e tte r player. Thus, 
in the  clinical trials problem  when pa +  pb > 1, there is a conflict between the 
desirability of using the most efficient test on the  one hand, and the  requirem ent 
th a t the poorer trea tm ent be adm inistered no more often th an  is necessary, on 
the  o ther hand. There is no such conflict however when pa + Pb <  1, since the 
test (or biform at) w ith the optim al efficiency property  of Section 5.1 (i.e. the P W  
case) has a greater expected num ber of trials w ith the  b e tte r  drug. Note however 
th a t although there is no conflict in this case, it does not necessarily follow th a t 
the  P W  rule is optim al for the clinical trials problem  since the form ulation of this 
problem  is different to  th a t of the b ipoints sporting problem , which is entirely a 
hypothesis testing  problem.
It can be seen th a t, in the laboratory situation , the  hypothesis testing phase 
m entioned in (i) above may not have the  added ethical com plication th a t the 
poorer drug be adm inistered no more often th an  necessary. In such a situation, the 
laboratory  testing problem  is m athem atically  identical to  the  bipoints problem and 
hence Section 5.1 gives a W n test for th is laboratory  situation  w ith an optim ally 
efficient property. (It will be seen la te r (C hapters 8 and 9) th a t all of the W n tests 
of C hapters 2 to 5 have large variances of duration  which is a disadvantage in the 
sporting context. These large variances however may not be a m ajor disadvantage 
in this laboratory  context.)
5 .3 .2 . T h e  2-arm ed  b an d it p rob lem .
A paper by G ittins (1979) has a set of references on this problem . In this 
problem  the gam bler has 2 poker machines: one which pays more than  the other 
but which is which is unknown. The gam bler’s objective is to maximize either the 
finite horizon expected re tu rn  or the discounted infinite horizon expected return. 
This problem  thus has a  conflict between the hypothesis testing com ponent (which 
is the  b e tte r m achine to  play?) and the desirability of minimizing the num ber of 
plays on the poorer machine. It can be seen th a t, in the sporting context, there 
is no specific finite horizon for m any scoring system s, infinite horizons are not 
relevant and neither is discounting.
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Notes in proof.
A. The duration p.g.f.'s of the members of the total spectrum of 
biformats have, very recently (December 1986), been derived by 
R. E. Miles. For the member with c.p.r.
it is
9i j (s)
. i j  , i  j ,  i+j
(pa % + Pb v s
{l-h+ (s) + {l-h_(s)}^h+ (s)J'
(**)
(i,j = 1,2, ... ), where
h +  (s ) ^[1 + ~ pc?b)s ±+ {l - 2 papb)s' % %  ~ Papb)2sh
Despite the simplicity of the result, the derivation was rather 
extended.
Thus, my theory (Corollary 2.2.2) has shown that, for any biformat with 
c.p.r. (*), its duration p.g.f. must be (**).
B. The proof of Theorem 4.4 utilized a "forward" induction procedure. 
Subsequently R. E. Miles has found that the corresponding "backward" 
induction procedure affords a much simpler proof.
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C H A PTE R  6
A M ETHOD FOR D ETE R M IN IN G  
TH E A SY M PTO TIC  EFFICIEN CY OF W N SYSTEM S  
A N D  SOME EXAM PLES OF ITS USES
6.1 Introduction
We have seen in C hapter 1 th a t the efficiency of any uniform at or biform at can 
be calculated once P  and p have been evaluated. For example, we saw th a t for 
W2 n-PL, P  and p and hence p could be found, and then  by le tting  n  —► oo in our 
expression for p, we could obtain  the  asym ptotic efficiency of W2 nP L . This chapter 
shows that some complex W n systems can be decomposed into smaller independent 
components called umodules”, which can in turn be analysed to produce values from  
which the approximate asymptotic values of P , p and p can be derived. These inde­
pendent modules effectively become the  steps of a general one-dimensional random  
walk in discrete tim e and this approach can be a useful m ethod for obtaining the 
asym ptotic efficiencies of W n system s when exact P  and p values are intrinsically 
more difficult to  derive for a given n. Exam ples of such cases will be seen not only 
in this chapter bu t also in C hapter 7 when an extension of bipoints to  m ulti-points 
is considered. In Exam ple 6.3.2 a modules approach is used to  give an explanation 
as to  why the P L  rule is more (less) efficient th an  the P W  rule when pa +  pb >  1 
(pa -H pb < 1) and, in Section 6.5, the modules approach is also used to determ ine 
the best of a set of strategies available to  a player.
6.2 The “M odule” M ethod
We make use of the theory of the general one-dimensional random  walk in 
discrete tim e w ith  two absorbing barriers and the reader is referred to (say) Cox 
and M iller (1965, p.46-58) for the analysis used in this section. The steps in 
the  random  walk, Zj, are m utually  independent random  variables on the integers
. . . ,  —2, —1 ,0 ,1 ,2 ,__ Unlike the simple random  walk in which the possible values
for Zi axe —1 ,0 ,+ 1 , the general random  walk can jum p over the two absorbing 
barriers —b and a, and so we define the  absorbing states to  be (—oo, —b] and [a, oo). 
The m om ent generating function (m.g.f.) of Z{ is defined by
oo
/* (* ) =  £  e - * P ( Z i = j )
j =  — OO
and assum ing Z; takes b o th  positive and negative values w ith positive probability, 
/* (# ) is a convex (downwards) function of 0. Consider the roots of the equation,
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f*(9)  =  1. 9 — 0 is clearly one root. If E(Z{)  ^  0 there is a unique second real 
root #o 7^  0 which has the  same sign as E(Z{).  If E(Z{)  =  0 then  9 =  0 is a double 
root. Figure 6.2.1 give diagram s for the m.g.f. of Z{ when (a) E(Z{) > 0, (b)
E(Zi)  =  0 and (c) E(Z{) <  0.
&
Figure 6.2.1
The mom ent generating function f*(0)  of a random  variable Z{ 
for (a) E(Zi) > 0, (b) E(Zi) = 0 and  (c) E(Z{) < 0.
& j»
Now if P(Q)  represents the probability  of absorption in states [a,oo) 
( (—o o ,—6]) and E(N)  is the expected num ber of steps to  absorption, then, ne­
glecting the  excess over the  barriers,
and
p  ^I 1 w h e n  E(Z*) /  0
Q \  £ when E(Zi )  =  0
E(N)  =
( a +6 )  —a e ?° 6 —6e- *°a 
E ( Z i ) ( e ~ eo a - e 6 o*) 
ab
var (Zi )
when E(Zi )  ^  0 
when E(Zi)  =  0
(6 .2 .1)
6.3 Exam ples o f the Application of the “M odule” M ethod to Scoring 
System s
Example 6.3.1. Consider the  W 2 nPE  reversal biform at w ith pa ^  Pb- Suppose 
the  m odule is defined as the com ponent from  one a-point un til the  next a-point. 
T hen such modules are clearly m utually  independent. In this and the following 
examples,,.the random  variable S  is the  increase (or shift) in player A ’s score during 
one m odule and  the random  variable D  is the duration  of the module. For this
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“a-point un til next a-point P L  m odule” , S  and D  have the d istributions
f P ( S  = - 1 )  =
\  P ( S  =  i) =  PaPbqb' ( i =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . )
( P ( D = l )  = qa
\  P ( D = j ) =  PaPbqb C? =  2 ,3 ,4 , . . . )
where qa =  1 — p a and qb =  1 — Now, noting th a t 5  plays the  role of Z{ in 
Section 6.2, the  m.g.f. of 5  is given by
f * W  = W 9 +  PaPb/( 1 -  qbe~9)
and  the equation /* (# ) =  1 gives a quadratic  equation in e9 w ith  roots 1 and 
qb/qa• It can be shown th a t
E( D)  _  Pa +Pb  
E ( S)  pa ~  Pb
and, using the  results of Section 6.2, it follows th a t, for W 2 nPL,
and
^  2n(pa + p b) 
\Pa ~Pb\
(6.3.1)
where P ( Q ) is the probability player A  wins (loses) and p is the expected duration  
of the \V2 nPP  reversal biform at (n  large).
Now consider the reversal biform at \V2 mAL.  In this case a m odule is ju st a 
pair of points, {a, 6}, and now 5  has the d istribution
( P ( S  = - 2 )  = p bqa 
\  P { S  =  0) =  paPb +  qaqb 
( P ( S  =  + 2) =  paqb
and D  equals 2. The m.g.f. of 5 , can be w ritten  down and the  equation
/* (# ) =  1 gives a  quadratic equation in e29 w ith  roots 1 and paqb/pbqa• N oting
E(D)  1 
E (S )  ~  p a -  Pb'
it follows th a t, for W 2 mA L  (m  large),
, . 2 mp =and
\Pa ~Pb  I
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where the dashes in the above expressions refer to the W2 mAL biformat. Now, 
taking the approach of Miles (1984), we require ^  to equal ^ 7  which gives the 
equation
n
m l n ^
______ Pfcgq
2 In*- '
9a
It follows that the asymptotic efficiency of W2 nPT as n —► oo is given by
2hl?T
P ~  (P*+Pb)
in agreement with Miles (1984) who derived an explicit expression for the efficiency 
of W2nPL (n finite) and then let n —► 00 in that expression.
Example 6.3.2. This example gives an intuitive explanation as to why the PL rule 
is more (less) efficient than the P W  rule when pa +  Pb > 1 (Pa -f < 1/.
Consider a PL  module defined in the following slightly different way to that 
in Example 6.3.1. Starting with an a-point and using the PL  rule, a 6-point will 
at some stage occur; 6-points possibly continue until at some stage an a-point will 
occur for the first time since the first 6-point occurred, thus completing the cycle 
a . . .  6. . .  a and forming the module. This module can be seen to consist of two 
components, each possessing a geometric distribution structure. Defining S and 
D in the same way as in Example 6.3.1, it follows that
E(S) = Pa  Qa Pb Qb
Var(S) = -2% + SL  
P a 2 Po
E (D) =  -J- +  -j-
Pa  Pb
and E(S)
E(D)
£
P
where p =  (pa +  Pb)/2 and 8 =  (pa — pb)/2. The corresponding P W  module has 
the following properties.
E(S)
Var(S)
Pa  -  qa
Pa  Pb
qa2 qb2
E(D)  =  — +  -
qa qb
E(S) _  8 
E(D) ~ q
and
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where q =  1 — p.
Consider the  W m system  where m  = nq for the P L  case and m  =  np  for the 
P W  case and n is large. It follows from  the  respective expressions above for 
(or from Theorem  2.3 and its ensuing paragraph) th a t these two system s have the 
same asym ptotic (n large) expected durations. Now the  value of V ar(5) for the 
P L  m odule can be “scaled” so th a t it can be directly com pared w ith  the value 
of V ar(S) for the  P W  m odule. The purpose of th is scaling is to  allow for (i) the 
different values of E(D)  for the  two modules, and (ii) the different values of m  in
W m for the two systems. The appropriately  scaled variance for the  P L  m odule is
2
+
Pb
Qa.
X -
+
J- +  -L
gq 96 
Pa Pb
PaPb Pa +  Pb
mqaqb qa +  qb .
(6.3.2)which equals
\Pa* Pb4
If pa ^  pb and pa + Pb >  1, (6.3.2) is less th an  4- the value of V ar(S) for 
the  P W  m odule. Thus, for the  same asym ptotic expected durations, the  smaller 
scaled (or “relative” ) variance for the P L  m odule (when pa ^  Pb and pa + Pb > 1) 
results in the  b e tte r player having a higher probability  of winning and hence the 
P L  system  has greater asym ptotic efficiency. (It m ay be noted th a t, if the  variance 
of S  could be reduced to  zero, the  b e tte r player would win w ith probability  1!) 
It can also be seen th a t expression (6.3.2) is equal to  when pa =  Pb
or pa + Pb =  1. (This corresponds to  the fact th a t the efficiencies (or lim iting 
efficiencies) of W m systems when used w ith P L  or P W  rules are equal (and  equal 
to  1) along either diagonal w ithin the  (pa,Pb) unit square.) Finally, if p a +  pb < 1 
and pa ^  Pb, expression (6.3.2) is greater th an  and hence the  P W
struc tu re  is the more efficient in th is case.
The above explanation can be generalized. Suppose we assume w ithout loss 
of generality th a t player A  is the  b e tte r of two players. Consider two W n scoring 
system s S S i  and S S 2 which have modules w ith the  same (appropriately  scaled) 
expected ra te  of progress tow ards the A-winning (or “correct-decision” ) boundary 
(i.e. E ( S  1) =  E ( S 2 ))' Thus, S S 1 and S S 2 have the same expected durations. 
Suppose these modules have m .g.f.’s f*(6)  and / £ (0) respectively. Since, for i =  1 
or 2, E(Si)  =  {— d 9 i 9=o’ we h ave ^hese t wo m .f.g.’s have the same slope 
at 6 =  0 as shown in Figure 6.3.1. Now suppose / 2*($) has a greater ra te  of change 
of slope at 9 =  0 th an  does T h a t is, suppose
de2 >0=0
* f W )
de2
>  0 (6.3.3)
9= 0
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Then, as shown in Figure 6.3.1, it is reasonable to believe that the root #o,2 of 
f£(0) =  1 would typically be less than the root #o,i of /*(0) =  1. Using the first 
of equations (6.2.1), #0,i > #o,2 implies that S S i is more efficient than S S 2 (since 
they have the same expected durations). However, from (6.3.3) it follows that 
variance (5 2 ) > variance (Si) since E (S 2 ) =  E (S i). Thus, given two Wn systems 
with the same expected rate of progress towards the “correct-decision” boundary 
(by using appropriate scaling) it is reasonable to believe that the system whose 
associated (appropriately scaled) module has the smaller variance is typically (at 
least asymptotically) the more efficient. This is related to the result for the case 
in which steps have a normal distribution with mean fi and variance cr2 (see (say) 
Cox and Miller (1965), p.50). In this case, 90 equals indicating that, for a given 
H, do and hence the probability that the better player wins (or the correct decision 
is made) increases as a2 decreases.
Figure 6.3.1
The m.g.f.’s of two random variables with the same (positive) mean 
but differing variances and values of 9q.
4
Example 6.3.3. Here we consider the module approach to the asymptotic effi­
ciency of the W i(W nP L “ven, WnP L beven) reversal biformat. This rather complex 
P P L even exchange mechanism can be converted to a 1-step dependent process 
involving 14 states by noting the following. If at each point being played, a record 
is kept of the following:-
(i) the previously played AL  point (a or b) when the present point being 
played is a P L  point,
(ii) the current type of point being played (aAL, aP L , bAL or 6PL),
(iii) whether player A’s (and i?’s) last wins were even or odd ((A 0dd, Bodd)? 
(Aodd, Btven), (^ewen, Bodd) or (A tvtn, B even)), where the interpretation of even
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and odd is defined in Section 2.3, then, of the  apparent 32 possible states, an 
enum eration shows th a t only 14 can in fact occur. These states axe defined in 
Table 6.3.1. Note, for example, th a t s ta te  1 is followed by sta te  11 or 4 (and  state  
5, for exam ple, is followed by s ta te  14 or 1) depending on w hether player A wins 
or loses respectively.
Table 6.3.1
The fourteen types of points in the  m odule for the 
Wl ( W .P L : „ n, WnP L \vtn) biform at.
S tate (Previous AL sta te  ; C urrent point ; C urrent S ta tus of A and B  wins)
1 (b aAL A 0ddB odd )
2 (■b aAL A0ddB even)
3 (b aAL A evenB odd)
4 (a aPL AoddPeven)
5 (b aPL A0ddB even)
6 (a aPL AevenB even)
7 ( b aPL AevenB even)
8 (a bAL A0ddB odd )
9 (a bAL A0ddB even)
10 (a bAL AevenB odd)
11 (a bPL AevenB odd )
12 ( b bPL AevenB odd )
13 (a bPL AevenB even)
14 (b bPL AevenB even)
A branching process was devised on a com puter, s tarting  w ith  s ta te  1 and 
continuing along all possible branches until s ta te  1 was revisited for the  first time 
(at the  end of every branch), thus creating a (ra th e r complex) m odule for this 
P P L even exchange mechanism. The d istributions of S and D (as defined in Ex­
am ple 6.3.1) were thus generated for num erous values of pa and  and it was 
verified num erically th a t
E{ D)  _  1 ( P a + P b ____ 1
E(S) ~  2 \ p a - p , Pa ~  Pb
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and that the roots of the equation /*(#) =  1 were ee =  1 and y  • These 
values may have been anticipated from the results in Example 6.3.1 since we know 
from Chapter 2 that the P P L even rule can be seen as a mixture of “half” PL  and 
“half” AL.  In a similar manner to Example 6.3.1, the asymptotic efficiency of this 
W x{WnP L aeven, WnP L beven) biformat as n -+ oo is given by
ln ^ - +  31n*L
P ~  (1 +Pa + P » )( ln ^  + ln £ 0  
which has been shown to agree with the standard approach using equations (2.3.1).
6.4 Exam ples o f the Application of the “M odule” M ethod to  Statis­
tical Inference
Example 6.4-1- Here we consider a 2-sample Poisson test. Suppose we have two 
mutually independent sets of Poisson variables
X u  ~  Poisson(Ai) (* =  1 ,2 ,3 ,...)
X 2j ~  Poisson(A2) (i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,...)
and our interest is in testing
Hq : Aj > A2
against H\ : Ai < A2 .
We can set up a “standard module” consisting of one observation from each dis­
tribution and, using the same notation as in Example 6.3.1, form Si = X u  — X 2i 
(* =  1,2, 3 ,...) . This module has a duration of 2, E(Si) = X\ — \ 2 and the m.g.f. 
of Si is given by
f*($) = e*i(e- ^-l)+A2(eÖ-l)
The equation /*(#) =  1 gives a quadratic in ee with solutions 1 and
(i) Analogously to the 2-sample binomial case, we define the UP W  module” 
in the following way. The P W  module commences with an X i  observation and 
independent X i  observations continue as long as Xi >  1; as soon as X \  — 0 this 
section of the module stops and the second section of the module commences with 
a — X 2 observation; independent — X 2 observations continue as long as — X 2 < — 1 
and as soon as — X 2 =  0, the module stops. A branching process was set up 
on a computer in order to numerically evaluate E(D), E(S)  and 0o for specified 
values of Aj and A2. Hence, the asymptotic efficiency, under the Wn structure,
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of the P W  module relative to the standard module was evaluated for numerous 
values of Ai and A2 . Figure 6.4.1 shows the domain in which the P W  structure is 
asymptotically super-efficient. As in the case of the 2-sample binomial test, only 
very small increases in asymptotic efficiency above unity occur (see Miles (1984)). 
As can be seen from Figure 6.4.1, the domain of asymptotic super-efficiency is of 
little practical relevance although it could be argued that the case in which Aj 
and/or A2 are small is of some interest.
Figure 6.4.1
The asymptotic efficiency of the P W  structure for the 2-sample Poisson test
(ii) Again, analogously to the 2-sample binomial case, we define the UPL 
module” in the following way. The PL  module commences with an X\  observation 
and independent X\  observations continue until anX i > 1  for the first time when 
this section of the module stops and the second section of the module commences 
with a — X 2 observation; independent — X 2 observations continue until — X 2 < — 1, 
when the module stops. Unlike the P W  case, the analysis of this PL  module can 
be carried out explicitly and it can be shown that, for this module,
and
E(D)
E(S)
rm
2 — e Al — e Az 
Ai(l — e_A2) — A2(l — e~Al)
e - ( A i  +  A2)^e A1e - 9 _  l ) ( e A2e9 _  
(1 — e-Al )(1 — e-A2)
The equation f*(6) =  1 has solutions e9 =  1 and It follows that the asymptotic 
efficiency, under the Wn structure, of this PL  module relative to the standard
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module, as n —► oo, is given by
_  2{A1(l - e - ^ ) ~  A2( l - e - A')}
P (Ai — A2){2 — e_Al — e_A2}
which is less than 1 for all and A2 . Note however that as both \ i  and A2 
increase, p —* 1. This is expected as the PL  module approaches the standard 
module as Ai and A2 become larger.
Example 6-4-2. We now consider an example in which the probabilities of type I 
and type II errors are not equal and take the 2-sample binomial hypothesis testing 
problem
H0 : pa > pb 
H\ : pa < Pb
as the example. The probability of the type I error, a, is defined as P(H0 is 
rejected/i/o is true) and the probability of the type II error, ß, is defined as P(H0 
is accepted/iJo is false). So far we have restricted ourselves to cases in which 
a =  ß. However, the case in which a ^ ß is relevant to handicap scoring systems 
and statistical inference. Suppose we are interested in the relative efficiency of 
two scoring systems, SS  with absorbing barriers —6 and a and SS' with absorbing 
barriers — b' and a' (a, 6, a7, b' large). (SS could, for example, be based on the 
AL module and SS' based on the PL  module.) In general however, we suppose 
that the module approach to the SS  system can be taken and 00 is the non­
zero solution of the corresponding equation f*(d0 ) =  1. We also suppose that we 
restrict to modules with the following reasonable property:- if H0 (H i ) is true, then 
#o > (<)0. Then, for the SS  system, if H0 is true, e9° > 1 and a =  e~b9° whereas 
if Hi is true, e9° < 1 and ß =  ea9°. Now, suppose the module approach can also 
be taken to the SS' system and let 0'o be the non-zero solution of the appropriate 
equation f*(0'o) =  1 for this sytem. Then, again restricting to modules with the 
above property, we have that if H0 is true, e9>0 > 1 and a =  e~b 9° whereas, if Hi 
is true, e9° < 1 and ß =  ea 9°. It follows that if we require the probabilities of the 
type I errors to be equal (a =  a') and the probabilities of the type II errors to be 
equal (ß =  ß1), then
8q a b
do a1 V
Suppose p (p1) is the expected duration of the SS (SS1) system. Then, if H0 is
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true ,
and
. a E ( D )  
ß ~  E ( S )
, . a'E 
P “  E ( S ' )
where, as in Exam ple 6-3.1, S  (S ' )  is the shift and D (D ')  is the  duration  of one 
S S  (S S ') module. Similarly if H i  is true,
and
. - b E ( D )  
tM~  E ( S )
, . - b ' E ( D ' )  ' 
ß ~  E {S ' )
Thus, if a  =  a r, ß  =  ß'  and H q or H i  is true,
ß E ( D ) / ( 9 t E ( S ) )  . .
ß'E{D')/{6'0E ( S ' ) )  •  ^ ^
However / i / ^ ; is the  ratio  of the expected durations of the two systems, and hence, 
as in the definition of efficiency in C hapter 1, since a  =  o 'a n d  ß  = ß ' , represents 
the  asym ptotic efficiency of S S '  relative to  S S .  Note th a t this relative asym ptotic 
efficiency does not depend on the  respective values of a  (=  a ')  and ß  (=  ß')  bu t 
is a function of characteristics of the associated modules.
O ur conclusion is th a t, given two modules, the one which produces the asymp­
totically more efficient W n system (for the case in which a  = ß )  is the same one 
as that which produces the asymptotically more efficient W ^  system (for the case 
in which a  ^  ß).  This result applies to any W  system  (e.g. Poisson, m ultipoints 
(see C hapter 7 ) ,...)  which can be decomposed into modules, where the symbol W  
is used to  cover all W n and systems. It can also be seen from  equation (6.4.1) 
th a t the asymptotically most efficient of a set of W  systems is the one whose as­
sociated module has the smallest value of  E ( D ) / ( 9 0E ( S ) ) .  For example, it can be 
verified th a t in Exam ple 6.3.2 the  P L  module has a sm aller (larger) value of this 
quan tity  th an  does the P W  m odule when p a + Pb > 1 (Pa + Pb < 1), by noting 
th a t 0O =  1n(pa/pb) and In(qb/qa) for the -PW and P L  modules respectively.
6 .5  S e le c t in g  an O p tim a l S tra teg y
Suppose the b e tte r of two players has a set of strategies available, each of 
which can be represented by a module. Then, when playing under the W n (n 
fixed and large) system, it can be seen from equation (6.2.1) th a t the better player
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should select the strategy whose module has the greatest value of 6q, the non-zero 
solution of the associated equation f*(0o) =  1.
Example 6.5.1. Suppose, for example, a tennis player (player A) has 3 types of 
service; a service to the backhand (B ), a service to the forehand (F) and a surprise 
service (5). Suppose, for simplicity, that the probability that this player wins any 
such point given the type of the previous point is given by the following matrix of 
conditional probabilities.
Conditional
Probability
Current service 
B F 5
Previous B 0.695 0.705 0.8
service F 0.705 0.695 0.8
S 0.6 0.6 0.6
For W n (n large), what is the best sequence of services available to this player? 
Some of the available sequences and the values of 6q for their associated modules 
are:-
(0 B  only 0o = 0.8236
(Ü) F  only 0o =  0.8236
(Hi) S  only 0O =  0.4055
(iv) 0O =  0.8712
(v) B , S , .. 0O =  0.8959
(vi) F ,S , . . . 0o =  0.8959
(vii) B , F ,S , 0o =  0.8874
(viii) F , B , S , . . . 0o =  0.8874
(ix) B , S ,  F 0o =  0.8959
(x) F , B , S , B , . . . 0o =  0.8832
(xi) S , F , B , F , . . . 0o =  0.8832
where the notation B, F, 5 , . . .  (for example) represents modules of these 3 services 
in that order (B,F,  5; B , F , S ; I?, F, 5; ...) . Amongst this set of 11 sequences, 
the asymptotically optimal sequences for this player can be seen to be (v), (vi) 
or (ix). There are of course infinitely many other sequences which can be seen 
as “combinations” (in full or in part) of any of the above eleven sequences and 
would be asymptotically sub-optimal (apart from combinations of any of the above 
optimal ones (v), (vi) and (ix)).
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It can be seen that the optimal sequences (v), (vi) and (ix) correspond to 
the cases in which the “p-value” alternates or cycles through a set of values which 
axe quite different (.8, .6, .8, .6, .8, .6, . . .) .  However, it can also be seen that 
the sub-optimal sequences (vii) and (viii), for example, have probabilities (.705, 
0.8, 0.6; . . . )  with an average p-value greater than that of the optimal sequences. 
This may appear to be a surprising result, especially for this asymptotic Wn case. 
However, a closer examination shows that 6 points (or 3 modules) of the optimal 
sequences (v) or (vi) have a shift in player A’s score with an expected value of 2.4 
and a variance of 4.8 whilst 6 points (or 2 modules) of the sub-optimal sequences 
(vii) or (viii) have values of 2.42 and 4.8638 respectively. It is this larger variance 
of sequences (vii) and (viii) which leads to their sub-optimality. This variance 
plays a corresponding role to that in Example 6.3.2. Note that, although the 
assumption of underlying normality is unreasonable, the formula 6q =  (Cox 
and Miller (1965, p.50), Example 6.3.2) gives values for 0o of 1 and 0.9951 for the 
optimal ((v) and (vi)) and sub-optimal ((vii) and (viii)) sequences respectively. 
Thus, it can be seen that the smaller variance of the optimal sequences more 
than compensates for the lower expected shift. Thus, for Wn systems (n fixed 
and large), it appears that the better player increases the probability of winning 
by alternating or cycling through a set of p-values which are increasingly different 
whilst maintaining the same average p-value. This result leads to two questions. 
Firstly, can this result also apply to other scoring systems and, secondly, can it 
apply in the non-asymptotic case? The answers are yes. Consider, for example, 
B$ in which a player has the choice of keeping p fixed at 2/3 or allowing 2 of the 
p-values to equal 1 and the other zero. The second choice with the same average 
p-value is clearly preferable to this player. This result for (and the one above 
for Wn (n large)) is related to Poisson’s binomial (see, for example, Moran (1968, 
p.15-16)) in which the variance of the total number of successes in n trials (n 
fixed) when the p f  s are not equal is less than that for the corresponding Bernoulli 
case.
6 .6  F u rth er  S tu d ies
We have seen in Chapters 2 to 5 that the P L  rule leads to the most efficient 
scoring system when pa and p& are constants (pa ^  p&), pa +  pi > 1 and Wn is 
used. However, the case in which these probabilities are random variables could 
be examined.
Suppose Pa is a random variable representing player A’s probability of winning
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an a-point and that Pa has mean pa and variance va. Suppose P&, pb and Vb are 
correspondingly defined. It follows that, for the Wn biformats using the P P , P W  
and AL  rules (and many other sensible scoring systems), the probability player A 
wins is 0.5 when pa =  pb irrespective of the relative sizes of va and This can 
be seen from expressions for E (S) for such systems (see Examples 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 
for example) and from equation (6.2.1). Thus, such systems remain “fair” even in 
the event that Pa and Pb are random variables (with possibly different variances).
However, does the PL  rule lead to a more efficient scoring system than the 
P W  rule when p a + Pb > 1 and va =  i>&? It quite possibly does. One possible 
investigation would be to suppose Pa can take on (only) two possible values pai 
with probability Pi (i = 1, 2) and to suppose Pb can correspondingly take on (only) 
two possible values pb{ with probability pi (i =  1,2). The cases in which |p ax —pa21 
equals \pbx — pb71 (so that va =  Vb) could firstly be considered. It is conjectured 
that, in such cases, the P L  rule would lead to an asymptotically more efficient Wn 
system than does the P W  rule provided p \ (p a\ + Pbi) + P2(Pa2 + P&2) > 1 and 
PiPai +  P2 Pa2 PiPbi +  P2Pb2- A tedious branching process/module approach to 
this problem could be carried out.
It would appear that the conclusions for the cases in which va 7^  Vb are more 
complex and could very well depend on the relative sizes of va and Vb as well 
as the values of pa and pb. An initial investigation using the above branching 
process/module approach without the constraint that |pa 1 ~Pa21 equals |pbi — P621 
could be carried out to suggest possible conclusions.
6 .7  S u m m ary
This chapter has shown that some complex Wn systems could be decomposed 
into independent components called modules whose characteristics could be used 
to determine the approximate asymptotic (n large) values of P, p and p. These 
modules effectively became the steps of a general one-dimensional random walk in 
discrete time which was discussed in Section 6.2.
Section 6.3 gave three examples of the use of this approach to scoring sys­
tems. In particular, the PL  and P W  modules were defined and analysed in Ex­
ample 6.3.2 in order to give an intuitive explanation as to why the P L  rule is more 
(less) efficient than the P W  rule when pa +  pb > 1 (pa -f pb < 1). The explana­
tion was a particular case of a more general observation: Given two Wn systems 
with the same expected rate of progress towards the “correct-decision” boundary, 
it seemed reasonable to believe that the system whose associated (appropriately
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scaled) module had the sm aller variance was (a t least asym ptotically) the more 
efficient.
Section 6.4 gave two examples of the application of this m odule m ethod to 
sta tistica l hypothesis testing. The first example considered a 2-sample Poisson 
test. A “standard  m odule” was set up for th is s itua tion  and, analogously to  the 
2-sample binom ial test, P W  and P L  m odules were also defined. The P L  m odule 
was shown to  always produce an  asym ptotically less efficient W n system  th an  
th e  standard  module, whilst in some restric ted  cases the  P W  m odule produced 
an asym ptotically more efficient system. These cases appeared to  be of little  
p ractical relevance. The second example in Section 6.4 considered a case in which 
th e  probabilities of type I and type II errors, a  and  ß,  were not equal. It was shown 
th a t, given two modules, the  one which produced the  asym ptotically  m ore efficient 
W n system  (for the case in which a  =  ß) was the sam e one as th a t which produced 
th e  asym ptotically more efficient W ’”l system  (for the  case in which a  ^  ß).  Also, 
th e  asym ptotically most efficient of a set of W  system s (W n or ) was the  one 
whose associated module had  the  smallest value of E(D) / (6oE(S) )  where these 
quantities were defined in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
Section 6.5 considered the  problem  of a player selecting the  optim al strategy 
from  a set of strategies th a t could be represented by modules. The conclusion was 
th a t, when playing under the W n (n fixed and large) system , the  b e tte r (poorer) 
player should select the stra tegy  whose m odule has the greatest (sm allest) value 
of #o, the non-zero solution of the associated m.g.f. equation f*(0)  =  1. An 
exam ple was taken in which the  variance of the shift in a p layer’s score during one 
m odule played a corresponding role to th a t in Exam ple 6.3.2. Thus, in line w ith 
th e  observation m ade in paragraph  2 of this section, the following observation was 
made: For W n systems (n fixed and large), it appeared th a t the b e tte r  player 
increased the probability of winning by a lternating  or cycling th rough  a set of 
p-values which were increasingly different whilst m aintain ing the same average 
p-value. This result was also seen to  apply to  some other scoring system s.
In the  next chapter, tennis doubles is seen as a game in which there are 
essentially four types of point and  the module approach set up in th is chapter will 
be seen as a useful tool in the asym ptotic analysis of such “m ulti-poin ts” scoring 
systems.
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C H A PT E R  7
A N  A PPR O A C H  TO THE ASY M PTO TIC  EFFICIENCY  
OF M ULTI-PO INTS SYSTEM S
7.1 Introduction
In tennis doubles there axe essentially 4 types of points cq, <22 > 61 and 62 (cor­
responding to  each of the players’ services) and team  A  is the b e tte r team  if 
Pai “b Pa2 >  Pbi +P&2* Extending to  N  pairs of points, team  A  is defined to be the 
b e tte r team  if YjiLiPai  >  JliLiPbi-  The rationale behind this definition is th a t, 
if a very large (and equal) num ber of each type of point is played, then, by the 
law of large num bers, the probability  th a t team  A  wins more points th an  team  B  
will tend  to  1 if J2?=iPai > J2iLiPbi-
In Section 7.2 the case in which N  =  2 ( “quadri-points” ) is considered, “point- 
quads” axe set up as the “s tan d ard ” m odule and the asym ptotic efficiency of a 
m odule based on the P L  m echanism  is evaluated. A single points and a g.p.p. 
approach are shown to be equivalent although the single points approach is seen 
to  be more useful when extending to  the case in which N  >  3 which is considered 
in Section 7.3. In Section 7.2.3, an alternative module suitable for quadri-points 
and also based on the P L  rule, is investigated and is shown to  have an asym ptotic 
efficiency which surprisingly tends to  infinity at certain  boundary points. In Sec­
tion 7.4 an extension of unipoints is considered and some lim ited results based on 
bipoints and m ulti-points are stated .
7.2 Q uadri-Points
7.2.1. A module using generalized point-pairs.
Following Miles’ approach to  bipoints, it is na tu ra l in this quadri-points case 
to  set up {01,61,02,62} as the  “standard  m odule” , called M l.  Note th a t any 
ordering of the  four points w ithin the m odule is allowed. It can be seen th a t, for 
th is m odule, the  duration  is 4 points and, using the  no tation  of Exam ple 6.3.1, 
E ( S )  =  2(pal +  p a2 — Pb\ — p&2)* This m odule is “fair” since E ( S )  — 0 when 
Pa \ +Pa2 =  Pbi +P&2* Using the module m ethod of Section 6.2, there appears to  be 
no simple form ula for the non-zero solution of the associated equation =  1
although, for a given set of values for the param eters p ai and p&j, Oq can be 
evaluated numerically.
We now consider a second module, M 2, using the P L  m echanism  between 
team s (P L teams). The first section of the m odule s ta rts  w ith an (cq, bi) point-pair
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and the PL  mechanism operates in the following way. A point-pair win to team 
A, (AA), is followed by a (61, 62) point-pair whilst a point-pair win to team B,
(B B ), is followed by an (01, 02) point-pair. This process stops as soon as a draw, 
(AB),  occurs and the second and final section of the module begins. This section 
starts with an (02, 62) point-pair and proceeds in the same manner as above until a 
draw is reached, thus completing the module. It can be seen that this module has 
the property that the number of Gq-points played equals the number of a2-points 
played. A corresponding property also holds for the 6-points. This M2 module 
was analysed numerically using a branching process on a computer and, again 
using the same notation as in Example 6.3.1, it was verified that
ELI = h±Ik (7.2.1)
E(S) p „ - p b K ’
where pa — and pb =  Equation (7.2.1) may have been anticipated
from equation (6.3.1). It can also be seen from equation (7.2.1) that this module is 
“fair”. As with the M 1 module, no simple formula for 0O appears to exist although 
its value was calculated numerically for several parameter sets. It was verified that 
the value of 60 and that of E(D)/E(S)  (and hence p (see equation (6.4.1))) were 
unaffected by reversing the roles of 61 and 62; namely the case in which the first 
section of the module started with an (01, 62) point-pair and the second section 
with an (02>61) point-pair.
Thus, using the same approach to efficiency as that used in Chapter 6, the 
asymptotic efficiency of the Wn system (n large) using the M 2 module relative 
to that of the M l module (with an efficiency defined to be 1) was evaluated 
numerically for numerous parameter sets. Assuming without loss of generality 
that pal > pa2 and pbl > Pb2, then, using the parameterization
Pa\ ~  Pa 6a
Pa 2 =  Pa 6a
Pbi = Pb + 6b 
Pb2 = Pb — h
the conclusions for the asymptotic efficiency using the M2 module and the Wn 
system (relative to that using the M l module) were:-
(i) When fia =  8b =  0, the asymptotic efficiency is of course equal to that of 
the biformat W2nPL  as n —► 00.
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(ii) For the case in which team A  is the better team, the asymptotic efficiency 
increases as 8a increases (for a given 8b). Also, for this case and for a given 8a, 
the asymptotic efficiency decreases as 8b increases. For the case in which team B  
is the better team, the asymptotic efficiency increases as 6b increases (for a given 
8a) and, for a given 8b, decreases as 8a increases. These conclusions are related to 
the conclusion in Section 6.5.
(iii) When 8a = 8b =  8 > 0, the asymptotic efficiency is slightly greater than 
in the bipoints case (8a =  8b =  0) if pa +  pb > 1, and is slightly less than in the 
bipoints case if pa +  Pb < 1.
(iv) Figures 7.2.1a, 7.2.1b and 7.2.1c show, for three values of (pbi,Pb2)i 
domains in which the asymptotic efficiency using the M2  module is greater or less 
than unity.
Figure 7.2.1a
A diagram showing the regions in which the asymptotic efficiency of W n using 
the M2  module is greater or less than unity when (p6!,p&2) =  (0.7, 0.5).K
o*2 o*6  o*3
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Figure 7.2.1b
A diagram showing the regions in which the asymptotic efficiency of 
W n using the M2 module is greater or less than unity 
when (Pb\,Pb2 ) =  (0.5,0.3).
© • Z o*8
i
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Figure 7.2.1c
A diagram showing the regions in which the asymptotic efficiency of 
Wn using the M2  module is greater or less than unity 
when (pbi,Pb2) =  (0.6,0.4).
6  «2 o * 4  o »t> O. g
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As in the case of bipoints, only minute increases in efficiency above unity typically 
occur. It was also shown that, given any (panPa2 ) (Pbi5P62)? the asymptotic
efficiency of the M 2  module (using the PL  structure) is greater (less) than unity if 
and only if that of the associated module using the P W  structure is less (greater) 
than unity.
It was noted in (iii) above that, if the differences 8a and Sf, are equal and if 
Pa+Pb > 1? asymptotic efficiency using the M2 module is always greater than 
unity. Such cases (<5>’s equal and pa +  Pb > 1) are displayed by the single-dotted 
lines in Figures 7.2.1a, b and c. Thus, in this restricted case there is increased 
asymptotic efficiency in using the M2 module in preference to the M l module. 
We now consider the cases in which 8a ^ 8b and pa + Pb > 1. In this case, if there 
is only a little difference between pa and pb and a big difference between 8a and 
8b, the following conclusions can be seen from Figure 7.2.1a.
(iy  If the 8 corresponding to max(pa,pb) is the greater of the two <$’s, the 
asymptotic efficiency of the M2 module is greater than unity (see points Pi and 
P2 in Figure 7.2.1a for example).
(ii)1 If the 8 corresponding to max(pa,pb) is the smaller of the two 8's, the 
asymptotic efficiency of the M2 module is less than unity (see points P3 and P4 
in Figure 7.2.1a for example).
Thus, since it is unlikely that there would be a priori knowledge about the relative 
sizes of the 6 ’s, it appears that, in most cases, no overall advantage can be taken 
of the PL  or P W  mechanisms.
Corresponding conclusions to those above can be made from Figure 7.2.1b. 
For example, if the differences 8a and 8b are equal and if pa+Pb < 1, the asymptotic 
efficiency using the M2 module is always less than unity (see the double-dotted 
line in Figure 7.2.1b for example) and hence the corresponding P W  module has 
asymptotic efficiency greater than unity in this case.
Thus, in general, it is unlikely that the PL or P W  rule can be used in practice 
to increase asymptotic efficiency, as, not only do we need to know whether pa +  Pb 
is greater or less than unity, but we also need information on the relative sizes of 
\pa 1 — pa2\ an& \Pb\ — P&21 - however, if we are prepared to assume that \pal — pa 2 1 
equals |pbi — Pbf\) we have a direct extension of the asymptotic super-efficient 
bipoints system to this quadri-points case: The M2-type module employing the 
PJDteam (PWteam/ structure used in conjunction with Wn systems has asymptotic 
efficiency greater than unity when pa +  Pb > 1 (Pa +  Pb < !/•
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7 .2 .2 . A  m o d u le  u sin g  s in g le  p o in ts .
The M 2 module used generalized point-pairs. However, a corresponding P L  
m odule using points ra ther th an  point-pairs, and denoted by M 3, can be formed. 
This is done by using the P L  mechanism between teams but alternating the points 
within each team. F igure 7.2.2 is a  realization using this exchange m echanism 
which, though complex, can be converted to  a 1-step dependent process (in a 
sim ilar m anner to  th a t of Exam ple 6.3.3) by noting the following. If, a t each point 
being played, a record is kept of:-
(i) the  current point to  be played (a i, ai, &i or 62), and
(iia) if the current point to  be played is an a-point (ax or 02)? the  next type 
of 6-point to  be played (6x or 62), or
(iib) if the  current point to  be played is a 6-point (61 or 62), the next type of 
a-point to  be played (a i or 02),
th en  there  are 8 possible states. Now suppose the no ta tion  ( r ;, yf) is used to  rep­
resent the  s ta te  in which X{ is the  current point to  be played (r* =  a \ ,02, 61 or 62) 
and  yj is the  next point of the o ther type (yj =  61 or 62 if r* is a i or 02; or yj =  ai 
or a 2 if is 6x or 62) to  be played. By startin g  the process in s ta te  (ax, 61) and 
observing the process (only) after every two points, it can be verified th a t only 4 
sta tes are in fact possible ((ax, 6x) ,  (a 2 ,62), ( 6 x ,  ax) or (62,02)) and th a t a re tu rn  to 
s ta te  (a l7 6x) is not possible a t the  intervening (non-observed) stages. A branching
Figure 7.2.2
A realization based on the M 3 module.
Type of Point . . a\ b\ 02 cl\ 02 62 b\ 62 ax 6j .
W inner . . A B B  B A A A B  A . .
process was devised on a com puter, s tarting  w ith s ta te  ( a x ,  6x)  and observing the 
process after every two points until a re tu rn  to  sta te  (ax, 6x) occurred, thus forming 
the  M 3 m odule. It was verified th a t the  value of E ( D ) / E ( S )  is again given by 
equation (7.2.1) and e6° is the  square root (since points ra th e r th an  point-pairs 
are now involved) of its value for the M 2 m odule, as m ay have been anticipated . 
Thus, from  the point of view of asymptotic efficiency, M 2 and M 3 are eauivalent. 
However, the advantage of the M 3 approach is that it is suitable for extension to 
multi-points.
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7 .2 .3 . A  m o d u le  su ita b le  in a r e s tr ic ted  d om ain .
A further module is available for the specific case in which, using the notation 
of Section 7.2.1, 6a and 6b axe known to be equal. Thus pal =  pa +£ , pa2 = pa — 6, 
pbl — pb + 6 and pb2 =  Pb — 6, and we axe comparing two teams constrained to lie 
somewhere along two lines parallel and equidistant from the main diagonal (see 
Figure 7.2.3). If none of the probabilities pa l , pa2, p&l5 p&2 3X6 zero> then the 
module, M 4, given by
is “fair” and thus is available for use in this restricted case. Noting that this 
module is in essence a set of four geometric distributions, then, using the same 
notation as eaxlier, it can be shown that
play ai-points until A  wins; play &i-points until B  wins; 
play appoints until A  wins; play &2-points until B  wins;
P b l  Pb  2 P a  1 P a  2
2
and
Figure 7.2.3
A diagram showing a restricted region in which the module M 4
is allowable (fair).
K
o o*4 0
AZ_______I________ I________ L
0 ‘8
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Again there appears to  be no explicit form ula for the  solution of the equation 
f * ( 0 )  =  1. However, by solving the equation numerically, the asym ptotic efficien­
cies given in Table 7.2.1 were obtained. It was noted tha t:-
(i) W hen <5 =  0 the asym ptotic efficiency was equal to  th a t of the biform at 
W 2 n P L  as n  —> oo.
Table 7.2.1
T he asym ptotic efficiency of the  M 4 module for some values of 
(Pai,Pa2) a n d  (P b i , P b 2) w hen ^ =  0.1.
(Pal i Pa2 )? (P»1)P»2) P (Pai?Pa2)? (P6l>Pt2) P
(.8,.6), (•7,.5) 0.920 (.61, .41), (.301,.101) 0.997
(.9,.7), (.7,.5) 0.888 (.6,.4), (.301,-101) 1.003
(1,-8), (.7,.5) 0.763 (.5,.3), (.301,.101) 1.076
(.401,.201), (.301,.101) 1.190
(.7,.5), (.6,.4) 0.949 (.33,.13), (.301,.101) 1.328
(.8,.6), (.6,.4) 0.928 (.302,.102), (.301,.101) 1.410
(.9,.7), (.6,.4) 0.891 (.3011,-1011), (.301,-101) 1.413
(.30101,-10101), (.301,.101) 1.417
(•6,.4), (.5,.3) 0.981
(.7,.5), (.5,.3) 0.957 (.63,.43), (.221,.021) 0.966
(.8,.6), (.5,.3) 0.931 (.53,.33), (.221,.021) 1.080
(.43,.23), (.221,.021) 1.273
(.5,.3), (.4,.2) 1.037 (.33,.13), (.221,.021) 1.694
(.6,.4), (.4,.2) 0.995 (.23,.03), (.221,.021) 3.669
(.7,.5), (.4,.2) 0.960 (.2211,.0211), (.221,.021) 4.318
(.59,.39), (.4,.2) 0.998
(.58,.38), (.4,.2) 1.002 and when <5 =  0,
(.4001,.2001), (.4,.2) 1.096 (.7,.7), (.6,.6) 1.002
(ii) A sym ptotic efficiencies greater th an  1 were obtained for small (not large 
as in the  case of the M 2 module) values of p a l , p a2l Pbn and p&2• The module 
is thus not directly relevant to  tennis.
(iii) For |pa2 ~ P b 2 1 =  e >  0, the  asym ptotic efficiency, p  —► oo as m in(pa2,p&2) 
—> 0 (cf. in bipoints, the largest asym ptotic efficiency obtainable is 2 (Miles (to  ap­
pear))). The explanation of this fact is th a t, as m in(pa2,pb2) —> 0, the M 4 module
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is “dom inated” by playing a very large num ber of those points corresponding to 
m in(pa2,p&2)- If these points are 02 (62) points, the weaker team  m ust be A  (B ) 
and  the b e tte r team  wins all (but 1) of this very large num ber of a2 (&2) points.
(iv) For Ipai — Pn\  =  € >  0, the asym ptotic efficiency of the  corresponding 
P W  m odule, p —► 00 as m ax (pai,Pbi)  —► 1. A corresponding explanation to  th a t 
in  (iii) above applies.
7.3 M ulti-points
The M 3 module of Section 7.2.2 can be extended to  handle m ulti-points by 
using the  P L  mechanism between team s, bu t ro ta ting  or cycling the  po in ts w ithin 
each team . Using the branching process approach of Section 7.2.2, the case N  =  3 
was analysed, and Table 7.3.1 shows the  asym ptotic efficiency of W n (n large) using 
th is  extension of the M 3 module for several values of the  param eters (pa l , Pa2 iPaz) 
and  (Pb\,Pb2 ->Pbz)• (These efficiencies axe relative to  the  n a tu ra l extension of the 
M l  module defined in Section 7.2.1.) It was verified th a t equation (7.2.1) was 
tru e  for th is case (N  =  3) and thus this extension of the M 3 module to  the  case 
in which N  = 3 is “fair” . A close look at Table 7.3.1 reveals th a t corresponding 
conclusions to  those of (i), (ii) and (iii) on pages 7.2 and 7.3 (for the  case N  =  2) 
can be made. However it appears th a t no useful or practical conclusions can in 
general be m ade for this case in which N  =  3.
It also appears th a t it is no t possible to  find an extension (when N  >  2) of 
the  M 4 m odule which is in general “fair” .
7.4 An Extension of U nipoints
Consider the game of squash which is typically considered to  be a unipoints 
game. Now let us suppose th a t there is a right service box and left service box 
effect and th a t player A ’s probability  of winning points beginning in such a way 
is pi and P2 respectively. Extending to  N  such points, player A  is defined to  be 
the  b e tte r  player if YliLi  Pi >  y  and we now wish to  test
7.4.1. The case in which N =  2.
Here we have two types of points corresponding to  pi and p2. Recall th a t in 
b ipoints, if we had a priori inform ation th a t pa + Pb > 1 (pa + Pb < 1) then  the
Ho = I > > f
i= 1
against
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Table 7.3.1
The asym ptotic efficiency of the  W n (n large) system  using the 
extension of the M 3 m odule to  the  case in which N  =  3.
{Pal ->Pa2'i Paz)i (.Pbl,Pb2,Pb3) P
(.7,.7,.7), (.6,.6,.6) 1.002
(.7,.7,.7), (.7,.6,.5) 1.001
(.8,.7,.6), (.6,.6,.6) 1.003
(•8,.7,.6), (.7,.6,.5) 1.002
(.9,.7,.5), (.6,.6,.6) 1.007
(.7,.7,.7), (.8,.6,.4) 0.997
(.9,.7,.5), (.8,.6,.4) 1.003
(.9,.6,.6), (.6,.6,.6) 1.006
(.7,.7,.7), (.8,.5,.5) 0.999
(.9,.6,.6), (.8,.5,.5) 1.003
(.8,.8,.5), (.6,.6,.6) 1.006
(.7,.7,.7), (.7,.7,.4) 0.998
(.8,.8,.5), (.7,.7,.4) 1.002
(.9,.9,.3), (.6,.6,.6) 1.020
(.7,.7,.7), (.8,.8,.2) 0.953
(.9,.9,.3), (.8,.8,.2) 0.975
(1,-55,.55), (.6,.6,.6) 1.012
(.7,.7,.7), (.9,.45,.45) 0.994
(1,-55,.55), (.9,.45,.45) 1.006
P L  (P W ) rule could be used to  produce a super-efficient W n system . Now, in this 
case, suppose it is known a priori th a t (say) pi > % and P2 < %• Then, the above 
hypotheses when N  =  2 are equivalent to
Ho : Pi >  q2
against H i : pi <
where q  ^ — 1 — p-i and, since p\ +  q? > 1, our knowledge of optim al biform ats
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(C hapters 2 to  5) tells us th a t the module
f play type 1 points un til player A  wins one;
(p lay  type 2 points un til player B  wins one
used in association w ith  W n is optim al w ith efficiency greater th an  unity.
7 .4 .2 . T h e  case in  w h ich  N  =  3.
A result of the reasonable requirem ent th a t m odules should be “fair” is th a t 
there appears to  be no viable alternative to  the  “s tandard  poin t-trip le t m odule”
{a type 1 point; a type 2 point; a  type 3 point}
in general. Suppose (and th is is a  highly specific case) we knew th a t p3 =  i  and 
(say) pi >  £ and p2  < \ .  Then the  optim al procedure is to  play no type 3 points 
a t all and use the optim al test of Section 7.4.1 for the case in which N  =  2.
This lack of a  viable a lternative to  the  “standard  m odule” appears to apply 
in general when N  is odd.
7 .4 .3 . T h e  case in w h ich  N  =  4.
Again, in very lim ited circum stances, super-efficient systems can be produced. 
Suppose, for example, it is known th a t (say) p\ and p 2 are each greater than  0.5 
(or pi +  p 2 > 1) whilst p 3 and p± are each less th an  0.5 (or p3 +  p± < 1). Then, 
we wish to  test
# o  : Pi +  P2 >  93 +  54 
against H i : pi -f p2 < 5 3  +  54
where qi =  1 — Pi. Making use of Section 7.2.2, we can see th a t the module
( If team  A  loses a type 1 or type 2 point, play another type 1 or type 2 'j 
I point alternating. Else play a type 3 or type 4 point alternating; I 
I If team  B  loses a type 3 or type 4 point, play another type 3 or type 4 | 
l  point alternating. Else play a type 1 or type 2 point alternating. J
used in conjunction w ith W n (n large), is super-efficient if it is known th a t |pi — P2 1 
equals |p4 — p3|. Suppose, however, th a t it is known th a t (say) pi >  i ,  P2 > 
p3 >  I  and  p± < \  (and th a t the pairwise sums of the p S s cannot be arranged such 
th a t one sum is greater th an  1 and the o ther sum is less th an  1, as above), then, 
as in Section 7.4.2, no viable fair super-efficient system  appears to  be available.
7.5  S u m m ary
Q uadri-points arose quite natu rally  when considering tennis doubles. A nother 
example of quadri-points is tennis singles w ith  a service court (deuce or advantage
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side) effect. An example of multi-points with N =  4 is tennis doubles with a 
service court effect or tennis singles with both a service court and end effect.
Quadri-points have been studied in Section 7.2 using the module approach and 
it has been shown that, if |p0l — pa2| equals |p61 — pb21, the PL  (P W ) rule used 
in conjunction with Wn systems has an asymptotic efficiency greater than unity if 
Pa +  Pb >  1 (Pa +Pb <  1)« This has been demonstrated using two different (but 
equivalent (in terms of efficiency)) modules, one using points and the other using 
generalized point-pairs. However, the restriction |p ai — p a21 =  \Pbi ~ Pb21 is rather 
limiting and means that this result is of little practical value. A third module 
based on the PL  rule and fair only when |pai — pa21 =  \pbx — Pb21 was considered 
in Section 7.2.3, and although it had some interesting properties (see page 7.8), 
was again of little or no practical relevance to the sports scoring situation.
A module approach to multi-points was seen to be possible in Section 7.3 and 
the particular case in which N  =  3 was considered. Although efficiencies could be 
evaluated, it again appeared that no useful or practical conclusions were available 
for the multi-points case in which N  > 3.
Section 7.4 showed how some of the results in bipoints and quadri-points could 
be used (in a very limited way) in an extension of unipoints.
This chapter has shown that a module approach (using modules based on the 
PL  and P W  rules) is possible in the multi-points situation and some results were 
achieved. However, the practical relevance of the results was unfortunately seen 
to be very minimal.
C H A PTE R  8
A N  ANALYSIS OF TEN N IS
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8.1 Introduction
In recent years, in almost all tennis m atches played, there has been a change from 
“classical” or “advantage” sets (in which a player m ust win at least 6 games and 
win by a m argin of 2 games) to  the new “tie-breaker” sets (in which, if the  games’ 
score reaches 6-6, the 12-point tie-breaker gam e is played). Sections 8.2 to  8.8 
(see also Pollard  (1983a)) com pare the  best-of-three “classical” sets w ith  the best- 
of-three “tie-breaker” sets, the scoring system  now used in m ost tournam ents. 
Section 8.9 proposes a new m ethod for scoring in tennis and is p a rt of another 
paper (Pollard, 1987). This new m ethod of scoring has a sm aller variance of 
duration.
In earlier work, Kemeny Sz Snell (1960) modelled a single game of tennis using 
a M arkov chain. Hsi Sz B urych (1971), taking a bipoints approach, evaluated the 
probability  th a t one player wins a  set of classical tennis. C arter Sz Crews (1974), 
taking a unipoints approach, found the expected num ber of points in a  game, the 
expected num ber of games in a set and the expected num ber of sets in a m atch. 
The product of these three values does not, of course, give the expected num ber 
of points in a m atch. Miles (1984), setting up the bipoints approach, found the 
expected duration of a set of tennis.
Throughout this chapter, it is assumed th a t player A  has a constant probabil- 
ity, pa, of winning any point while he is serving and th a t player B  has a constant 
probability, of winning any point on his service. It is also assum ed th a t the 
outcom e of any point, game or set is independent of the  outcom e of any other 
point, gam e or set. These assum ptions are based on Pollard (1980). In analysing 
35 m atches (5503 points) in the  1977 N.S.W . Mens Open Grass Cham pionships, 
he found th a t player A, the w inner of the m atch, on average won 71% of points 
on his service whereas his opponent won 62% on his service. He applied a Wald- 
Wolfowitz runs test for random ness in the sequences of wins and losses in points, 
one-step dependency tests to  see w hether the outcom e on a point was dependent 
on the outcom e of the previous po in t, and s ta te  dependency tests to  see w hether 
the  outcom e on a poin t was dependent on w hether the  player was ahead or be­
hind a t th a t stage. These analyses m ade use of the norm al approxim ation to  the 
difference betw een two sample proportions and of sign tests. His conclusions were
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in agreem ent w ith the  above assum ptions. In this chapter, it is shown th a t if 
Pa >  Pb, the probability  th a t player A  wins a classical set or m atch  is g reater than  
the corresponding probability for a tie-breaker set or m atch. Also, the  m ean and 
variance of the num ber of points in a  tie-breaker set or m atch is always less than  
th a t for the  classical version. This m ean and  variance for the classical version is 
also shown to  increase rapidly as bo th  pa and p& increase, whereas they  rem ain 
relatively stable for the tie-breaker version.
8 .2  T h e  A n a ly s is  o f  a S in gle  G am e o f  T en n is
Suppose player A  is serving in a game and th a t he has a probability  pa (qa =  
1 — pa) of winning (losing) any point in the  game. The game is won by the  player 
who scores 4 points before the o ther player scores more th an  2 points. If the 
po in ts’ score reaches 3 points each (3 /3  or “deuce” ) the player who first wins 2 
more points th an  his opponent wins the  game. Given player A  is serving, suppose 
Pa denotes the  probability th a t player A  wins one of his own service games. Then,
Pa =  ^  +  ^ P a^ a*  +  20pa3^a3 ^  Pa^Pa^a)* •
1=0 '  1 '  i=0
Table 8.2.1
Some characteristics of a game of tennis
Pa
0.5 0.6 0.7
Pa 0.50 0.74 0.90
Pa 6.75 6.48 5.83
7.69 6.71 4.40
By noting the individual elem ents w ithin the above sum m ations, the conditional 
d istribution  of the duration  of a  service game of player A  given th a t he won 
th a t gam e can be determ ined. This conditional d istribution  has m ean p a l  and 
variance <7^. The conditional d istribution  given th a t he lost the  gam e can also
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be generated (m ean pa$ and variance ct\ q). Table 8.2.1 shows the unconditional 
m ean and  variance of duration  (pa and  o \ ) for three values of pa .
8 .3  T h e  M e a n  a n d  V a r ia n c e  o f  th e  D u r a t io n  o f  a  S e t o f  C la ss ic a l T e n n is
In all the  equations of Sections 8.3 to  8.8, it is assum ed th a t player A  serves 
in the first game of the  first set. Service a lternates from one game to  the next. A 
classical set of tennis is com pleted when a player wins 6 games before his opponent 
wins m ore th an  4 games. If the gam es’ score reaches 5 games each (5 /5 ), the winner 
of the  set is the first player to win 2 more games th an  his opponent.
Suppose player A  (B ) has a probability  Pa (P&), as derived in Section 8.2, of 
winning any of his service games. Then, the  probability  th a t player A  wins the 
set by 6 games to  k games (k =  0 ,2 , or 4), P 6/fc, is given by
(6+ fc) / 2
p«,k= Y. p(k'i]
i= (6  — k) /2
where
P(k ,i) = Qbb(^±,ip a) 6 ( i ± l , 5 - i , g , , )  .
Here P ( k , i) denotes the probability  th a t player A  wins by 6 games to  k games and 
wins exactly i of his own service games. Also, the binom ial notation , 6 (n ,r ,p )  =  
(”)p r ( l  — p)n~r , is used and Q 5 =  1 — P5. Equations can also be w ritten  down for 
the cases in which k =  1 or 3 and also when player A  loses the set k / 6.
The probability th a t the gam es’ score reaches 5 games each, P5/5, is given by
5
■P5/5 =  ^2 ^ 5 /5 (0
t= 0
where
# 5 /5 (0  =  *1 p a )  &(5 > 5 -  *» Q b )
and P 5/5( 0  denotes the  probability  th a t the gam es’ score reaches 5 games each 
and player A  wins exactly i of his own service games. Suppose P ad denotes the 
probability  th a t player A  wins the  set given th a t the gam es’ score reached 5 games 
each. Then 00
P a d  =  Y P > ’ 
j = 0
where
P j  =  P a Q b ( P a P b +  Q a Q b Y  •
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Here Pj is the  probability  th a t an advantage set lasts for (2j  +  2) games beyond 
5 /5  and th a t player A wins this set.
The person who serves in the first game of the second set of a tennis m atch 
is determ ined by the server in the first set and w hether the  num ber of games in 
the  first set is odd or even. For th is reason, much of the  rem ainder of this section 
deals w ith sets th a t last an odd or an even num ber of games. The probability th a t 
player A wins the set in an odd (even) num ber of games, P 0d (Pev), can be w ritten  
down.
The m ean and variance of the  duration  of a set given player A won the set in 
an odd num ber of games, \ia,od and cr\ od are given by
where m j  and o f ■ (i =  a or 6, j  =  0 or 1) were obtained in Section 8.2.
Expressions for fib,od and of f°r case in which player B won the  set, 
can be correspondingly evaluated.
An advantage set which lasts an even num ber of games may result in a score 
such as, say, 10 games to  8 games. The duration  of such sets can be analysed by 
summing the duration  up to  the score 5 /5  and the duration  beyond the score 5/5. 
The expected value (variance) of the  duration  of a  set up to  the score 5 /5 , given 
th a t the  score 5 /5  was reached, /i5 /5 (cr;?,5), is given by
(7+fc) /2
(8.3.1)
*=o ' V 5
(8.3.2)
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The expected value and variance of the dura tion  of two consecutive games which 
players A  and B  share, and < 7^ , are given by
H l / 1  =  {-PaB b^ Ha , !  *b Hb,l)  “1“ Q  a Q  b(^Ha,0 "b Hb,0)} /(-Pa-Pft “b Q a Q b )
* ?/> =  { paPt  +  Q a 'Q ^ 1’1 +  ^  +  ^  +  W ’l)2) (8-3.3)
+ p^fkoi{<o+°l’°+(Mo,°+^ o)2) }" •
The expected value and variance of the dura tion  of a set beyond the score 5/ 5, 
given 5/5  is reached and player A  wins the  set, Ha, ad and o \  ad, are given by
1 °°
Ha,ad — “b (^a,l “b Hb, o)
ad j = 0
1 °°
G \ , a d  — ~p~d Y M r f n  +  ( a4« , !  +  + J > l / l ) 2 }
(8.3.4)
+  G a, l  +  a b,0 -  H 2a ,ad
Hence, the expected value and variance of the duration  of a set given player A 
wins the set in an even num ber of games, H a, ev  and ct>, are given by
Ha,ev
(6+ fc)/2
E E p ( k , t )
k = 0,2,4 i = ( 6  —Jfc)/2 
X
H--------p --------( H 5 / 5  +  H a ,a d )
y H a , i  +  ( y ~ Y ~  -   ^H a ,o +  ( 6  -  i ) H b ,0 +  +  A M6,11
a, ev
( 6 + * ) / 2
P (M )E E (8-3.5)
6 — k ) / 2  eV
+ (j ~T ^ -  *)ffa ,0 + ( 6  -  *>6,0 + + * ) <T‘ -1
+ (*/la,l +  (  —2----- i)m i ,0 +  (6 -  0/16,0 +  ( — ------+• A /4 ,l )
*=0 , 2 , 4  t= ( 6
X < Z<J?
+ -* 5 /5 -^ a d  r 2{ ° 5 / 5  +  Ga,ad  +  ( ^ 5 / 5  +  H a , a d ) 2 }  ~  n l , e  ü |  •
Corresponding expressions for i^b,ev and cr\ ev can be obtained.
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Table 8.3.1 gives the values of these expressions for the  case in which pa =  0.7 
and  pb = 0.6. This table gives values for P A , the  probability  th a t player A  wins 
the  set, p a and o \,  the m ean and variance of the duration  of a set won by player 
A, and  p and a 2, the unconditional m ean and  variance.
All the values in Table 8.3.1 have been checked using a random  walk procedure 
and, where comparisons are possible, agree w ith the  few results available in earlier 
publications. The analysis and sim ulations of Miles (1984) produced corresponding 
results.
Table 8.3.1
Some characteristics of a classical set 
assuming pa =  0.7 and pb =  0.6
Server in the F irst Game
Player A Player B
A / o 0.0135 0.0135
Pß/ l 0.1055 0.0310
1* 6 /2 0.0867 0.1613
P q/ z 0.3113 0.0913
1* 6/4 0.0867 0.3067
1* 5 /5 0.2751 0.2751
Q ö/4 0.0940 0.0266
Qe / z 0.0105 0.0780
Qß/ 2 0.0152 0.0082
Q e / i 0.0011 0.0081
Qe/ o 0.0004 0.0004
Pad 0.7653 0.7653
P A 0.8143 0.8143
M ) 65.11 (803.62) 67.56 (750.40)
74.10 (838.62) 71.80 (907.13)
M<72) 66.78 (822.33) 68.35 (782.23)
8 .4  T h e  D is tr ib u tio n  o f  th e  D u ra tio n  o f  a se t  o f  C lassica l T en nis
Suppose A i(s) (A 0(.s)) denotes the probability  generating function (p.g.f.) of 
th e  duration  of a game which player A  served and won (lost). Similarly, suppose
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Bi (s )  (Bo(s )) is the p.g.f. of the duration  of a  game which player B  served and 
won (lost). These p.g.f. ’s can be obtained from  Section 8.2. N oting equation 
(8.3.1), the p.g.f. for the duration  of a set which is won by player A in an odd 
num ber of games, P 0d(-s), is given by
(7 + * ) / 2
Pod(s)=Y, E P{k ,( Ä) ( ( 7 + * ) / 2 , - i
fc=l,3 i = ( 7 - k ) / 2 (8.4.1)
A corresponding expression can be w ritten  down for Q 0d(s) for the  case in which 
player A lost the  set.
Suppose C(s)  is the p.g.f. for the duration  of a set up to  the score 5 /5 , given 
th a t 5 /5  was reached. Suppose D(s)  is the p.g.f. for the  duration  of two consecutive 
games which players A and B  share. Noting equations (8.3.2) and (8.3.3), it follows 
th a t
and
C ( ,)  = 5 —t
Lt= 0
B (s) — [PaPbAi(s)B\(s) + QaQbAo(s)Bo(<s)\ / ( P aPb + QaQb) •
Also suppose E(s)  is the p.g.f. for the duration  of a set beyond the score 5 /5 , given 
5 /5  was reached and player A won the set. Then, noting equation (8.3.4),
E(s)  = E  Pj D(sYAi (s )Bo(s )
j = 0
Now, noting equation (8.3.5), the p.g.f. for the duration  of a set given player 
A won the  set in an even num ber of games, P ev(s), is given by
f  (6+ fc) / 2  ^
P M  i  E  E  P (^ iM 1(5)iA„(5)«6+fc>/2) - 'u1(5)«i - 6)/2)+i l
~  p  \  fc=0 ,2,4 i= ( 6  —fc) / 2  •
ev ( xBoOO6-* + P5/5PadC(s)E(s
A corresponding expression can be w ritten  down for Q ev(s) for the  case in which 
player A lost the  set.
The p.g.f. for the  duration  of a set conditional on player A winning (losing) the 
set, P(s)  (Q(s )), can then  be derived, as can the unconditional p.g.f. . It has been
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shown com putationally th a t the d istribution  given by equation (8.4.1) produces a 
m ean and variance in agreem ent w ith the corresponding results of Section 8.3.
8.5 The M ean and Variance o f the Duration of a “Best-of-3 Sets” M atch 
of Classical Tennis
N oting th a t, if and only if a classical set lasts an even num ber of games, 
the server a t the beginning of the next set is the same player as the server a t the 
beginning of the  set ju st completed, it is possible, using an elem entary “branching” 
diagram , to  obtain  “m atch” results.
8.6 A n Analysis of the Tie-Breaker Game
In a tie-breaker set, the  tie-breaker game is played if the gam es’ score reaches
6 games each. The “12 point tie-breaker gam e” is played in the  following m anner. 
Player A  serves the first point (since it has been assum ed th a t he served in the 
first game of the set); P layer B  serves the next 2 points; player A  serves the next 
2 points; player B  serves the  next 2 points; etc. The first player to  score at least
7 points and be at least 2 points ahead of his opponent is the  w inner of the tie­
breaker game and set. Suppose, for i =  0 to  5, PT , denotes the probability  th a t 
player A  wins the tie-breaker game by 7 points to i points. Then
P T 0 = pa3qbA
PT\  =  3pa39a^64 +  4 Pa^Pbqb3 
P T 2 = 6pa3<ZaV  +  l6Pa4qaPbqb3 +  6pa5 pb2 qb2 
P T 3 =  10 pa2qa3qb5 +  40 p a3qa2qb4Pb +  30 p a4qapb2qb3 +  4 pa5p b3qb2 
P T 4 =  5paqaAqb6 +  50 p a2qa3pbqb5 +  I00pa3 qa2p b2qb41 
+  50 p4aqaPb3qb3 +  5 Pa5Pb4qb2
P T 5 =  p aqa5qb6 +  30pa2qa4p bqb5 +  150p a3qa3Pb2qb4: +  200pa4^a2p 63^ 3 
+  75pa5qaPb4qb2 +  6pa6pb5qb
where p a and p& are defined in Section 8.1.
The probability  th a t the  po in ts’ score reaches 6 points each in the  tie-breaker 
game, P T T , satisfies the equation,
6
P T T  = '5 2 K 6 J ,P a )b (6 , j ,p b) .
j=o
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The probability, PT{, th a t player A  wins a tie-breaker game by ( i +  2) points to  i 
( i =  6, 7 , 8 , . . . )  is given by
PTi = P PT(papb +  qaqb)'~6Paqb .
Losing probabilities QTi can be obtained correspondingly. Hence conditional and 
unconditional distributions of duration  can be obtained. The above expressions 
were checked using random  walk m ethods.
8.7 The D istribution of the Duration o f a Tie-Breaker Set
The “tie-breaker gam e” , being regarded as a single game, m eans th a t a tie­
breaker set reaching 6 /6  m ust produce an odd num ber of games (con trary  to 
classical tennis). M aking use of Section 8.6, Section 8.4 can thus be modified to 
give the  d istribution  of the  duration  of a tie-breaker set. Table 8.7.1 gives some 
characteristics of a tie-breaker set and  could be com pared w ith Table 8.3.1.
Table 8.7.1
Some characteristics of a  tie-breaker set 
assum ing p a — 0.7 and p b =  0.6
Server in First Game
Player A Player B
PA 0.7949 0.7949
l ) 59.54 (237.98) 62.04 (210.79)
w(°i) 69.18 (214.46) 67.13 (257.55)
M*2) 61.52 (248.29) 63.08 (224.61)
8.8 A Comparison of a Classical and Tie-Breaker M atch of Tennis
(i) Table 8.8.1a shows th a t the probability th a t the b e tte r  player wins a m atch 
of the  best-of-three sets is smaller for the  tie-breaker system , the reduction in 
probability  typically being small.
(ii) It can be seen from Table 8.8.1b th a t the  expected duration  of a m atch  is 
reduced for the tie-breaker version (a t the expense of a (typically) slightly
Table 8.8.1a
The probability  player A wins a  best-of-three sets m atch
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P b P a Probability
Classical T ie-breaker
Difference
0.5 0.5 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000
0.5 0.6 0.9147 0.9078 0.0069
0.5 0.7 0.9959 0.9947 0.0012
0.6 0.6 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000
0.6 0.7 0.9093 0.8910 0.0183
0.6 0.8 0.9958 0.9899 0.0059
0.7 0.7 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000
0.7 0.8 0.9329 0.8632 0.0697
0.8 0.8 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000
Table 8.8.1b
The expected duration  of a best-of-three sets m atch
P b P a Expected D uration 
Classical T ie-breaker
Difference
0.5 0.5 169.3 164.6 4.7
0.5 0.6 144.7 142.1 2.6
0.5 0.7 113.1 112.3 0.8
0.6 0.6 173.3 164.0 9.3
0.6 0.7 155.7 145.1 10.6
0.6 0.8 129.4 120.9 8.5
0.7 0.7 216.0 . 165.5 50.5
0.7 0.8 238.4 154.0 84.4
0.8 0.8 447.0 172.0 275.0
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smaller probability of the better player winning). This reduction in expected 
duration is large when both players have strong services (e.g. p a — Pb — 0.8). 
It can also be seen that the expected duration is relatively constant for the 
tie-breaker version (as the parameters pa and pb change).
(iii) Table 8.8.1c shows that the variance of duration of a match is always smaller 
for the tie-breaker version. This smaller variance is relatively constant as 
the parameters change whereas the variance of the classical version increases 
rapidly as both pa and pb increase.
(iv) The conclusions in (ii) and (iii) explain the long matches often previously ob­
served in classical tennis between two players each with very effective services 
on fast grass-court surfaces.
Table 8.8.1c
The variance of duration of a best-of-three sets match
Pb Pa
Classical
Variance
Tie-breaker
0.5 0.5 2264.4 1767.3
0.5 0.6 1915.5 1592.3
0.5 0.7 827.5 730.2
0.6 0.6 2736.0 1701.0
0.6 0.7 2947.4 1551.3
0.6 0.8 1956.5 884.4
0.7 0.7 8866.5 1630.9
0.7 0.8 16490.3 1599.4
0.8 0.8 55021.3 1508.2
(v) Carter and Crews (1974, p.134) claimed that “the maximum expected set 
length is 67.70 points” for classical tennis. However, it can be seen that the 
expected set length can be made arbitrarily large by selecting p a and pb close 
enough to 1.
(vi) In the 32 “best-of-3 tie-breaker sets” matches analysed by Pollard (1980), 
player A  (the “winner”) won 71% of points on his service and his opponent 
averaged 62% on his. These 32 matches averaged 149.7 points and had a
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variance of 1734. N oting th a t p a and pb vary from  m atch to  m atch, it is
reasonable to  believe th a t th is d a ta  is consistent w ith  Tables 8.8.1b and 8.8.1c.
I t can be seen that the (conditioning) methodology used in Sections 8.2 to 8.4 
could be used to obtain corresponding expressions fo r  other “nested- type” scoring 
system s. For example, tennis is 8-nested (game - set - m atch) whereas squash is 
only 2-nested (game - m atch).
8 .9  A  T en n is S corin g  S y s te m  W ith  S m aller  V arian ce o f  D u ra tio n
We have seen in the  previous section th a t the variance of duration  of a m atch 
is reduced by using tie-breaker sets ra th e r th an  advantage sets. Probably  the 
m ain  reason for this change from  advantage to  tie-breaker sets was to prevent the 
possibility of very long sets which would delay the scheduled starting  tim es of later 
m atches. A nother disadvantage of such long sets was th a t it was sometimes the 
physically stronger player ra th e r th an  the b e tte r player who finally won and, in 
any case, the  eventual w inner was often too tired  to  play well on the  following day. 
However, the tie-breaker change has not satisfactorily solved the delay problem. 
As an example of such delays, during one day of the 1984 A ustralian  Indoor 
Cham pionships, the  play scheduled during the day session unfortunately  carried 
over until one hour after the scheduled s ta rt of the evening session. M any people 
who had bought tickets for the  evening session were inconvenienced as they had 
to  wait until the spectators from the day session vacated their seats. The cause 
of the  problem  was the occurrence of several 3-set m atches, some involving tie­
breakers. No doubt similarly large delays (and m any sm aller ones) have occurred 
in o ther tournam ents. Is it possible to take the present best-of-three tie-breaker 
sets scoring system , modify it by as little  as possible (adm inistrators and players 
m ay be prepared to  accept slight modifications!) to  produce a new system  w ith 
a  sim ilar expected duration  and probability  th a t each player wins bu t having a 
smaller variance of duration? Such a new scoring system  would typically produce 
a m atch  of a  more predictable duration  (leading to  sm aller delays) which would be 
advantageous to  players, adm inistrators and spectators. The answer to  the above 
question is “yes” and the  proposed scoring system  is a best-of-five half-sets which 
operate  in a way outlined in the next paragraph.
U nder the proposed scoring system  games are played as a t present. However, 
instead  of these games being the com ponents th a t make up sets, it is recommended 
th a t they m ake up half-sets which operate  in the following way. A player wins a 
half-set when the game score reaches 4-0, 4-1 or 4-2  in th a t p layer’s favour; if the
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game score reaches 3-3, the half-set has resulted  in a draw. The next half-set is 
then  commenced. A half-unit is awarded to  a  player as soon as th a t player’s game 
score reaches 3 games and another half unit if he reaches 4 games. The m atch is 
over as soon as one player’s score reaches a  to ta l of three un its and th a t player 
is declared the  winner. However, if after five halfisets have been played the unit 
score is 2.5 to  2.5, the  tie-breaker game (as currently  in operation) is played to 
determ ine the  winner. The first server in the first half-set is determ ined by a toss, 
whereas in every other half-set the first server is the  person who received in the 
last game of the  previous half-set. Thus, each half-set carries one unit which is 
split in the event of a  draw  (3-3) and a player requires a to ta l of 3 units in order 
to  win the  m atch.
Note th a t occasionally a half-set is not completed. For example, when the 
overall leader obtains a lead in the 4 th  or 5 th  half-set of 3-0, 3-1 or 3-2, the 
m atch will stop and the overall leader declared the winner if the  overall leader’s 
unit score has ju s t reached 3. This added com plication m eans th a t it is im practical 
to  use the exact m ethods of the earlier sections of th is chapter, as this would be 
far too tim e-consum ing for the end results. For this reason the  proposed scoring 
system  was analysed by sim ulation using a F ortran  program . It was assumed th a t 
player A  (B )  had  a constant probability p a ( )  of winning any point when serving 
and th a t the outcom e of any point was independent of the outcom e of any other 
point. For each of several pairs of the param eters p a and 10,000 sim ulated 
m atches were carried out and the results are given in Tables 8.9.1, 8.9.2 and 8.9.3.
It was established by sim ulating m atches of best-of-three tie-breaker sets and 
com paring the results w ith the known exact values available from  Section 8.8 th a t 
sample sizes of 10,000 m atches were sufficient to  produce quite accurate results. A 
comparison of Tables 8.8.1c and 8.9.1 shows th a t the variance of the duration of a 
m atch is reduced under the proposed m ethod of scoring. This reduction is greatest 
when the  values of b o th  p a and pi  are large (say b o th  0.8). This corresponds to  the 
case in which bo th  players have ‘strong’ services or the  m atch  is a doubles m atch 
between two strong service-volley com binations. These have indeed most often 
been the cases which have given rise to  the delays experienced at tournam ents 
and hence the  proposed m ethod of scoring makes the  biggest improvements for 
those cases causing the  worst problems. Tables 8.8.1a, 8.8.1b and 8.9.1 also show 
th a t the proportions of m atches won by player A  and the  m ean durations are 
quite sim ilar under the  present (best-of-three tie-breaker sets) and the proposed 
m ethods of scoring. A com parison of these tables also indicates th a t, under the
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Table 8.9.1
The proportion of m atches won by player A  and the  m ean and variance 
of the duration  of a best-of-five half-sets m atch.
. (S im ulation results)
Pb Pa Proportion M ean Variance
0.5 0.5 0.5059 168.0 1055.2
0.5 0.6 0.9043 148.0 1185.6
0.5 0.7 0.9940 119.1 789.7
0.6 0.6 0.5001 166.6 873.9
0.6 0.7 0.8869 150.3 895.6
0.6 0.8 0.9896 129.8 688.9
0.7 0.7 0.5069 163.2 498.0
0.7 0.8 0.8449 153.8 446.7
0.8 0.8 0.5018 157.5 175.5
proposed system  of scoring, the average duration  varies to  a lesser ex tent as the 
param eters pa and p b change. This is a favourable p roperty  of the proposed system  
as, in practice, param eters do vary from m atch to m atch.
Table 8.9.2 gives the observed distribution  of duration  for the  sim ulation of 
the  present and proposed m ethods of scoring when p a = 0.7 and pb =  0.6 (an 
appropriate  pair of values for pa and p b in a typical m en’s singles m atch  (Pollard, 
1980, 1983a)). This table shows th a t under the proposed scoring system  not only 
is the  variance reduced, bu t the d istribution of duration  (when p a =  0.7, p b =  0.6) 
is reasonably sym m etric whereas, for the present system  it is clearly positively 
skewed (giving rise to some very long m atches).
Table 8.9.3 presents d a ta  relevant to  strong services in singles m atches or 
strong service-volley com binations in doubles m atches (p a =  p b =  0.75); it clearly 
indicates th a t delay problem s m ust be expected in tournam ents which use the 
present tie-breaker system. The very effective truncation  (by using the  proposed 
scoring system ) of such potentially  long m atches is clearly identified in th is table. 
As it is m atches w ith such param eters th a t have often caused the  underlying delay 
problems, the resolution of these problems by using the proposed m ethod of scoring
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Table 8.9.2
The observed d istribu tion  of duration  
when pa = 0.7 and  pi =  0.6. 
(Sim ulated results)
N um ber of Frequency
points played Best-of-three tie-breaker sets
Best-of-five
half-sets
60-69 3 1
70-79 32 32
80-89 209 161
90-99 644 365
100-109 1066 430
110-119 1247 606
120-129 1169 977
130-139 1051 1206
140-149 789 1121
150-159 610 994
160-169 554 1113
170-179 502 1152
180-189 522 929
190-199 438 546
200-209 381 244
210-219 300 95
220-229 213 24
230-239 130 3
240-249 83 1
>  250 57 0
Total 10,000 10,000
Prop (A) 0.8950 0.8869
M ean 144.7 150.3
Variance 1537 895.6
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Table 8.9.3
The observed d istribu tion  of duration  
when p a =  pi =  0.75. (S im ulated results)
N um ber of Frequency
points played Best-of-three tie-breaker sets
Best-of-five
half-sets
60-69 0 0
70-79 1 1
80-89 20 7
90-99 157 14
100-109 341 28
110-119 526 219
120-129 861 481
130-139 896 446
140-149 872 930
150-159 919 2090
160-169 664 2651
170-179 592 1916
180-189 602 921
190-199 790 239
200-209 814 45
210-219 709 10
220-229 550 0
230-239 382 2
240-249 213 0
>  250 91 0
Total 10,000 10,000
Prop (A ) 0.4977 0.4975
M ean 169.3 160.6
Variance 1585 315.7
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is most evident. The negatively skewed distribution of duration for such matches 
is a desirable property of the proposed scoring system (or for any scoring system!) 
since potentially long matches axe effectively truncated and one can be almost 
certain that matches will not take more than a certain number of points. Also, 
from the individual player’s point of view, it can be seen from Tables 8.9.2 and 
8.9.3 that a player will, under the proposed system, only rarely be required to play 
a long, tiring match; also a match is more likely to be a test of skill rather than 
endurance.
W hat is the reason for the improvement in variance under the proposed sys­
tem? The essential reason for the big variance in the best-of-three sets case is that 
(about) 68% of matches take only 2 sets and, in the remaining (about) 32% of 
matches, a third set (which typically takes another (say) 60 points) is required, 
usually when the first two sets have already taken longer than average (often in­
volving at least one tie-breaker). The above approximate 68/32% breakdown can 
be inferred from Table 8.7.1. Also in the data examined by Pollard (1980), 16 
out of the 32 best-of-three set matches required a third set. By comparison, when 
using best-of-five half-sets, 4 or 5 half-sets are required about 90% of the time, 
the difference in duration here being one half-set or only (say) 35 points. In only 
about 10% of matches will one player win by 3 half-sets to 0 half-sets because of 
the high probability of one of the first three half-sets being a draw.
An analysis of the best-of-five half-sets proposal together with an extension 
of it in which “sudden-death” games are used (here, if deuce is reached, only one 
more point is played to determine the winner of the game) is contained in a paper 
by Pollard (1987). This extension produced a further reduction in the variance.
I am indebted to Dr Ken Noble for carrying out the simulations referred to 
in this section as well as those in Example 9.4.1 and Section 9.5.2.
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C H A PTE R  9
SOME CO NSIDERATIO NS IN  THE DESIG N OF SCORING SYSTEM S 
9ol Introduction
This chapter very briefly outlines some of the problem s in designing a scoring 
system  and presents a few relevant results. An extended discussion of this problem 
is currently  being carried out by my supervisor, Dr Roger Miles, and will appear 
in a  m onograph (Miles (to  appear)).
The designer of a  scoring system  should firstly determ ine, for the particular 
sport being considered, the  appropriate  num ber of points th a t should, on average, 
be played in a m atch  (/i). A m atch which is too short will give the  poorer player 
too great a  probability  of winning whilst a  m atch  which is too long has other 
disadvantages such as (a) the u ltim ate  winner may be determ ined by stam ina 
ra th e r th an  skill, (b) it m ay become too boring for the spectators (c) its outcome 
may become too p re d ic ta b le ,__
Having determ ined the appropriate  size of p, the designer would ideally prefer 
a  system  w ith  a  sm all variance of duration  since a planned program  of m atches can 
occur more predictably  for all persons concerned (players, officials and spectators). 
U nfortunately  all of the W n system s discussed in C hapters 1 to  5 have very large 
variances. Thus the  designer needs to  make a compromise between p, the efficiency 
of a system  and cr2, its variance of duration  since a system  w ith decreased a 2 
typically also has decreased p. Miles (1984, p.106) indicated, for the  bipoints case, 
how a truncation  of ^ „ (p o in t-p a irs )  could be used to reduce a 2 quite dram atically 
whilst the drop in p was not too m arked. His truncation  procedure involved a 
hybrid system  based on the W n and J52m-i systems. An alternative variance 
reduction procedure is given in Section 9.3 for the unipoints case. Miles (1984, 
p.107) had conjectured th a t, for a “given” /i, I?2 n - i  (n  =  1 , 2 , . . . )  is the class of 
uniform ats m inim izing cr2. However, it is shown in Section 9.3 th a t it is possible 
to  create uniform ats w ith considerably smaller a 2 th an  the J?2 n - i  family. This is 
achieved, however, a t the expense of efficiency.
N ested scoring systems, although typically having reduced efficiency, provide 
a  useful s truc tu re  in which either player can more easily overcome a period of poor 
play. For exam ple, in best-of-three sets tennis, the  b e tte r player could lose the first 
(say) 24 points during a period of poor play and yet quite possibly recover to  win 
the  m atch. Such a recovery would be nigh impossible if one of the  very efficient 
scoring systems was used. Section 9.4 investigates variance and  efficiency for nested
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i?2n - i  system s and gives an appropriate recom m endation for such systems. In 
Section 9.5 a fu rther recom m endation is m ade for I?2n - i  system s in which each 
of the possible 2n — 1 units could result in a draw. Since m any scoring systems 
used in practice are based on or resemble to  some extent the J?2n - i  system  (e.g. 
badm inton  and in ternational squash), it would be reasonable to  believe th a t the 
recom m endations for B^n-i  systems m ade in Sections 9.4 and 9.5 also apply to 
such related  systems. Section 9.5 also gives a  second alternative m ethod  of scoring 
in tennis.
In  Section 9.2, the  P  — D — I  diagram  is proposed as a useful tool (for the 
person designing a scoring system ) for displaying the  relevant characteristics of a 
system  under consideration (such as the differing im portances of the  poin ts (and 
hence the efficiency of the system ), the  entropy (defined in Section 9.2) and the 
variance of duration).
One fu rther com m ent concerns the d istribution  of duration  ra th e r th an  just 
its m ean and variance. In Section 8.9, it was recom m ended th a t, o ther things 
being equal, a  scoring system  w ith a negatively skewed d istribution  of duration  is 
preferable as potentially  long m atches axe thus more effectively trunca ted .
9 .2  T h e  P  — D — I  D ia g ra m  as a U se fu l T oo l for th e  D esig n er  o f  S coring  
S y ste m s
The P  — D — I  diagram  is now presented as a useful tool for highlighting the 
characteristics th a t the  designer of a scoring system  needs to  consider. An example 
is taken  from Miles (1984, p.104-107) who recom m ended “0-30 tenn is” for cases 
in which serving was a distinct advantage (u =  \{pa + P6 — 1); .1 <  v <  .24). He 
noted the increased entropy, H , defined by
H  = - ( P l n P  +  Q l n Q )
(where P  is player A ’s probability  of winning and Q =  1 — P)  and the  increased 
efficiency of 0-30 tennis in such situations. These two facts can be seen in the P — 
D —I  diagram  for 0-30 tennis when pa or pb is equal to  (say) |  (see Figure 9.2.1(a)). 
In th is diagram  it can be seen th a t the relatively un im portan t points (0-0), (0 - 
15), (15-0), (15-15), (30-15), (30-0), (40-0) and (40-15) are deleted from  the 
game leaving points which are “relatively equal” in im portance, thus increasing 
efficiency (recall equation (4.5.2)). Also, when pa or pb equals (say) | ,  the  entropy 
at (0-30) when P  =  0.51 is much greater th a n  at (0-0) when P  =  0.86. Thus, 
the entropy and the  efficiency of a proposed scoring system  can be appreciated
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Figure 9.2.1
The P — D — I  diagram for “0-30 tennis” when pa or pb
equals | .
(a) advantage games
© • o
(b) sudden-death games
D«r*Uo r\
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(at least in an approxim ate sense) by observing the P  — D — I  d iagram  of it for 
an appropriate  param eter set. The variance of duration  of a proposed system  can 
also be appreciated by noting the spread of the  starred  (*) or absorp tion  points 
in the  P — D — I  diagram  of it. For exam ple, a com parison of Figures 9.2.1(a) 
and 9.2.1(b) shows th a t, when sudden d eath  games (in which only one further 
point is played if deuce is reached) are used (instead  of advantage games) together 
w ith 0-30 tennis, the variance of duration  is clearly decreased w ith little  effect on 
entropy or efficiency when pa or pb equals (say) | .  This example indicates th a t 
the  P  — D — I  diagram  is a useful tool for displaying im portances (and  hence 
efficiency), entropy and variance of duration.
9 .3  V arian ce R ed u c tio n
Considering unipoints for example, suppose a scoring system  w ith  a small 
variance of duration is required. This can be achieved if the  earliest and  latest 
possible finishing durations, d\ and d2 respectively, are “close together” . The 
s tructu re  of the P  — D — I  diagram  indicates th a t one way this can be achieved is 
by m aking the  (di +  l ) st point and la ter ones increasingly im portan t. Clearly the 
c?2h point has an im portance of unity. This is effectively how the  hybrid  system  
(Miles (1984, p.106)) discussed in Section 9.1 operates. A uniform at w ith  a very 
small variance of duration is now devised. This uniform at, which operates in the 
following way, m ust have a duration of n or n +  1 points.
(a) the first two points are w orth 1 “u n it” each;
(b) the  m th point (3 <  m  <  n) is worth
(i) 2m~2 units if one player is ahead of the  o ther or
(ii) 2m_1 units if the players are equal;
(c) the  (n +  l ) st is w orth 2n_1 units.
The w inner is the first player to  get 2n_1 units ahead of his opponent (W 2 n - 1 units). 
Figure 9.3.1 gives an exam ple of the P  — D — I  diagram  for the case in which n =  6 
and p =  1 . This particu lar system  is clearly of no real p ractical value as although 
its variance of dura tion  is very small (even for a large p (n large)), its efficiency is 
also clearly very low and decreases to  zero as n —> 00. This exam ple does indicate, 
however, th a t oy making points increasingly more im portan t beyond a certain 
point, the  variance of duration  can be very effectively reduced. The approach 
in this section recognizes or accepts a priori th a t points need not be equally 
im portan t for two equal players whereas, in all o ther uniform ats (except W n (see
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Section 1.2)), this fact is not im m ediately evident and is effectively disguised within 
the  struc tu re  of the uniform at.
Figure 9.3.1
The P  — D — I  diagram  of a uniform at w ith a very small variance
of duration  (p =  0.5).
0*00
m
An alternative approach to  variance reduction is to  take the  optim ally efficient 
uniform at W2n and modify it so th a t a t various stages (the (2m ! +  l ) st point, the 
m ^  or (ra2 +  l ) st point, the ml/1 or (m3 +  l ) st point, . . .  ) points are m ade (say) 
twice as im portan t as their current value, until a t the  final stage the  point has an 
im portance of unity (2m i +  1 <  m 2 <  m 3 <  . . . ) .  Figure 9.3.2 gives an example 
for th e  case in which n =  4. The values of m 1,m 2, m 3, . . .  can be selected in order 
to  satisfy the designer’s requirem ents. It can be seen th a t when all the m^ are 
sm all and “close together” the reduction in variance is greatest (as is the decrease 
in efficiency) whereas, when all the m , are very large, there is little  reduction in 
variance or efficiency on th a t of the W2n uniform at.
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Figure 9.3.2
Sections of the P  — D — I  diagram  for a m ethod  of reducing the  variance 
of duration  of the uniform at (p =  0.5).
9 .4  N e s te d  B 2n- 1 S y stem s
We have seen th a t nesting is a useful device which allows either player to 
overcome a period of poor play (either a “slow” s ta r t or a “slum p” during the 
m atch). In this section we will firstly consider the effect of nesting on B 2n-\  
uniform ats (see page 1.3). As the cases of greatest in terest axe when p  lies in the 
range 0.4 to  0.6, we will focus our a tten tion  on the case in which p  =  0.5.
F irstly  we note th a t, for the uniform at B 2n- \  at p — 0.5,
p w  — P L  —  P 
and cr\v  =  cr\ — cr2
where p w  { ^ l ) is the  expected duration  conditional on player A  w inning (losing), p 
is th e  unconditional expected duration  and the  a 2 ’s are the  corresponding variances 
of duration. Now consider the uniform at B 2ni- i  (B 2n2- \ ) a t p — 0.5. The m ethods 
of Section 8.3 can be  used to  show th a t, for i?2ni- i  (B 2n2- i ) a t p =  0.5, the  m ean 
and variance of duration , p and a 2, are given by
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Table 9.4.1
The expected value and variance of the  duration  and the limit 
value of the efficiency of “best-o f-.. . ” uniform ats a t p =  0.5.
U niform at Expected
D uration
Variance of 
D uration
lim$_o p(% + 6 )
B z 2.50 0.25 0.900
b 5 4.13 0.61 0.852
B 7 5.81 1.11 0.823
b 9 7.54 1.77 0.803
b 3 (b 3) 6.25 2.19 0.810
B 3 ( B 3) 10.31 4.84 0.767
B 7 ( B 3) 14.53 8.39 0.741
b 9(b 3) 18.85 12.94 0.723
B 5(B 5) 17.02 12.88 0.726
B 7(B 5) 23.98 22.44 0.702
B 9 ( B 5) 31.10 34.70 0.685
b 7{b 7) 33.79 43.98 0.678
B 3 ( B 3) 10.31 5.78 0.767
B 3{ B 7) 14.53 11.22 0.741
B 3(B 9) 18.85 18.63 0.723
B 5(B 7) 23.98 25.17 0.702
b 5(b 9) 31.10 41.93 0.685
Bz (Bz(Bz) ) 15.63 15.23 0.729
B*> ( B z( B z)) 25.78 32.83 0.690
Bz  (Bz{Bz ) \ 25.78 38.69 0.690
Bz ( B zI B s )) 25.78 41.03 0.690
\i =  /Xi/i2
and  or2 =  fiicr^ +  P2a i
(9.4.1)
where i?2n ,-i has a duration  w ith m ean pi and variance a 2 at p =  0.5 (i =  1,2). 
Table 9.4.1 gives values for /i and o 2 for some such nested systems. It can be seen 
from Figure 9.4.1 th a t, for 7?2ni- i  (i?2n2- i )  at p — 0.5, the variance for a “given” 
p  increases as n 2 increases and rii decreases (provided rii >  2). Thus, for example, 
B j  ( B 3 ) has a smaller variance at p =  0.5 th an  does B 3 (B 7). Corresponding
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Figure 9.4.1
The variance of duration, cr2, for a  “given” expected 
duration, p, for “best-o f-.. uniform ats when p  =  0.5.
asym ptotic results also apply. Uppuluri and Blot (1974) have shown th a t for I?2n_ i 
(n large),
p = 2n — 2
1 2 . _ 4 / tand a = 2 n ---------- 2
7T
at p = 0.5. Thus, applying equations (9.4.1), we have th a t, for i?2ni_1 (^2n2- i )  
and ri! and n 2 large, p, and  a 2 at p = 0.5 are approxim ately given by
p  =  4 n in 2
and cr2 =  ^1 — —
Thus, Figure 9.4.1 and equations (9.4.2) show th a t, when designing I?2ni_i 
(J32n2_ i)  system s and variance of duration  is an im portan t concern (for a “given” 
p ), it is preferable (in term s of variance) th a t n 2 be no larger th an  necessary.
J ( 4 n ! n 2)( l  +  2n2)
(9.4.2)
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Figure 9.4.2
The limit value of the efficiency, p, for a “given” expected 
duration, p, for “best-of-.. uniformats as p —> 0.5.
The efficiency of these systems is now considered. Table 9.4.1 gives values 
for the limit of the efficiency at 0.5 -f 8 as 6 —► 0. These values can be obtained 
computationally by letting 6 —> 0 in the formula for efficiency (or by using the 
P — D — I  diagram and equation (4.5.2)) and by using the result that efficiency 
under nesting is multiplicative (Miles (to appear)). Figure 9.4.2 gives graphs, for 
these systems, for the limit of the efficiency at 0 . 5 + as 8 —> 0 against the expected 
duration at p = 0.5. It follows from Section 1.2 (page 3) that the limiting efficiency 
of B 2 n - 1  at p =  0.5 tends to 0.25 as n —> oo. Thus, it can be seen that the above 
rule for variance that un2 be no larger than necessary” also acts, for a “given” p, 
in the interests of greater limiting efficiency.
Our overall conclusion is that, if efficiency or variance of duration (near p = 
0.5/ were the only functions of interest, nested B 2n- \  systems would not be used. 
However, nested systems are required in order to allow either player to overcome 
a period of poor play.
An example of two scoring systems based on the tie-breaker game in tennis
is now given.
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Exam ple 9.4.1. Using the notation  T T B 13 to  represent a  “tru nca ted  tie-breaker 
game of duration  a t most 13 po in ts” (operating like a best-of-13 points system), 
consider the two systems
(i) B 3 {B 7 ( T T B 13))
and (ii) B 7 (B 3 ( T T B 33)) .
The purpose of truncating  the  tie-breaker was to  m ake the  expected durations of 
these two system s com parable to  those of the  present “best-of-3 tie-breaker sets” 
scoring system. M onte Carlo experim ents were carried out for these two systems 
and Table 9.4.2 gives results in which each sta tistic  is based on 10,000 sim ulated 
m atches. The first server in  each m atch  was a lternated  and the first server of each 
tru n ca ted  tie-breaker game w ithin each m atch was also a lternated . Table 9.4.2 
shows th a t the  variance of duration  of system  (i) is (typically) greater th an  th a t of 
system  (ii), in agreem ent w ith the earlier results of this section. W hen p a and pb 
are large (e.g. (PaiPb) =  (0.8,0.7)), a com parison of Table 9.4.2 w ith Tables 8.8.1a 
and 8.8.1b shows th a t these two systems (i) and (ii) are more efficient th an  the 
present tennis scoring system . (This is essentially due to  the fact th a t, when pa 
and pb are large, a tie-breaker game is a more efficient unit th an  one game of 
each of player A ’s and player B ’s service.) These two systems also have smaller 
variances of duration  th an  the  present tennis scoring system , b u t, unfortunately, 
the variances are still relatively large. It appears that large variances will typically 
occur when B 3 is used on the outer nesting, B 3 (•(•)), and the inner units m ust 
result in a win or a loss. Section 9.5 will show that this variance of duration can 
in some cases be reduced by using units which can also result in a draw.
9 .5  i?2 n -i S y s te m s  W h e n  D raw s are P o ss ib le  
9 .5 .1  In tro d u ctio n
W hen designing system s based on f?2n-i units and a draw is possible for a 
un it, the results of Section 8.9 suggest the following rule if a m ajor concern is to  
keep variance as small as possible. In  the event o f a unit being drawn, no attempt 
to break the tie should be carried out but rather |  a unit awarded to each player 
(rather than no unit awarded to either player). Of course, the  overall outcome 
(after all 2n — 1 units have been played) could possibly be a draw  in which case a 
form of tie-breaker would finally be required. The following section can be viewed 
as an example of the  above rule.
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Table 9.4.2
The proportion of m atches won by the  b e tte r player and the  m ean 
and the variance of duration  of systems (i) and (ii). 
(Sim ulation results.)
P b P a system Proportion m ean variance
0.5 0.5 (i) 0.4975 161.1 1383.6
0.5 0.5 (Ü) 0.5043 160.6 1019.5
0.5 0 .6 (i) 0.8879 142.4 1351.4
0.5 0 .6 (Ü) 0.8873 144.3 1133.0
0.5 0.7 (i) 0.9928 113.6 700.5
0.5 0.7 (Ü) 0.9920 115.5 678.0
0 .6 0 .6 (i) 0.4952 161.7 1394.5
0 .6 0 .6 (Ü) 0.5022 161.8 1 0 2 1 .6
0 .6 0.7 (i) 0.8949 142.5 1392.9
0 .6 0.7 (Ü) 0.9000 144.4 1129.7
0 .6 0 .8 (i) 0.9958 111.7 614.7
0 .6 0 .8 (Ü) 0.9959 113.6 637.2
0.7 0.7 (i) 0.4953 163.3 1399.7
0.7 0.7 (Ü) 0.5041 163.8 1024.5
0.7 0 .8 (i) 0.9156 141.9 1372.0
0.7 0 .8 (Ü) 0.9207 143.9 1159.9
0 .8 0 .8 (i) 0.5024 167.8 1483.4
0 .8 0 .8 (Ü) 0.5000 168.6 1094.4
9 .5 .2  A n  a ltern a tiv e  scor in g  sy s te m  for ten n is
The tennis scoring system  proposed in Section 8.9 used the  B 5 system  on the 
ou ter nesting. Some players believe th a t it is preferable to  use B 3 (not B 5 ) on 
the  outer nesting. Their reasoning is th a t the  situation  of being down 1-0 in a 
I ?3 system  is far b e tte r th an  being down 2-0 in a B 5 system. The problem  of 
Section 8.9 is now reconsidered w ith  the added constraint th a t B$ m ust be used 
on the  outer nesting. Is it possible to  take the  present best-of-three tie-breaker 
sets scoring system , modify it by as little  as possible to  produce a new system 
w ith  a similar expected duration  and probability  th a t each player wins bu t having 
a smaller variance of duration?
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The scoring system considered in this section is as follows. Games are played 
as at present. These games make up sets which operate in the following way. A 
player wins the set when the games score reaches 6-0, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3 or 6-4 in 
that player’s favour; if the game score reaches 5-5, the set has resulted in a draw. 
The next set is then commenced if necessary. A half-unit is awarded to a player 
as soon as that player’s game score reaches 5 games and another half unit if he 
reaches 6 games. The match is over as soon as one player’s score reaches a total 
of 2 units and that player is declared the winner. However, if after three sets have 
been played, the unit score is 1.5 to 1.5, a 24 point tie-breaker game is played 
to determine the winner. (In a 24 point tie-breaker game the rules for service 
exchange are the same as in the present 12 point tie-breaker game; however, the 
winner is now the first player to score at least 13 points and be at least 2 points 
ahead of his opponent.) The first server in the first set is determined by a toss, 
whereas in every other set the first server is the person who received in the last 
game of the previous set.
Table 9.5.1
The proportion of matches won by player A  and the mean and variance of the 
duration of the best-of-three sets system described in Section 9.5.2.
(Simulation results.)
P b P a Proportion Mean Variance
0.5 0.5 0.4983 169.2 1517.7
0.5 0.6 0.9085 146.9 1584.3
0.5 0.7 0.9949 115.8 910.5
0.6 0.6 0.4938 168.0 1315.5
0.6 0.7 0.8929 149.3 1271.6
0.6 0.8 0.9906 127.2 993.4
0.7 0.7 0.5035 165.7 803.3
0.7 0.8 0.8621 155.5 715.6
0.8 0.8 0.4999 163.7 307.0
Monte Carlo experiments were carried out for this scoring system and Ta­
ble 9.5.1 gives results in which each statistic is based on 10,000 simulated matches*
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T he server in each m atch  was alternated . A com parison of Table 9.5.1 w ith  Ta­
bles 8 .8 .1a and 8.8.1b shows th a t this scoring system  has values for fi and  P  which 
are similar to  those of the  present best-of-three tie-breaker sets. However, a com­
parison of Tables 9.5.1 and 8.8.1c shows th a t this scoring system  has a  smaller 
variance when pa and pb are bo th  large. It can be seen however th a t the reduction 
in variance fo r  this system  is not as great as was achieved by the system  proposed 
in Section 8.9. This would appear to be the price paid fo r  having B 3 rather than 
B 5 on the outer nesting. It was noted th a t the system  described in th is section 
also had  a d istribution  of duration which was negatively skewed when pa and pb 
were bo th  greater th an  0.7.
9 .6  S u m m ary
This chapter has recom m ended th a t, for a scoring system  of a given expected 
duration , there are three m ain characteristics th a t should be considered —  the 
variance of duration, the efficiency and the  level of nesting required (if a t all). 
In  m any cases the designer m ust make a trade-off betw een these characteristics. 
A lthough this chapter has been exploratory in natu re , and was not intended to  
be a  definitive trea tm en t of the  design of scoring system s, some relevant examples 
have been given. A thorough trea tm en t of this topic may have to  be to some extent 
subjective since, when com paring two proposed scoring systems, one of them  may 
be preferable in term s of (say) two of the above-m entioned characteristics whilst 
the  o ther scoring system  may be preferable in term s of the rem aining characteristic. 
Thus, two persons may not agree on which is the preferable of a set of systems.
The examples given in this chapter and in Section 8.9 have dem onstrated  a 
few m ain ideas.
1. Scoring systems w ith  small or very small variances can be produced, al­
though it appears to be a t the expense of decreased efficiency. One m ethod of 
variance reduction was by making points increasingly more im portan t beyond a 
certain  stage (Section 9.3). A nother m ethod which could sometimes be used (e.g. 
in bipoints) was to use units which have a reasonable probability  of resulting in a 
draw  (Section 9.5.2 (when p a and pb are b o th  large)).
2 . Section 9.4 dem onstrated  th a t nesting is carried out a t the expense of 
efficiency and variance of duration. However, it was suggested th a t nesting is 
required in order th a t e ither player could more easily overcome a period of poor 
play. The theory and exam ple in Section 9.4 indicated th a t the  B 2ni- 1 (-^2n2- i )  
system  has a smaller variance of duration  th an  the H2„2_ 1 (H 2ni - i )  system  when
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n\ > ri2 . The use of B$ on the outer nesting, £ 3 (•(•)), which, from  the  player’s 
view point, maximizes the period of poor play possible, results in a scoring system 
w ith a large variance of duration  in most cases. (A situation  in which the  variance 
may not be large is when the  units, (•(•)), of the above nested  system , have a 
reasonable probability  of resulting in a draw .)
3. Section 9.2 dem onstrated  th a t the P — D — I  d iagram  can be quite  useful 
when analysing the  com ponents th a t make up a scoring system  (e.g. a  game of 
tennis, etc.). Sim ulation was also seen to  be a very useful tool since exact analyses 
of scoring systems axe typically quite cumbersome (e.g. C hapter 8 ). Judicious use 
of these two tools is recom m ended in fu rther work.
4. Sections 8.9 and 9.5.2 indicated th a t, o ther things being equal, durations 
w ith negatively skewed distributions are preferable since po tentia lly  long matches 
are then  quite effectively truncated .
Considerably more research can obviously be carried ou t on this topic of de­
sign. In fact, there would appear to  be alm ost no lim it to  the  num ber of variations 
in scoring system s th a t one m ight consider. My supervisor, D r Roger Miles, is at 
present carrying out fu rther investigations.
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C H A PT E R  10
THE IM PO RTANCES OF PO IN TS A N D  SETS OF PO INTS  
W ITH IN  A SCORING SYSTEM
10.1 Introduction
M orris (1977) defined the  im portance of a  point and established an approxim ate 
relationship between the  increased probability  of winning a point or set of points 
and the  increased probability  of winning a m atch. A corresponding exact rela­
tionship is established in Section 10.2; a relationship which is generalized to  the 
case in which p (or pa and p&) can take m any different values and  any arbitrary  
scoring system  can be used including those th a t are not “fair” . In Section 10.3 an 
alternative exact approach is taken to  th a t of Section 10.2 and some results are 
given in Section 10.4. A num erical m atrix /M arkov  chain approach is also used and 
it is seen th a t interactions between states occur; interactions th a t can be positive 
or negative. In Section 10.5 a different model to  th a t of M orris is investigated; a 
model in which a player is assumed to  be able to  increase the p-value on a fixed 
num ber of points w ithin a single realization of a m atch. Some possibly unexpected 
results are found for th is model.
10.2 A Relationship Between the Increase in the Probability o f W inning 
Each Point and the Increase in the Overall Probability o f W inning.
Consider an extension of “unipoin ts” in the following way. Suppose 0.5 +  d{ is the 
probability th a t player A  wins a point in s ta te  i . W hen all d, =  0 (i.e. the players 
are equal), suppose I{ is the  im portance of (non-absorbing) s ta te  i and P  is the 
overall probability  th a t player A wins (the scoring system  may not necessarily be 
fair (i.e. P  m ay not equal 0.5)). For any given set of values for d; (—0.5 <  d; <  0.5, 
all i), suppose P' is the  overall probability th a t player A  wins and n* is the expected 
num ber of tim es th a t non-absorbing state  i is visited. Then, we have
where Q' = 1 — P ',  since bo th  sides of this equation represent, for this given set of 
values for d*, the  expected value of the sum of the steps in the P — D — I  diagram  
from s ta r t of play until absorption. Defining A P  by A P = P' — P ,  it follows th a t
p'{  1 - P ) -  Q'P  =  £ « i ( ( t  +  di){\Ii)  -  ( i  -  di){\Ii))
(10.2.1)
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Figure 10.2.1.
The P  — D — I  diagram  for the unfair unipoints scoring system  B \  
when bo th  players are equal.
P robability
wins.
Num ber of points played.
Thus we have a generalization of the corresponding equation in Section 4.3. 
Example 10.2.1.
Consider the unfair “unipoin ts” scoring system  in which player A  m ust win 
2 points before player B  wins 3 points, denoted by (say) B \ .  Suppose s ta te  («,/). 
represents the  s ta te  in which player A  has won i points (i =  0 ,1 ,2 ) and lost j  
points (j  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ) .The P  — D  — I  diagram  for this scoring system  for the case 
of two equal players is shown in Figure 10.2.1. Suppose pij = 0.5 +  dij represents 
the probability  th a t player A  wins the point in s ta te  (« ,/) and qij = 1 —pij.  Then, 
assuming points are independent, A P  as defined above is given by
A P  =  pooPio +  PooQioPn +  qooPoiPn +  Poo<hoqnPi2 +
11
<?00P01<7llPl2 +  50090lP02.Pl 2 — 7T16
and the  r.h.s. of equation (10.2.1) is given by
^ 2  n i j l i jd i j  = 1. —.doo +  Poo-~-dio +  9oo-~-doi +  (poo9io +  9ooPoi)*T^11 
i=o j=o
+  9oo9oi-2-^02 +  (poo9io9ii +  9ooPoi9n +  9oo9oiPo2)-l.di2 .
It can be shown th a t these two expressions are equal, thus verifying equation 
(10.2.1) for this example.
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Now consider an extension of “b ipoin ts” in the  following way. Suppose player 
A ’s ( P ’s) probability  of winning a point in non-absorbing sta te  a, i (b , j )  is p-\-daji 
(p — Again the da^ and dbj  need not be small. W hen all da j and  dbj  are
zero (i.e. the  players are equal), suppose I aj  and  h , j  are the im portances of the 
a- and b- s ta tes and P  is overall probability  th a t player A  wins. Again, the  game 
need not be fair (i.e. P  may not equal 0.5). For any given set of values for da;l- 
and dbj  (subject to  the constraints th a t all p -f da?l- and p — dbj  are legitim ate 
probabilities), suppose P 1 is th e  overall probability  th a t player A  wins and n a j  
(ribj) is the  expected num ber of tim es non-absorbing s ta te  a , i  (b , j ) is visited. 
Again defining A P  =  P'  — P , we have, as before,
P ' ( l  -  P )  -  Q 'P  =  £><■.<{(? +  da<i){qlati) +  (q -  dati) ( - p l a>i)}
all t
+  J 2 nb’j { ( l  + dbij) ( - q l bi])}
aU j
where q =  1 — p  and Q' =  1 — P '.  Hence,
A P  ^   ^Tla,ida,ida,i 4" ^   ^^b,j h , jdb fj  . (10.2.2)
all i all j
Example 10.2.2.
Consider the unfair “b ipoints” scoring system  P 3 in which play sta rts  w ith an 
a-point and the point-types a lternate. Suppose a sim ilar notation  is used to  tha t 
of the previous paragraph and Exam ple 10.2.1. Thus, for example, pa\i =  p +  daii 
(Pbio — P ~  db\o) is player A ’s ( P ’s) probability  of winning a point when the score 
is (1,1) ((1,0)). Figure 10.2.2 gives the P  — D  — I  diagram  for this scoring system 
for the case in which p = J  and the players are equal (i.e. all daij and  dbij are 
zero). Thus, assuming points are independent, A P  as defined above is given by
A P  =  Paooqbio +  (PaOOPblO + tfaOOtf&Ol )Pall ~  (PQ +  p3 +  P?2) 
and the r.h.s. of equation (10.2.2) is given by
T I  n.I .d.  =  1(1 -  2pq)(pa00 -  p) +  Paooqip ~  Pbio) +  qaoop(p ~  Pboi)
a ll
n o n — a b s o r b in g  
s t a t e s
+  ( P aO O P b l O  +  9a00<P>0l)-l.(pall — p)
since I aoo =  1 — 2pg, h io  =  ho i  — P and I aii  =  1. Again, it can be shown th a t 
these two expressions are equal, verifying equation (10.2.2) for th is exam ple.
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Figure 10.2.2
The P — D — I  diagram  for the (unfair) bipoints scoring system  
B zA La when the  two players are equal and  p =  | .
Probability  
Player A  
wins.
Num ber of Points played
10.3  A n  A lte r n a tiv e  A p p roach  to  th e  P r o b lem  o f  S ec tio n  10 .2 .
Consider a scoring system  w ith n states and suppose player A has probability pi 
(qi = 1 — pi) of winning (losing) the point corresponding to non-absorbing sta te  i. 
The outcom es of the points (or states) are assum ed to  be independent and suppose 
the probability  th a t player A  wins overall is P = P  (p i,P 2 > • • • ,pn) =  P (p ). The 
(prim ary) “gain” , Gri(p , 6)), player A  obtains by increasing pi from  pi to  pi +  6{ is 
defined by
Gi{p,6i) = P(pi , . .  .,Pi +  6 i , . . , , pn) -  P ( p i , . . . , p i , .  . . , p n) •
Now if the  scoring system  is such th a t s ta te  i can be visited at m ost once (i.e. P 
is linear in p ,), then  using the  Taylor’s series expansion, we have
Gib, St) (10.3.1)
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(N ote th a t if s tate  i cannot be revisited and if all pj  =  p except pi which is given by 
p + 6i, then  it can be seen th a t the tim e-im portance of sta te  i as defined by Morris 
(1977) is equal to (evaluated when all pj = p). Recall th a t the tim e-im portance 
(Section 1.3) of a sta te  is equal to  the expected num ber of tim es th a t th a t state  
is en tered  in a  single realization of the  game m ultiplied by the im portance of th a t 
s ta te  (each evaluated when all pj  =  p).) It can be seen however, th a t if s ta te  i can 
be revisited, the higher partia l differential term s in the Taylor’s series expansion 
are necessary in equation (10.3.1). The “effort” , -E7j(p,6,), required to  obtain  this 
“gain” , Gj(p,<$i), is defined to  be the (long-run) proportion  of tim e the  system 
is in s ta te  i. Thus, for the  case in which s ta te  i cannot be revisited, E^(p, Si) is 
the  probability  th a t a realization of the game passes th rough  s ta te  i divided by 
the  expected duration  when the p-values are pj  except pi which equals Pi + 6{. 
T he  “re tu rn  ra te ” , R;(p,<$;), is defined to  be the ra tio  Gj(p, £t)/2£j(p, Si). Thus, 
if s ta te  i cannot be revisited and if all pj  =  p  except pi which equals p +  <$*, then 
it can be seen th a t
where Ii is the  im portance of s ta te  i when all pj = p  and m  is the  expected 
dura tion  when all pj = p except pi which equals p +  Si. Thus, in the approach 
of th is section, the re tu rn  ra te  of s ta te  i plays a corresponding role to th a t of the 
im portance of state  i (for the  case in which sta te  i cannot be revisited).
T he (secondary) “gain” , Gij (p ,6j ,6 j ) ,  player A  obtains by increasing the p- 
values from  pi to pi +  S{ and from pj  to  pj  -f- Sj on states i and j  respectively, is 
defined by
G i j ( p ,  t ;) P{jp\, . . . , pi  +  £*, . . . ,  Pj  -|- 8j ) . . .  j pn ) 
- P ( p i , . . . , P i , . . . , P j , . . . , P n )  •
If s ta tes  i and  j  cannot be revisitied, then, using the Taylor’s series expansion, we 
have
SP 6P S2 P
Gi j (p, Si , 6j )  =  — -I- ' (10.3.2)
Again, if s tates i and j  can be revisited, the  higher p a rtia l differential term s are 
necessary. The (secondary) “effort” , Ü?*j(p,<$»,<$j), is defined to  be the (long-run) 
proportion  of tim e the system  is in sta te  i or s ta te  j .  For the  case in which 
= Sj =  S, the (secondary) “re tu rn  ra te” , R{j(p,  S, S) is defined to be the  ratio  
G i j ( p , 6 , 6 ) / E i j ( p , S , 6 ) .  T ertiary  and higher-order effects can be correspondingly 
defined.
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Some examples of the approach of th is section and th a t of Section 10.2 are 
now given.
Example 10.3.1. The B 3 system.
Using pij to  denote the probability  th a t player A  wins the  point when the 
score is i and j  points to  players A  and B  respectively, we have
P(Poo,Pio,Poi,Pn) = P00P10 + PooqioPn
(10.3.3)
4-  qooPoiPn
where qij =  1 — pij. Now, taking for exam ple the case in which poo =  P01 =  P, 
p 10 = p  4- £10 and p u  =  p  +  <$n we have, using equations (10.3.3) and (10.3.2), 
th a t the  probability  player A  wins is given by
P  = (p2 + 2p2 q) + { p -  p2 )S10 +  2pq6 u  -  p S ^ S u
where q =  1 — p. The last term  in this equation indicates th a t the  two states 
(1,0) and  (1,1) have a negative in teraction term . (S tates (0,1) and (1,1), for 
exam ple, can be shown to  have a positive in teraction term .) A lternatively, using 
equation (10.2.1) and noting Figure 4.2.1, ano ther expression for P  is
P = i + J2 n'J'd'
all i
=  2 + 2 ( P  ~  2 ) + P - 2 ' ( P  + ^10 _ 2 ) + ( 1 ~ P ) ‘ k ( P  ~  2 )
+  {(1 -  P)P +  p ( l  -  p -  610) } .l .( p  +  <$H -  | )  .
These two expressions for P  can be shown to be equal. It can be seen th a t the 
first expression for P  makes use of differences in the p-values from  p whereas the 
second expression makes use of the differences from 0.5. It can also be seen that, 
in general, the second and higher order effects in the method o f this section are 
“taken into account” by the rii-values of the method o f Section 10.2.
A th ird  and convenient num erical approach is to use absorbing Markov chain 
m ethods (Kemeny and Snell, 1960, p.43-49). Using the ir no ta tion  for the “pri­
m ary” case in which p is increased to  p +  6  only for s ta te  (1,0) (row 2 of Ta­
ble 10.3.1), we have th a t the  transition  m atrix , M , for th is B 3 system , is given
by
win
loss
1 0 
0 1
0 0 0  0
0 0 0  0
(0,0) 0 0 0 p q 0
(1 ,0) p -f <5 0 0 0 0  q - S
(0 ,1) 0 5 0 0 0 p
(1 ,1) . p  q 0 0 0 0
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Table 10.3.1
Some characteristics of the uniform at B 3 when p =  0 .47  and 8 = 0.1.
S tates Gain Effort R etu rn  R ate
(0,0) .04982 .39933 .12476
(1,0) .02491 .19174 .12991
(0 ,1) .02491 .20775 .11991
(1,1) .04982 .19942 .24982
(0,0) ,(1,0 ) .08003 .64155 .12475
(0,0),(0,1) .07003 .56140 .12474
(0,0) ,(1,1) .10024 .60067 .16688
(1,0),(0 ,1) .04982 .39933 .12476
(1,0) ,(1,1) .07003 .37582 .18634
(0,1) ,(1,1) .08003 .42380 .18884
(0 ,0) ,(1,0),(0,1) .10024 .80315 .12481
(0 ,0) ,(1,0) ,(1,1) .12475 .82429 .15134
(0,0),(0,1) ,(1,1) .12475 .77622 .16071
(1,0),(0 ,1) ,(1,1) .10024 .60067 .16688
The m ean num ber of tim es the game is in s ta te  (1,0) for example (given th a t the 
game s ta rted  in (0 ,0)) is given by the second element of the first row of the  m atrix  
N  defined by N  =  (1 — Q ) 1. The average num ber of points played is the  sum of 
the elem ents in this first row of N . The probability  th a t player A  wins the game 
is given by the  first element in the first row of the m atrix  B  defined by B  =  N R .
Any of the  above three m ethods can be used and Table 10.3.1 gives the results 
for the case in which p =  0 .47  and 8 =  0.1. This table has some interesting 
features. For example,
(a) the  two states (0,1) and (1,1) together have the highest secondary re tu rn  ra te  
even though s ta te  (0 ,1) has, by itself, the  lowest prim ary re tu rn  rate .
(b) the  pair of states (1,0) and (0 ,1) have the same (secondary) re tu rn  ra te  as 
does the  individual (prim ary) sta te  (0,0). Also, the  triple (1,0), (0,1), ( 1,1) 
has the  same re tu rn  ra te  as the pair (0,0), (1,1). Figure 10.3.1, which shows 
the  gain received for the effort made, can be used to  determ ine the  selection 
of the  state(s) on which to  optim ally allocate the  (given) ex tra  effort. The
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Figure 10.3.1
A D iagram m atical R epresentation of Table 10.3.1.
prim ary
secondary
te rtia ry
M orris
Effort
x
□
procedure of M orris (1977) would however recom m end the  selection of the 
states in their order of im portance, which may not quite be optim al for a 
given effort. It can be seen th a t the above procedure also gives the player a 
wider selection of com binations of points on which to  “try  harder” .
Exam-pie 10.3.2. The W 2 system.
Using pi (i =  —1 ,0 ,1 ) to  denote the probability  th a t player A  wins the  point 
when player A  has won i points more th an  player R , we have
00
p (p _ i , po, p i ) =  $ > p - i + p o q i)1 P0 P1
i=0
where qi = 1 — pi. A difference between this exam ple and the previous one is tha t 
a  re tu rn  to  the states —1, 0 or 1 is possible and  hence the  higher p a rtia l derivatives 
exist so th a t equations (10.3.1) and (10.3.2) would need m odifications. These are 
om itted  here. However, the th ird  approach outlined in Exam ple 10.3.1 is quite 
suitable for this example. The transition  m atrix , M, is given by
w in
loss
■ 1 0 
0 1
0 0 0 -
0 0 0 ‘ 1 0 '
- 1 0 q 0 p 0 =
0
1
0 0 
p 0
q — 8 0 p  +  8
0 q 0 .
R Q J
where the  above m atrix  applies to the (prim ary) case in which p  is increased to  p+6  
for s ta te  0. Table 10.3.2 gives the  results for this example when p =  0 .47  and 8 =
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0.1. It can be seen for example th a t states —1 and +1 have a positive interaction 
term  and th a t states —1 and 0, the two states w ith  the lowest prim ary re tu rn  
rates, produce, as a pair, a greater re tu rn  ra te  th an  either of them  individually 
and  the largest of all the  secondary re tu rn  rates.
Table 10.3.2
Some characteristics of the uniform at when p =  0 .47  and 6 =  0.1.
S tates Gain Effort R etu rn  R ate
-1 .05199 .26500 .19617
0 .10012 .50000 .20025
1 .04794 .23500 .20400
-1,0 .15144 .71500 .21180
-1,1 .10012 .50000 .20025
0,1 .14752 .78500 .18792
Example 10.3.3. A Nested Scoring System.
Consider a scoring system  for a “m atch” w ith m  “gam e-states” , and suppose 
player A  has probability  pi (qi = 1 — pi) of winning (losing) the zth gam e-state. 
The probability  th a t player A  wins the m atch, P, is given by
P  =  P ( p i ,p 2, . . . , Pm)  •
Suppose the  zth gam e-state has n  “po in t-sta tes” and player A  has probability  r l- 
( s lj = 1 — r j )  of winning (losing) the j t h  po in t-sta te  w ithin the  zth gam e-state. 
The probability  th a t player A  wins the zth gam e-state, p i , is given by
Pi = P i ( r t1, r t2, . . . , r ' n) .
Then, for example,
dP _  dPdpj
drl- dpi dr1-
and
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d2P  = d2P  d p i d p k
dr' jdrf dpidpk d r1- dr f
Prim ary, secondary and higher order gains for the poin t-sta tes can be related  to 
these and higher order partia l derivatives.
N ested scoring system s can be conveniently handled using the th ird  approach 
of Exam ple 10.3.1. For example, consider a “m atch” consisting of the  best-of-3 
“games” , each “game” being the “best-of-3” “poin ts” (denote by B^(Bz))-  Using 
the  no ta tion  (a, 6, c, d) to  represent the s ta te  in which player A  has won a games 
and player B  b games and th a t in the current game being played player A  has 
scored c points and player B  d points, the transition  m atrix , M , for th is  m atch, 
is given by the following m atrix .
win
loss
1 •
• 1
( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) • • p  q •
( 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ) • • • q p  • • •
( 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ) • • • • p . q • • • .
( 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) • • p  • • • q • • •
( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) • • p  q •
( 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ) p  ■ . . . q
( 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 ) . . . p q • • •
( 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) p  ■ . q ■ ■ •
( 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) • • p  q • .
( 0 , 1 , 1 , 0 ) • . . . q p  • • •
( 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 ) • q • . . . p .
( 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) • q p  . . .
( 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) • p  q •
( 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 ) p  • • • • q
( 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 ) • q . . . p
( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) p  q
(Zeros are represented by dots.)
Table 10.3.3 lists the gains, efforts and re tu rn  rates for the th ird  poin t in each 
game when p =  0.47  and 8 =  0.1. It can be seen for example th a t, even though
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sta te  (0,1,1,1) has a lower prim ary re tu rn  ra te  th an  sta te  (0,0,1,1), it produces 
a secondary re tu rn  ra te  w ith  s ta te  (1,1,1,1) greater th an  does (0,0,1,1). Hence, 
secondary (and  higher order effects) are again involved.
Table 10.3.3
Some characteristics of the nested uniform at Bz (B z )  
when p =  0.47  and 8 — 0.1.
S tate(s) Gain Effort R etu rn  R ate
(1.1.1,1)=W .02471 .03963 .62354
( l ,0 , l , l ) = x .01235 .03669 .33671
(0 ,0 ,l ,l )= y .02471 .07976 .30981
( 0 , l , l , l ) = z .01235 .04307 .28683
w and x .03593 .07485 .48005
w and y .04964 .11967 .41481
w and z .03842 .08442 .45506
x and y .03842 .12124 .31685
x and z .02471 .07976 .30980
y and z .03593 .11808 .30432
Example 10.3.4- An analysis of a single game of tennis.
Consider a single game of tennis in which player A  has a probability  0.50 
of winning a point and 0.596 (0.404) of winning a point on the half most (least) 
im portan t points. It can be shown th a t, in such a game, the  points a t 30-40 
(or “advantage receiver” ), 30-30 (or “deuce” ), 40-30 (or “advantage server” ), 15- 
30, 15-15 or 30-15 are the half most im portan t points in the  sense th a t these 
s ta tes have a greater (prim ary) re tu rn  ra te  th an  all the  o ther states and they 
occur (alm ost exactly) half the  tim e (in the  long run). Thus, player A  is “lifting 
(lowering)” his play from  0.50 by 0.096 on the half m ost (least) im portan t points 
and  it m ight thus be argued th a t th is takes no ex tra  overall effort. The th ird  
m ethod of Exam ple 10.3.1 can be used to show th a t player A  has a  probability  of 
0.556 of winning such a game, which is som ewhat larger th an  0.5. Thus, a player 
can obtain  considerable gain by selecting the  correct s ta tes on which to “lift and
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lower the  p-values” even though this may require no overall ex tra  effort in the 
long run. It can be shown th a t the first-order m ethods of M orris (1977) give a 
value of 0.566 ra th e r th an  0.556. The above exact procedure however takes into 
account second order, th ird  order, . . . ,  fifteenth order (there are 15 possible states) 
interactions.
10 .4  S om e C o m m en ts  and R e su lts .
Player A ’s gain is player B 's “loss” and hence, when playing the uniform at 
Bz for example,
G(i,o )(p ,6 ) =  —G (o,u(q,-<5)
where q  =  1 — p and every elem ent in the  vector p is equal to  p and every element 
in the vector 1 is equal to  1. A corresponding statem ent applies to  the prim ary 
re tu rn  rates and the higher order gains and re tu rn  rates for any uniform at.
If player A  has the choice of increasing p by 6 on two states or by 26 on the 
s ta te  w ith  the highest (prim ary) gain or re tu rn  ra te , the choice w ith the greatest 
overall gain or re tu rn  ra te  is typically the second of these. However, as a counter 
example, when playing B$ and p =  0.47, it has been shown th a t
G(o,o),(i,i)(P,0.06,0.06) >  m ax {<?i(p,0.12)} .
t — ( 0 ,  0 ) ,  ( 1 , 0 )
( 0 , 1 )  o r  
( 1 . 1 )
Also, for example, when playing W 2 and p =  0.47,
2i?_1;0(p , 0.06,0.06) >  m ax {i?i(p, 0.12)} .
10.5  A D ifferen t M od el
We have considered an approach to. the  situation  in which, in the long run, 
player A  would increase p , the probability of winning a point to  p +  6 on a given 
percentage, Pg%, of the  to ta l points played. This approach implies th a t in some 
m atches player A  will increase p  less th an  Pg% of the tim e and in o ther m atches 
greater th an  Pg% of the tim e. We now consider an alternative model in which, at 
some stage in the m atch (and  it could be a t the  s ta rt) , player A  is able to  increase 
p on exactly l points between th a t stage and the  end of the  m atch. W hich l points 
should be selected?
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Figure 10.5.1
The P — D  — I  diagram  for a  game of tennis when p =  0.5.
Probability  
Player A  
wins
O  • 0 O
N um ber of points played
For simplicity we will take a unipoints approach. At any stage, t , of a m atch, 
the possible states (th a t the game could be in) can be ordered from  th a t state  
from  which player A  has the lowest to  th a t state  from which player A  has the 
highest probability  of an overall win. (S tates such as (say) 30-all and deuce in 
tennis need to  be considered as one state .) Suppose this ordering is S i, £ 2 , ,  Snt 
where is the  num ber of non-absorbing states at stage t. We now restrict to 
scoring system s which have the following property. For all t, a  loss to  player A  in 
s ta te  Si or a win to player A  in s ta te  Si - 1 a t stage t (i = 2 , 3 , . . . ,  n t) leads to  the 
same non-absorbing s ta te  a t stage t + 1. Thus n t + 1 equals n t , n t +  1 or n< -  1. 
M any scoring systems have this property  (e.g. a game of tennis (see Figure 10.5.1), 
a set of classical or tie-breaker tennis (the s ta te  being the gam es’ score), a game 
of tab le  tennis, a game of N orth Am erican lquash, i?2 n - i  (see Figure 10.5.2 for 
B 9 ), W n or Wm (see Figure 10.5.3 for W \ )). A few scoring system s do not have 
th is p roperty  (e.g. in ternational squash; R n in which the  w inner is the first player 
to  obtain  a “ru n ” of winning n points in a row (see Figure 10.5.4 for R 3 )).
Figure 10.5.2
The P — D — I  diagram  for Bg when p =  0.5.
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Probability  
P layer A 
wins
Num ber of points played
Figure 10.5.3
The P  — D — I  diagram  for W \  when p = 0.5.
Probability  
P layer A 
wins
Num ber of points played
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Probability- 
Player A 
wins
Figure 10.5.4
The P — D — I  diagram for R 3 when p =  0.5.
Number of points played
Figure 10.5.5
An example of a section of a P — D — I  diagram with a minimum 
of 3 points to an absorbing barrier (when p = 0.5).
Probability 
Player A 
wins
Number of points played
We now suppose that at some stage there is a minimum of m  points to an 
absorbing barrier (see Figure 10.5.5 for an example in which m = 3 ),and that 
player A  can increase p by 6 on exactly l (l < m) of these points. Then it can be 
seen that it does not m atter which l points out of the next m  points are selected
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since the d istribution  of the  outcome over the  m  -f 1 possible states m  points la te r 
is unaffected by the ordering of the p-values. Such a policy, however, m ay not be 
an optim al one, as the following example dem onstrates.
Example 10.5.1.
Consider the ra ther im practical uniform at W32 un its which was represented 
diagram atically in Figure 9.3.1 and discussed in Section 9.3. For th is uniform at, 
which does not satisfy the  property  m entioned in the  second parag raph  of this 
section, it can be shown, using dynam ic program m ing m ethods th a t, when (p, <Ü, l) 
is equal to  (say) (0.3,0.5,3) and the  current s ta te  is + 4  or —4 units, the optim al 
decision for player A is to  not increase p by 6 even though there is a m inim um  of 
only 3 points to  an absorbing barrier in each case. This m ight be seen as ra th e r 
strange b u t the reason for this fact is th a t it is preferable for player A  to  save 
th is increase in p by S for a (possible) subsequent more (or much m ore) im portan t 
point.
We now consider two particu lar scoring systems which possess the  property  
m entioned in the second paragraph of this section.
(i) i?2n - i-  Suppose th a t at some stage player A  (B ) needs to  wins a (b) more 
points in order to  win. Then the m axim um  num ber of points rem aining is 
a + b — l.  Supposing player A ’s probability of winning each such point is 
P i ,p 2, • • • ,Pa+f>—1 , it can be seen th a t player A’s probability of an overall win 
is not dependent on the ordering of these p-values. (This is a generalization 
of the results of K ingston (1976) and Anderson (1977).) Thus, if player A  can 
increase p by 6 on exactly / (/ <  a -f b — 1 ) of the rem aining points, player 
A ’s probability  of an overall win is unaffected by which l are selected. (Note 
however th a t by deferring the increase in p until the last / points, the  strategy  
w ith the greatest re tu rn  ra te  is produced since often player A will not need 
to  increase p on all (or possibly any!) of the l points. N ote also th a t the 
expected duration  (from th a t stage until the end) is however affected by the 
ordering of the p-values.)
(ii) W n and  Suppose th a t at some stage player A ’s losing boundary  is a
m inim um  of m points away and l is the num ber of points on which player A 
can lift p by 6. Since points are equally im portan t for W n (or ) when 
p =  0.5, it can be seen from equation (10.2.1) th a t an optim al policy is to  
m ake use of all of the  l possible increases in p prior to  a possible loss. Thus, 
if / <  m , an optim al policy is to  increase or not increase p on the  very next
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point and  then  reassess the situation  given the new values of l and m  after the 
present point has been played. A lternatively, if / >  m , p m ust be increased 
on the very next point and then  the situation  reassessed as above. It can be 
seen th a t such a policy requires the p-value to  be increased if / >  m  or as soon 
as / becomes equal to  m  at any stage.
10 .6  S u m m ary
Following on from the first order m ethods of M orris (1977), Section 10.2 gave 
an exact relationship betw een the  increase in the  probability  of w inning each point 
(each point could have a different probability!) and the increase in the  overall 
probability  of winning. An alternative exact approach to  this problem  was then 
given in Section 10.3. It was shown th a t two states could have a positive or negative 
in teraction and th a t, for more than  two states, there were higher order interactions. 
Thus, as was seen in Figure 10.3.1 for example, when considering increasing the 
p-values on certain  states, the procedure of introducing these s ta tes in the  order of 
their im portances (as in the  paper by M orris (1977)) m ight not be stric tly  optim al 
due to  these second and higher order effects. Also, when allowance was made 
for these effects, different selections of states producing the same gains or re tu rn  
rates were sometimes possible. The m atrix /M arkov  chain approach of Section 10.3 
was seen to  be a useful m ethod which took account of these second and higher 
order effects. This approach could in fact be used to analyse any specific scoring 
system. As was seen in Exam ple 10.3.4 and Section 1.3, a player could increase his 
probability of winning a m atch by lifting the p-value on the more im portan t points 
and correspondingly lowering the p-value on the less im portan t points. It could be 
argued th a t, in the  long run , such a strategy  takes no ex tra  overall effort. It can 
be seen however th a t, in using such a strategy, some m atches would require lifting 
the p-value more often th an  in others. Section 10.5 investigated an alternative 
model in which, at some stage in the  m atch, player A  was able to  increase p on 
exactly l points (for some fixed /). It was noted th a t, for m any unipoin ts scoring 
systems, if a t the same stage in the m atch, m  is the m inim um  possible num ber of 
points left to  play and / <  m , it does not m a tte r which / out of the  next m  points 
axe selected on which to  increase p. It was also shown th a t, for the  i?2 n - i  system 
in particu lar, it does not m a tte r which l points are selected or th 2 value of m. For 
the W n or system  however, the player m ust make use of all the  l possible 
increases in p prior to  a possible loss. This “exactly / points (for some fixed /)” 
model is however ra th e r artificial since a player would typically wish to  increase
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the p-value on more occasions in a  longer game than  in a  shorter game.
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C H A PTE R  11
C O U N TBA C K  M ETHODS A N D  RELATED ASPEC TS
OF TEAM  PLAY
11.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chap ter we consider a  m atch  between two team s A  and B,  each consisting 
of N  players, in which the  pairs of players AjvBi  (i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  iV) play individual 
m atches. It is assum ed th a t each pair of players uses the  same scoring system, 
all of the  N  individual m atches are first com pleted and then the  results of these 
individual m atches are combined (using a countback rule) in order to  determ ine 
the  winning team . A physical analogy would be the situation  in which the N  indi­
vidual m atches are played sim ultaneously on N  parallel courts and no knowledge 
of how these individual m atches axe proceeding is exchanged between the courts 
until all individual m atches have been com pleted when the  countback rule finally 
goes into operation. It is recognized th a t there  axe situations in practice in which 
only one court is used, the  individual m atches are played sequentially w ith the or­
der of play being determ ined by the team  captains and the overall m atch finishing 
as soon as one team  has an unbeatable lead. Such situations have m ultiple values 
for their expected duration  (depending on the order of the possible N  individual 
m atches) and hence have m ultiple efficiencies, thus considerably com plicating any 
m athem atical analysis. For th is reason, those situations in which all of the in­
dividual m atches may not be com pleted are not considered in this chapter. The 
complete record of individual m atches is considered necessary as it helps clubs and 
associations m easure the individual perform ances of each of the players; measures 
which the players themselves desire and the clubs require for the selection of future 
team s.
For the  team  situation  described in the previous paragraph, the following 
question naturally  arises. How should the individual results be combined in order 
to  determ ine the winning team ? Typically, and taking (say) squash as an example, 
the  winning team  is the one w ith  the  greater num ber of individual player wins; if 
these are equal, it is the team  w ith the greater num ber of games won; and if these 
axe equal, it is the team  w ith the greater num ber of points won; and  if these axe 
equal, it is a draw. Is there a  b e tte r way th an  this “downward nested” m ethod 
for determ ining the winning team ? Also, are there preferable scoring systems th a t 
should be used for the individual m atches? These questions are addressed in this 
chapter and we will restrict a tten tion  to the case in which each pair of players is
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playing unipoints. The constant probability  th a t player A, wins a point is denoted 
by pi (« =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  N )  and team  A  is the b e tte r team  if Y liL i Pi >  § •
11.2  T w o  P la y ers  P e r  T eam
The case of two players per team  is firstly considered. M any (single nested) 
scoring systems have the following property: team A  wins (loses) an individual 
match i f  and only i f  it wins (loses) more points in that match. For example, it is 
tru e  for the  following single nested scoring systems: a game of tennis, a  game of
squash, a game of table-tennis, i?2 n-i> Wn,__  It can be seen however th a t it is
not necessarily true  for the single nested scoring system  R n , in which the  w inner is 
the first player to  obtain  a run of n point-wins in a row. Also, it is not necessarily 
true  for m any double and triple nested scoring systems such as the  double nested 
m atch of squash (rallies - games - m atch) and the  trip le nested m atch  of tennis 
(points - games - sets - m atch). In the following examples we will restric t ourselves 
to  scoring system s in which the above property  is true. We will also assum e th a t 
bo th  individual m atches use the same scoring system  and th a t the  outcom es of 
the  two individual m atches are independent.
We will also restrict attention to the case in which the teams win and lose an 
individual match each and suppose the countback system  breaks this tie by awarding 
the match to the team which wins the greater number o f points in total. We now 
find the  condition under which such a countback rule favours the b e tte r  team . Sup­
pose fki(Pi)  is the probability  th a t player A; wins or loses w ith a point-difference of 
k{ points in player A f  s favour (k{ =  . . . ,  —2, —1 , 1 , 2 , . . . ;  « =  1,2). Figure 11.2.1 
gives a diagram m atical representation of the possible outcomes. In th is figure, 
quadrant 1 (3) represents the situation  in which team  A  wins (loses) b o th  individ­
ual m atches and quadran t 2 (4) represents the case in which A \  loses and  A i  wins 
(A i wins and A 2 loses).
Now let us assume w ithout loss of generality th a t team  A  is the  b e tte r team . 
Then, restricting a tten tion  to quadran ts 4 and 2, the condition under which such 
a countback m ethod favours team  A  is
12 12 [f j { P \ ) f - k ( P 2 )  +  f i ( P 2 ) f - k ( P l ) ]
k = 1,2 ,... j = k + l , k + 2 , . . .
>12 12 [ f - j ( P 2
k =  1,2 ,... j = k + l , k + 2 , . . .
( 11.2.1)
We now exam ine a few typical scoring system s to  see w hether th is inequality is 
satisfied when team  A  is the b e tte r team  (i.e. pi  +  p2 >  !)•
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Figure 11.2.1
A diagram m atical representation of the possible outcomes 
in a m atch  between two team s of two players each.
> 4 > Ur
Example 11.2.1 Consider the J?2 n - i  system. From the d istribution  of duration, 
we have
and
f j(Pi) =  C n,jP?q” 3 j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n ; z =  l , 2  
f - j ( P i )  =  CnjqTp”' 3 j  =  l , 2 , . . . , n  ; i =  1,2
where g, =  1 — p* and C n j is a constant involving n and  j .  Now, since
fj(Pi) Cn,j
and
fkiPi) Cn M { k (l 1’2') 
f - j (Pi )  _  C n,j
M i) ~ cn,kPr k { 9)9
it can be shown th a t, for each of the three possible cases (p\  >  | , p 2 >  ^ ),(p i >  
hP2 <  i )  and (p1 <  \ , p 2 >  *),
1 k =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n  — 1 
J j  =  fc +  l , . . . , n
fj(Pl)f-k(jP2) >  f - j (P2) fk(p i )  
f j (P2) f -k(p \ )  >  f - j (Pl ) fk(p2)
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provided pi -f P2 > 1, and hence inequality (11.2.1) is satisfied for this example.
Example 11.2.2 Consider two games of tennis. From the d istribution  of duration 
of a  game of tennis (see, for example, Pollard (1983, p.497)), we have, for i =  1,2,
fii.P i') =  Pi
/s (P .)  =  APU>
h ( P i )  =  10Pi9iV(l -  2pi«i)
/ - 4 ( P i )  =  <Zi
/ - 3 ( P i )  =  4?fpi
/-2 (P i)  =  109fp?/(l -  2pi9i)
where qi =  1 — p{. Unlike Exam ple 11.2.1, each com ponent on the  left-side of the 
inequality (11.2.1) is not necessarily greater th an  the corresponding component on 
the  right side when pi P2 > 1  (e.g. when pi = 0.2 and p2 = 0.9, / 3 ( p i ) / - 2 (P2 ) <  
f —3 (p2 ) / 2 (.Pi))• However, it has been shown num erically th a t,
f 3 (Pi ) / — k (P2 ) +  /j (P 2 ) /- i(P l)^ /- j (P 2 ) /it (p i)  +  f - j (Pl ) fk(P2)
when pi and (k , j ) =  (2 ,3), (2 ,4) and (3,4). Hence, inequality (11.2.1) is
satisfied for two games of tennis.
Example 11.2.3. Consider two (first-to-9) games of in ternational squash. Pollard 
(1983b), m aking use of an occupancy problem  (see Feller (1957, p.36)), found 
expressions for the jo in t d istribution  of the score and the duration  of a game of 
squash. More particularly, for the case in which player A  serves first and has a 
probability  p of winning any rally, he showed, for j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  8,
P (p layer A  wins 9-0)
P (p layer A  wins 9 — j )  
P (p layer A  loses 0-9)
P (p layer A  loses j  — 9)
(1 -  p q f
£ l = o ( , I 1) U 1)p 10+V +1+t
( i  -  Pqy+ i
(1 -  p q f
E U E lto1(*71)(m)911+y +,+1 , g10P>
(1 —  pq)9+ k (1 — pq)Q
where q =  1 — p. The first th ree expressions above are also given in a paper by 
Phillips (1978); the  fourth  is a different expression b u t equal to  th a t obtained by 
Phillips.
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As in Exam ple 11.2.2, it has been shown num erically th a t, for the case in 
which team  A  serves first in one m atch  and team  B  first in the other (a “fair” 
system ), if pi +  then
f j (Pl)f-k(j>2)  +  f j ( P2) f - k( Pl ) ^f - j ( P2) f k( p i )  +  f - j (Pl ) fk(p2)
for k =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  8 and j  =  k +  1, k +  2 , . . . ,  9 and hence inequality (11.2.1) is 
satisfied for two games of squash.
Thus, for the examples considered, it has been shown th a t, in the event of a 
tie betw een two team s of two players, the m atch  should be aw arded to  th a t team  
which won more points. For those examples, this result is equivalent to awarding 
the m atch  to  the  team  which won more points overall (and ignoring individual 
results) since the p roperty  m entioned at the beginning of Section 11.2 is true in 
each case. It seems reasonable to  believe th a t, for m ost (and  if not all) scoring 
systems used in practice (even those in which the above-m entioned property  is not 
true), such a countback rule would favour the  b e tte r team .
Figure 11.2.2
A win-loss-draw diagram  for the Wn system
A
A l o M
UJ U> o
u r UJ D
We now consider the  Wn system  as a separate case. Here the previous count- 
back system  giving rise to  inequality (11.2.1) is no longer applicable since, in the 
event of a tie, the two team s m ust have scored an equal num ber of points. Suppose
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we now break the tie by using a countback rule in which the winning team is the 
one which won in the shorter duration. Figure 11.2.1 is now no longer applicable 
and is replaced by Figure 11.2.2. Suppose dn+k(Pi) is the  probability  player A{ 
wins in (n +  k) points and d_(n+jt)(pi) is the probability  player Ai loses in (n  +  k) 
points (k =  0 ,2 ,4 , . . . ) .  Assuming, w ithout loss of generality, th a t team  A  is the 
b e tte r team , we require, in the event of a tie, a higher probability  of the  m atch  
being aw arded to  team  A.  T h a t is, we require
X I  {< * n + * ( P l ) < f _ ( „ + J ) ( p 2 )  +  d „ + * ( p 2 M - ( „ + j ) ( P l ) }  
fc=0,2,4,... ;'=fc+2,Jfc+4,...
>  {d-(n+k)(P2)dn+}(Pi)  +  d - (n+k)(pl )dn+j(p2)}
Jfc=0,2,4,... j=Jb+2,fc+4,...
(11.2.2)
Now, for « =  1 ,2 and I = j  or k,
dn+2i(Pi) =  K n,ip?+lqli 
d _ (n+2 l)(pi) =  K njlq”+lp\
where K nj  is a constant and l =  0 ,1 ,2 ,__  Substitu ting  the above into (11.2.2),
the left side equals
X  K n , k I < n , j ( p i q i P 2 q 2 ) k { ( p i q 2 ) n ( P 2 q 2 y ~ k +  { P i q i ) " { P i q i ) 3 }
fc=0,l,2,.. . j= fc + l ,H -2 , . . .
and the right side equals
X I  K n,kKnj ( p 1 q1p2 q2)k{{piq2)n(piqi )J~ k +  (P2qi)n(p2q2)J~ k } •
A r = 0 , l ,2,... j=k+l,k+2 ,...
Now, it can be shown th a t
Pi q2 $ P 2 q\ if and only if p2 q2 ^ p ± qx
provided p i+ p 2 >  1. It follows th a t the inequality (11.2.2) holds provided p i+ p 2 >  
1 (except when pi =  p2 in which case (11.2.2) becomes an equality  implying th a t 
there  is no benefit in using this countback rule if the two individual m atches are 
between the same pair of players (pi =  p2). This is because we are assum ing p\ 
and p 2 are constants.).
Thus, w ith the W n system , in the event of a tie, the team  which won its 
individual m atch in the shorter duration  should be aw arded the m atch. Note th a t
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m any scoring system s have a W n com ponent a t the end of them . For example, a 
game of tennis, a classical set of tennis, a game of table-tennis, . . . .  Thus, it seems 
quite reasonable to  believe th a t the above rule would be appropriate  for breaking 
a tie in cases such as (say) 21-23, 27-25 in table-tennis, (say) 4-2, 3-5 (points) in 
two games of tennis, or (say) 5-7, 11-9 in two classical sets of tennis. The same 
countback rule would also appear to  be appropriate  for a tie of (say) 6-9, 9-6 in 
two games of in ternational s q u a s h ,__
11 .3  T h ree  P la y ers  P e r  T eam
In Section 11.2 we noted th a t in the event of a  tie betw een two team s of two players 
each, a countback involving the to ta l num ber of points won by each team  an d /o r 
the duration  of each of the individual m atches could be used to  break the  tie. 
However, when there are three players in each team  a tie betw een the num ber of 
individual m atch wins by each team  is no longer possible. Counting only individual 
m atches, a team  either wins 3-0 or 2-1 or loses 1-2 or 0-3. However, the scoring 
system  could alternatively  com pare the to ta l num ber of points won by each team  
ra th e r th an  the  num ber of individual m atch wins. This is one of the  aspects tha t 
is investigated in this section. Three m ethods of scoring for the individual m atches 
used in conjunction w ith three m ethods of countback are investigated. The three 
m ethods of scoring the  individual m atches th a t are considered are H 2 / - I 5 Wm 
and Pn (in which, in each individual m atch, exactly n  points are played) and 
the constants /, m , and n are selected in such a way th a t the expected durations 
of the system s axe com parable (bu t not exactly equal). (It can be argued tha t, 
although Pn is not really a suitable scoring system  for a single individual m atch 
(since often the final points need not be played as the game has already been won 
by one player), it has m erit in the team  situation  as it predeterm ines th a t every 
player in the team s should play the same num ber of points. It also has merit 
in the  individual round-robin and team  round-robin com petitions, for the  same 
reason (although these two situations are not considered in this thesis).) The 
three m ethods of countback to  be considered are :- 
(i) the  winning team  is th a t team  which won more individual m atches. This is 
the  usual m ethod and  is “downward nested” .
(iia) the  winning team  is th a t team  which won more points; in the  event of a tie 
in the to ta l num ber of points won, the winning team  is th a t team  which won 
m ore individual m atches.
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(iib) as in (iia) except th a t, in the event of a tie, the winning team  is th a t team  
which won fewer individual m atches.
M ethod (iib) m ight a t first be seen as unusual, bu t it will become apparent th a t 
it has some advantages.
11 .3 .1  A  com p a riso n  o f  th e  th ree  co u n tb ack  sy ste m s  for th e  case in  
w h ich  in d iv id u a l m a tch es  are i?2 /-i*
For B 2 1- 1, supposing P ( i , j )  is the probability  th a t player A{ wins or loses 
w ith a points difference of j , we have
where qi =  1 — p\. Now supposing P(i)  is the  probability  player A{ wins, then 
P(i)  =  P ( i , j )  and the  probability, P ,  th a t team  A  wins is
P (1 )P (2 )  +  P (1 )P (3 ) +  P (2 )P (3 ) -  2 P (1 )P (2 )P (3 ) under countback (i) 
and  E E  E  P ( l , j 1) P ( 2 , i2) P ( 3 , j3)
Jl  J 2 J3 
s-t. n  +i2+j3>°
+  P ( l ,  j l ) P ( 2 , j 2) P ( 3 , ,73)
Ji  3i  j z
S t- n  +>2+>3=°and nL. ^ - ) ) - 0
under countback (iia) and, for countback (iib), is the same as for countback (iia) 
except th a t the constrain t r i i= i ( s^Sn (it))  <  0 in the second sum m ation is replaced
by I I i= i ( sign (ii))  >  °-
The case in which / =  7 (i.e. P13) is now selected as a representative example. 
Two concepts are used to  compare the  three countback systems. Firstly, a “fair” 
system  is one in which P  =  0.5 when Pi =  1-5* Secondly, following the work 
of M orris (1977), the m agnification of a system  is defined (in this chapter) as the 
increase in P  when 2 i = i  Pi increased from 1.5 to  1.5 +  S. Ideally, the best of 
the three countback system s would be fair and  would be the one which has the 
largest magnification. These three countback systems were com pared numerically 
for the following four cases.
(a) Firstly, the very artificial case in which
P i  =  0.5 +  <$1 
P2  =  0.5 +  8 1  
ps =  0.5 +  61
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where Si was given values 0 (0.01) 0.20. All three countback systems were fair; 
countback systems (iia) and (iib) had equal magnification and greater than that 
of countback (i). The reader is referred to the first and fifth rows of Table 11.3.1 
for the specific cases in which <$i =  0 and 0.05 respectively.
(b) Secondly, the rather artificial case in which
Pi =  0.5 -+■ <$i +  262 
P2 =  0.5 +  <$i 
Pz — 0 - 5  +  <$i —  2S2
where Si and S2 were given values 0(0.01)0.20 and 0(0.025)0.15 respectively. Two 
conclusions were reached. Firstly, that all three countback systems were fair and 
secondly, that countback (iib) had a slightly greater magnification than (iia) and 
also considerably greater than (i). The reader is referred to the second and sixth 
rows of Table 11.3.1 for the specific cases in which (<$i, 62) =  (0,0.1) and (0.05,0.1).
(c) Thirdly, a more practical case in which
pi =  0.5 +  61 +  S2 
p2 =  0.5 +  <$1 4- S2 
Pz — 0.5 +  <$1 — 2S2
where <$1 and S2 were given the values 0(0.01)0.20 and 0(0.025)0.25 respectively. 
For these cases, all three countback systems were not fair although countback (iib) 
was “less unfair” (i.e. P  closer to 0.5 when Si =  0) than (iia) which in turn was 
less unfair than (i) (P(i) > P(na) > P(iib) > 0.5 when 61 =  0 where subscripts are 
used to denote the countback system). Allowing for the different unfairnesses of 
the three systems, it was noted that (iib) had a slightly greater magnification than 
(iia) and a considerably greater magnification than (i). The reader is referred to 
the third and seventh rows of Table 11.3.1 for the cases in which (£1, <$2) =  (0,0.1) 
and (0.05,0.1).
(d) Finally, another practical case in which
Pi =  0.5 +  <$1 +  2S2 
p2 — 0.5 +  <$1 — S2 
Pz =  0.5 +  <$i — S2
where ^  and S2 were given the values 0(0.01)0.20 and 0(0.025)0.15 respectively. 
Again, all three countback systems were not fair although countback (iib) was
Table 11.3.1
Some P  and fi values for P 13 using three 
different countback systems (/i=expected duration).
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p Countback
(0 (iia) (iib)
(PuP2 rPz)
(0.5,0.5,0.5) 0.50000033.202148
0.500000
33.202148
0.500000
33.202148
(0.7,0.5,0.3) 0.50000030.670277
0.500000
30.670277
0.500000
30.670277
(0.6,0.6,0.3) 0.61669731.213568
0.567464
31.213568
0.537764
31.213568
(0.7,0.4,0.4) 0.38330331.213568
0.432536
31.213568
0.462236
31.213568
(0.55,0.55,0.55) 0.70967332.921612
0.720966
32.921612
0.720966
32.921612
(0.75,0.55,0.35) 0.67513330.537656
0.710482
30.537656
0.719034
30.537656
(0.65,0.65,0.35) 0.78700930.896937
0.771967
30.896937
0.752266
30.896937
(0.75,0.45,0.45) 0.57445531.212548
0.653491
31.212548
0.686131
31.212548
less unfair than (iia) which in turn was considerably less unfair than (i) (here 
P(i) <  P ( U a )  <  P ( i i b )  <  0.5 when <$i =  0). Again it was noted that, except in 
the cases in which the unfairnesses of (i) and (iia) became considerable (i.e. when 
<$i= 0  and 6 2  was large), (iib) had a slightly greater magnification than (iia) and a 
considerably greater magnification than (i). However, for each of these exceptions, 
P(Ub)  >  P ( U a )  >  P(*), demonstrating that the exceptions were caused by the 
relative distortions from fairness of the three systems. The reader is referred to 
the fourth and eighth rows of Table 11.3.1 for the cases in which (£ j, 8 2) =  (0,0.1)
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and (0.05,0.1).
Thus, for P 13, using fairness and m agnification as our criteria, our conclusion 
is th a t countback (iib) is slightly preferable to  (iia) and considerably preferable to  
(i). O ther P2/-1 systems (e.g. P 3, P5, B j)  were also considered and th e  same gen­
eral conclusions reached. Thus, it seems reasonable to  believe th a t th e  conclusions 
reached for P 13 apply to  all P2/-1 system s in general.
1 1 .3 .2  A  co m p a riso n  o f  B2 1 - 1  w ith  co u n tb a ck  (iib ) and  P n .
P 13 and P 11? having com parable expected durations, are given as examples. It 
can be seen th a t when n is odd, Pn w ith  countbacks (iia) and (iib) are equivalent 
since a tie  in the num ber of points won by each team  is not possible. Thus, 
the  no ta tion  Pn{ii) is used to  represent the  system  Pn w ith  countback (iia) or 
(iib) and sim ilar notations used for o ther systems. For P n(n ) , expressions for 
P(z, j ) ,  the probability  th a t player A{ wins or loses w ith  a difference of j  points 
(j  =  —n, — n -f 2, . . . ,  n  — 2, n), can be w ritten  down by m aking use of the binom ial 
d istribution  w ith param eters n and p x. The countback system s were com pared 
num erically for the four cases ((a), (b), (c) and (d)) of Section 11.3.1. Table 11.3.2 
gives the results for the  same param eter values as in Table 11.3.1 and the  following 
general conclusions can be m ade:-
(a) P n ( n )  is considerably less unfair th an  P u (z ) and typically has a m uch greater 
m agnification (see the first and second columns of Table 11.3.2).
(b) P n ( n )  is considerably less unfair th an  P i 3(n&) (see the first to  fourth  rows 
of the second and th ird  columns of Table 11.3.2).
(c) Typically, P n ( n )  has a greater m agnification th an  P i 3(n&) (see the second 
and th ird  columns of Table 11.3.2). This is due, a t least to  some ex ten t, to  
the decrease in fi (for the P 13(u&) system  as S2 increases) th a t can be  seen, 
for example, in the  fifth to  eighth rows of the th ird  column of Table 11.3.2. 
Also, a  favourable property  of the P n ( u )  system  is th a t the  variation  in P  
(as the  82 effect of Section 11.3.1 varies) is sm aller th an  for the  o ther systems 
considered (see the  second column of Table 11.3.2).
From  o ther examples considered, it appears reasonable to  believe th a t the 
conclusions reached in this section for the specific example of the  com parison of 
P i  3 and P n  also apply to  the general case of the com parison of P2/-1  and P n for 
values of l and n such th a t the expected durations are com parable. In  general, for 
two such l and n, Pn{ii) is considerably less unfair th an  B 2 i- \{ iib ) and  typically 
has a  slightly greater magnification. Thus, as the concept of fairness is essential
Table 11.3.2
Some P and p values for P n(i), P n(n) and B i 3 (iib).
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p P n ( i ) P n ( u ) B 1 3 (iib)
(P l,P 2 ,Ps)
(0.5,0.5,0.5) 0.50000033.000000
0.500000
33.000000
0.500000
33.202148
(0.7,0.5,0.3) 0.50000033.000000
0.500000
33.000000
0.500000
30.670277
(0.6,0.6,0.3) 0.59681833.000000
0.500452
33.000000
0.537764
31.213568
(0.7,0.4,0.4) 0.403182
33.000000
0.499548
33.000000
0.462236
31.213568
(0.55,0.55,0.55) 0.69496633.000000
0.719138
33.000000
0.720966
32.921612
(0.75,0.55,0.35) 0.66729733.000000
0.730543
33.000000
0.719034
30.537656
(0.65,0.65,0.35) 0.76237933.000000
0.727787
33.000000
0.752266
30.896937
(0.75,0.45,0.45) 0.58320933.000000
0.727269
33.000000
0.686131
31.212548
to  scoring systems, it could well be argued th a t P n(n )  is preferable to  B 2 i-i(i ib).
1 1 .3 .3  A  com p a riso n  o f  W m and  Pn
For W m 5 the three countback systems are identical and the probability  player 
A{ wins is equal to  p™/{p™ +  q™). and P is(n ') were taken  as suitable specific 
exam ples for the  com parison (since their expected durations were (a t least to  some 
extent) com parable) and were com pared num erically for the four cases ((a), (b), 
(c) and (d)) of Section 11.3.1. Table 11.3.3a shows th a t W4 has the  unsatisfactory 
p roperty  th a t it is quite unfair in cases (c) and (d) when 6 2  is not small. Also, for 
W4 , the  expected duration  is quite dependent on S2  (and, in fact, ^ i). These two 
effects can be removed (to  some extent) by selecting a small value for 8 2 , so th a t
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the m agnifications of the two systems can be reasonably com pared. This is done 
in Table 11.3.3b in which (<$1 , 6 2 ) =  (0,0.025) and (0.05,0.025), and it can be seen 
th a t the m agnification of P 1 5 (n )  is less (but not by as m uch as m ay have been
antic ipated  (by the optim al efficiency of Wm in unipoints)) th an  th a t of W4.
1
Table 11.3.3a
Some P  and fi values for W4 and Pis(ii) 
when 62 =  0.1 and < $1 =  0 and 0.05.
p W4
( P i , P 2 , P a )
(0.5,0.5,0.5) 0.50000045.000000
0.500000
48.000000
(0.7,0.5,0.3) 0.500000
45.000000
0.500000
34.694601
(0.6,0.6,0.3) 0.50037945.000000
0.706301
36.151424
(0.7,0.4,0.4) 0.499621
45.000000
0.293699
36.151424
(0.55,0.55,0.55) 0.750561
45.000000
0.771985
45.731535
(0.75,0.55,0.35) 0.76304045.000000
0.706484
34.314145
(0.65,0.65,0.35) 0.75991345.000000
0.862014
33.796266
(0.75,0.45,0.45) 0.75958545.000000
0.517931
38.292568
It seems reasonable to  believe th a t these results also apply to  a comparison 
of P „ (n )  and Wm for general n and m such th a t the expected durations are 
com parable. Thus, our conclusions are :-
(a) Pn(ii) is, in most practical cases, m uch less unfair th an  the  com parable 
Wm system.
Table 11.3.3b
Some P  and fi values for W4 and P is (u )  
when 62 — 0.025 and <$! =  0 and 0.05.
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p P i5(n)
( P l r P 2 , P s )
(0.5,0.5,0.5) 0.50000045.000000
0.500000
48.000000
(0.55,0.5,0.45) 0.50000045.000000
0.500000
46.487690
(0.525,0.525,0.45) 0.50000545.000000
0.507211
46.849562
(0.55,0.475,0.475) 0.49999545.000000
0.492789
46.849562
(0.55,0.55,0.55) 0.75056145.000000
0.771985
45.731535
(0.6,0.55,0.5) 0.75129045.000000
0.762800
44.645907
(0.575,0.575,0.5) 0.75111045.000000
0.770144
44.815341
(0.60,0.525,0.525) 0.75110545.000000
0.759757
45.007779
(b) the m agnification of Pn{ii) is, surprisingly, only slightly less th an  th a t of 
the  com parable W m system.
Thus, since fairness is an im portan t property  th a t scoring systems should 
ideally possess, and since the variance of duration  of the  W m system  is known to 
be large whilst th a t of the  Pn system  is clearly zero, it could well be argued th a t 
the Pn(ii) system  is preferable to  the  com parable W m system.
11 .4  S u m m a ry
This chap ter has considered a m atch between two team s A  and B , each con­
sisting of N  players, in which pairs of players A,- v Bj (i =  1, 2 , played
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individual m atches. Player A{ was assumed to  have the (unipoints) probability  
Pi of w inning a point against player Bi and team  A  was defined to  be the  b e tte r 
team  if YliL i Pi >
The case of 2 players per team  was firstly considered in Section 11.2. Exam ple 
11.2.1 showed th a t, if each pair of players played according to  the i?2n--i uniform at, 
then , in the  event of team  A  and team  B  w inning one individual m atch  each, the 
countback rule which awards the overall m atch  to  the team  which won the  greater 
num ber of points in to ta l, does in fact favour the b e tte r team . Exam ples 11.2.2 
and  11.2.3 showed th a t the same result was tru e  for the  case in which each pair 
of players was playing a game of tennis or a  game of squash. For each of these 
three examples the above rule was seen to  be equivalent to  a rule which awards 
the  m atch  to  the team  which won more points overall (and ignoring individual 
player results). A second rule was seen to  be applicable to  the case in which each 
individual m atch  was played according to  the W n uniform at and team  A  and team  
B  had  won one individual m atch each. In this situation  each team  m ust have won 
the  same num ber of points in to ta l so th a t the above rule could not be used. 
In such a case, the appropriate  rule was seen to  be to  aw ard the  overall m atch  
to  th a t team  which won its individual m atch  in the shorter duration. It seems 
reasonable to  believe th a t, when there are 2 players in each team , these two rules 
are useful countback rules for the m any different scoring systems used in practice 
(and  also for the cases in which the individual players are playing bipoin ts ra ther 
th an  unipoints).
The case of 3 players per team  was considered in Section 11.3. The first rule 
of the  previous paragraph  (and not the second rule) could be extended to  the case 
of 3 players per team  and Section 11.3 considered the three situations in which the 
individual m atches were P 2 / - 1 , W m or Pn (where, in P n , each individual m atch 
consists of playing exactly n points). Two m ain countback rules were considered:— 
one based on individual m atches won and a second based on to ta l points won. For 
b o th  B 2 1 - 1  and P n, the countback rule based on points was seen to  produce a fairer 
system  and one which had  greater magnification. A com parison of the  two systems 
P 2 / - 1  and P n showed th a t the Pn system  was fairer and had greater m agnification 
th a n  the com parable P 2/ - i  system. A com parison of the  P n and  W m systems 
showed th a t the P n system  was fairer and had a slightly less m agnification than  
the  com parable W n system. Given the  above favourable aspects of the Pn system 
and  the fact th a t it has zero variance of duration  as well as the fact th a t it is much 
m ore suited to  the team  situation  th an  the individual situation, it certainly has
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m erit and could well be used in practice.
In more general term s, a first m ain conclusion of this chapter was th a t it 
appears reasonable to  believe th a t, for most scoring system s used in  practice, 
an “■upward nested” countback system  is preferable to a “<downward nested” one. 
Thus, in tennis for exam ple, the upw ard ordering of points - games - sets - m atches 
is undoubtedly  preferable to  the downward ordering of m atches - sets - games - 
points when carrying out the countback. A second conclusion was th a t the Pn 
system  has some m erit in this team  situation. These broad conclusions would 
appear to  be true  for team s of 2 , 3 , 4 , . . .  players and for the  b ipoints cases as well 
as the  unipoints cases.
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C H A PTE R  12
SCORING  IN  MULTIPLE CHOICE EXA M INATIO N S  
12.1 Introduction
An im portan t requirem ent of sports scoring system s is th a t the weaker player 
should have a relatively small probability  of winning. This is equivalent to requir­
ing the  b e tte r player’s score (as defined by the scoring system ) to  have a relatively 
high probability  of being greater th an  the poorer player’s score at the  completion 
of the  m atch. Unlike sports scoring systems in which only two persons or two 
team s are usually involved, exam inations typically involve m any candidates. An 
im portan t requirem ent of an exam ination is th a t the ranking of the to ta l scores 
obtained  by the  candidates should correspond as closely as possible to  the rankings 
of the ir respective abilities being m easured. This requirem ent can thus be seen as 
an extension of the above requirem ent for sports scoring systems. An unfortunate 
characteristic of the m ultiple choice m ethod of exam ination is th a t the  instruc­
tions given to  the candidates and the m ethod  of scoring typically used are such 
th a t an expected increase in score can often be obtained by sensible guessing. In 
th is chapter we consider the  case in which each question has a a lternative answers, 
only one of which is correct.
Classically, the examinee is asked to place a tick in the box relating to  the 
correct answer and leave the  o ther boxes blank, (a — 1) m arks are awarded for a 
correct tick and —1 for an incorrect one. No m arks are awarded for unanswered 
questions. This scoring system  is called M ethod A. Under M ethod A, an examinee 
who does not know the correct answer, bu t does know one or more boxes relating to 
incorrect answers, will in m any cases guess (albeit intelligently), as, by doing so, he 
will have an expected increase in his to ta l score. This guessing process introduces 
into his to ta l score a random  element which, of course, has nothing to do w ith his 
actual knowledge. This scoring system  w ith a =  5 was used in the 1983 A ustralian 
M athem atics C om petition, w ith about half of the  275,457 examinees answering all 
30 questions and the rem ainder answering almost all questions. On average about 
11 questions were correct. Thus, the experience w ith this com petition suggests th a t 
the  above assum ption concerning guessing at random  (when the correct answer is 
not known) is relevant.
Section 12.2, which is part of a published paper (Pollard (1985)), compares 
M ethod A w ith an alternative set of instructions and an a lternative scoring system 
(M ethod B) which operates as follows. The examinee is asked to  place one or more
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crosses ( x ) in the box or boxes known to  relate to  incorrect answers and leave blank 
the  correct box. If the box relating to  the correct answer has been crossed, then 
1 — a m arks are aw arded for th a t question. On the o ther hand, if the  box relating 
to  the  correct answer has not been crossed, one m ark is awarded for each correctly 
positioned x .
Section 12.3 gives a fu rther m ethod which is a m odification of M ethod B, and 
one which, it is argued, removes random  guessing completely.
12 .2  A  C om p arison  o f  T w o  M eth o d s  o f  S corin g
U nder M ethod A, the examinee who does not know which box is correct, 
b u t does correctly know one or more boxes to  contain incorrect answers, has an 
expected gain in m arks by random ly placing a tick in one of the  rem aining boxes. 
Thus, under M ethod A, it can be argued th a t an examinee who knows i boxes 
(i =  (0), 1 , . . . ,  a — 1) relating to  incorrect answers will a ttem p t to  guess the  correct 
response, thus incorporating a random  elem ent in his score.
U nder M ethod B, it can be shown th a t an examinee who correctly knows th a t 
1 or 2 or . . .  a — 1 boxes represent incorrect answers would have a negative expected 
re tu rn  from random  guessing (and  so would not guess). Thus, he will place an x 
in 1 or 2 or . . .  a — 1 boxes respectively and accordingly ob tain  a m ark of 1 or 2 
or . . .  a — 1. An examinee who from his knowledge cannot fill in any boxes may, 
however, random ly place (only) one x since (it can be shown th a t)  this action 
has an expected score of 0 (and a variance of a — 1). Thus, under M ethod B, the 
random  elem ent is removed or considerably reduced.
Consider the case in which a =  4 and M ethod A scoring is used. An iterative 
procedure can be applied. Suppose the examinee knows i boxes (crosses) relating 
to  incorrect answers over n questions (i =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,  3n). Assuming the crosses 
are random ly spread over the  n questions, the  probability, -P(j), th a t th e  examinee 
knows j  crosses ( j =  0 , 1 , . . .  , m in(3,z)) in the n th  question (and i — j  over the 
rem aining n — 1 questions) is
( 3 n _ 3 ) f 3 )
P U)  =  - ^ 3^  3 ’ i =  0 , 1 , . . .  , m in(z,3) .
Suppose D(i ,  k,n)  is the probability  an examinee obtains a to ta l score of k (k =  
—n, — n +  4, —n +  8 , . . . ,  3n) (using M ethod A) on the n questions, given th a t he 
correctly knows i crosses over the n questions Then
min (*,3) . .
D ( i , k , n ) =  P U) [  J — D ( i - j , k - 3 , n - l ) +  j — j , k  +  l , n - l )  ) .
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Using th is equation, the d istribution  of an exam inee’s to ta l score under M ethod A, 
given th a t he knows i crosses over the n  questions, can be determ ined. A general 
equation can correspondingly be w ritten  down for M ethod B scoring. Table 12.2.1 
gives the expected value and variance of the to ta l score for various values of i 
when n — 20 questions. The linearity of an exam inee’s expected to ta l score in his 
knowledge under M ethod B scoring and the considerably reduced variance (under 
M ethod B) of the  score are noted.
Table 12.2.1
The expected value and variance of the exam inee’s to ta l 
score for various values of z, the  num ber of crosses known
(n =  20, a — 4).
i
M ethod A M ethod B
M ean Variance M ean Variance
0 0.000 60.00 0 60.00
6 2*181 63.31 6 43.49
12 4.874 66.32 12 30.33
18 8.206 68.53 18 20.13
24 12.302 69.26 24 12.52
27 14.676 68.80 27 9.57
30 17.288 67.66 30 7.12
33 20.155 65.72 33 5.13
36 23.292 62.86 36 3.55
42 30.438 54.06 42 1.43
48 38.854 40.65 48 0.39
54 48.666 22.48 54 0.04
60 60.000 0.00 60 0.00
C om puter program s were w ritten  for general n  and the  nine cases, n = 
10(10)30 and i = 3(1)5, produced similar conclusions to  those based on Ta­
ble 12.2.1. For example, when n =  10,20 or 30 questions and a =  5, the  examinee, 
whose expected to ta l score is half the m axim um  score (under M ethod B), has a 
variance under M ethod B scoring which is only about 5% of th a t under M ethod
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A scoring. Thus, the advantages of M ethod B apply to  those situations most 
common in practice.
The effect of slightly modifying M ethod A to consider the  examinee who 
guesses only on those questions in which the expected gain is strictly positive was 
typically small.
It was noted from the d istribution  of scores th a t M ethod A  has a considerably 
higher probability  of passing an examinee who should fail and failing an examinee 
who should pass th an  does M ethod B.
12 .3  S corin g  to  R em o v e  G u essin g
In this section a m odification of M ethod B is analysed and it is shown tha t 
scoring systems can be devised in which random  guessing can, under reasonable 
assum ptions, be completely removed. We will consider the case in which a = 4. 
U nder this modification, the examinee is asked to  tick the box relating to  the 
correct answer. If the correct answer is not known, the examinee is asked to  leave 
the  question blank or place a x in any box known to  contain an incorrect answer. 
Each question m ust therefore be answered w ith  a blank or a yj  or one, two (or 
three) x ’s. The examinee is informed th a t, under the scoring system  used, the 
expected re tu rn  from random ly guessing (more th an  w hat is known) is negative 
under all circum stances.
An appropriate  set of rew ards and penalties for correct and incorrect responses 
is now devised. In this analysis it is assumed, w ithout loss of generality, th a t box 
4 contains the correct answer. A penalty, —Pt , is given for a question in which a 
yj  is placed in box 1, 2 or 3 and 3 m arks are given for a question in which the yj is 
placed in box 4. If a x has been placed in box 4, a penalty, —P c , is given for th a t 
question. If box i is the only box to contain a x , b{ m arks are awarded for th a t 
question (i =  1, 2, 3). A lternatively, if boxes i and j  are the only boxes containing 
x ’s , +  bj +  bij m arks are aw arded ( i , j  = 1, 2 , 3 ; i ^  j ) .  Finally, if all boxes 1, 2
and 3 contain x ’s 3 (or (b\ +  &2 +  63 +  612 +  613 +  623 +  6123)) m arks are awarded.
1 2 .3 .1  T h e  a n a ly sis . The expected m arks obtained by examinees w ith different 
levels of partia l knowledge on a single question are now examined.
(i) Consider firstly an examinee who knows nothing at all on a particu lar ques­
tion. If this exam inee is going to place one x at random  in one of the 4
boxes, the  expected m arks obtained by such an action is (6j +  62 +  £>3 — P c ) /4 .
Alternatively, if this exam inee is going to  place two x ’s at random  in two of
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the  boxes, the expected m arks obtained would now be
((Z>i +  62 +  612) +  {bi +  +  &13) +  (&2 +  3^ +  ^23) — 3Pc)/6 •
Also, if this examinee is going to  place three x ’s at random , the  expected 
m arks obtained would be (3 — 3Pc)/4:. Finally, if th is exam inee is going 
to  place a a/  a t random  in one of the  boxes, the  expected m arks would be 
(3 — 3Pt)/4. All of the  above expected values should be less th a n  zero in 
order to  discourage such guessing.
(ii) Now consider an examinee who correctly knows (say) box 1 to  contain an 
incorrect answer and knows nothing else. If th is exam inee’s p lan  is to  place a 
x in box 1 and one o ther box selected at random , the  expected m ark obtained 
by such an action is ((Zq +  62 +  &12) +  (61 +  63 +  &13) — P c ) / 3. A lternatively, 
if th is examinee intends to  place a x in box 1 and two o ther boxes selected 
a t random , the  expected m ark would now be (3 — 2Pc)/3. Finally, if this 
exam inee is going to  place a y/ at random  in one of boxes 2, 3 or 4, the 
expected m ark would be (3 — 2P r ) / 3. All of these expected values should be 
less th an  b\ in order to  discourage guessing.
(iii) A corresponding analysis to  (ii) can be carried out for the case in which an 
exam inee correctly knows box i to contain an incorrect answer and knows 
nothing else (i =  2, 3).
(iv) Now consider an examinee who correctly knows (say) box 1 and box 2 bo th  to 
contain  incorrect answers bu t knows nothing else. If this exam inee’s plan is to 
place x ’s in boxes 1 and 2 and one other box selected at random , the expected 
m ark obtained by such an action would be (3 — P c ) /2. A lternatively, if this 
examinee is going to  place a yj a t random  in one of boxes 3 or 4, the  expected 
m arks would now be (3 — Pt ) / 2- B oth of these expected values should be less 
th an  (&! +  &2 +  &12) in order to  discourage guessing.
(v) By an analogous argum ent, each of the expected m arks in (iv) should also be 
less th an  bo th  (61 +  63 +  613) and (62 +  63 +  623)-
The above considerations suggest th a t the rewards &i, 62* &3j &i2> &13» &23> &123
and penalties P c , P t  should satisfy the following inequalities.
(0 b\ +  62 4- 63 < Pc
2(61 +  £>2 +  £>3) +  b\ 2  +  &13 +  &23 <  3P c
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1 < Pc 
1 <  P t
(i i) &2 4" 3^ 4“ 1^2 4" 1^3 — -Pc < &i
3 — 2Pc < 3&i 
3 — 2P t  < 36i
(n'i) &i 4- 3^ 4- 1^2 +  2^3 —  Pc  <  b2
3 — 2Pc < 3^ 2 
3 — 2Pr < 362
b\  +  &2 +  &13 4“ &23 ~  Pc  < &3 
3 — 2Pc < 363 
3 — 2Pr < 363
(iv) 3 — Pc < 2(6i +  62 +  612)
3 — P t  < 2(6i 4* b2 4- 612)
(u) 3 — Pc < 2(6i +  63 + 613)
3 — P t  < 2(6i +  63 +  &13)
3 — Pc < 2(62 + 63 +  623)
3 — P t  < 2(62 + 63 4" 2^3) •
There are m any rewards and penalties which satisfy the above inequalities. 
For example,
(а) b\  =  62 =  63 =  612 =  613 =  623 =  6123 =  1; Pc  =  1.1; P t  =  1.5;
(б) 61 =  b2 =  63 =  &12 =  &i3 =  ^23 — —; &i23 =  0; P c  =  1.6; P t  =  1.5;
2 1
(c) 61 =  b2 =  3^ =  2 ’ ^12 =  1^3 =  2^3 =  2 ’ ^123 — 0; P c  =  2.1; P t  =  1-5;
(d) bi = b2 = h  = 0.9; 612 =  613 =  623 =  0.1; 6123 =  0; P c  =  2.8; Pt  =  1.5 .
The range of possibilities for the  rewards and penalties can be seen to be quite 
wide (and,in  fact, technically need not be the same for each question). It can be 
seen th a t P c  m ust increase as the 6*’s increase. Also, it seems unwise to  make Pq 
any larger th an  necessary as this would tend  to  deter the more tim id examinee
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who fears the  penalty  for an incorrect x . It can be seen th a t the exam iner should 
not allow P t  to be too small or the weaker bu t less tim id examinee will tend  to 
use the  y j option in the hope of obtaining a lucky pass. It seems reasonable to 
believe th a t Pt  should be somewhere in the range 1.5-2.0 in order to  strongly 
discourage the  use of the y j  option on questions in which the (weaker) examinee 
knows absolutely nothing.
O ption (b) above is recom m ended w ith the m odification th a t Pt  be some­
where in the  range 1.5-2.0. Note th a t, under (b), two x ’s in a question are w orth 
th ree tim es the value of one x . Similarly, three x ’s in a question are w orth  twice 
as m uch as two x ’s. These rewards relate well to the belief th a t the first x in a 
question is “easier” in some sense th an  the second which in tu rn  is “easier” than  
the  th ird . It is noted th a t one correctly positioned x in a  question is, as it should 
be, not particularly  well rewarded. Also, when only two x ’s have been correctly 
positioned, “half-m arks” are awarded for the question, which seems appropriate 
as the  question has been “narrow ed down” to  one out of two alternatives.
It m ay be possible to  allocate values to  the 6 ’^s on an a posteriori basis 
w ith  crosses or boxes which tu rned  out to  be “easier” w orth less m arks. Such 
an approach, however, has not been investigated and is not favoured as it seems 
reasonable th a t the examinee should be told the  sizes of the rew ards and penalties 
in advance.
12 .3 .2  C o n clu sio n s. It is possible to  create m ultiple choice exam inations in 
which it is argued random  guessing will not occur due to the rew ard and penalty 
struc tu re  of the scoring system  used. The examinee is instructed  to tick (y/) 
the box relating to  the correct response or, if this is unknown, cross ( x )  any 
boxes relating to  responses known to be incorrect. Such actions are rewarded. If, 
however, a  y j  is placed in a box relating to  an incorrect response or a x placed 
in a  box relating to  the  correct response, penalties are involved. M any different 
rew ard and  penalty  structu res axe possible in which random  guessing will only 
have a detrim ental effect on the  expected score. For the  case of 4 alternatives, one 
such s tructu re  and the one recom m ended is: 3 m arks are awarded for a correctly 
positioned y j  (and no other entries) and — Pt  if the question contains an incorrectly 
positioned yj  (1.5 <  Pt  < 2.0). No m arks are awarded for a blank. A penalty  of 
1.6 m arks is incurred if the question contains an incorrectly positioned x . 0.5, 1.5 
or 3 m arks are awarded for 1, 2 or 3 correctly positioned x ’s respectively w ithin 
a  question. This particu lar scoring system  has several advantages over M ethod
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B. Firstly, it is argued th a t random  guessing is removed ra th e r th an  considerably 
reduced. Secondly, rewards for x ’s need not be equal. This is a favourable property 
as the  second and th ird  crosses w ithin a question are often seen as increasingly 
m ore “difficult” and worthy of greater rewards. Thirdly, a  tick ( y / )  is allowed as 
a response. This can be seen as properly encouraging the  examinee to  th ink “in a 
positive way” ra ther th an  “in several negative ways” about the question. Also, a 
y j  is easier th an  the more cumbersome three crosses, x x x . Fourthly, the penalty 
for an incorrectly positioned x has been reduced from 3 to  1.6, thus giving some 
encouragem ent to  the  more tim id examinee who fears the  penalty  for such an 
error. One fu rther aspect of the recom m endation should be noted. The penalty  
for an incorrectly positioned y /  should, I believe, be larger th an  th a t used in the 
classical scoring system  ( —1) and also larger th an  the m inim um  value required by 
the  inequalities w ithin this section. The effect of a larger value for this penalty  
(1.5 to  2 is recom m ended (perhaps (say) 1.6 to  agree w ith  the  case of 3 x ’s one of 
which is incorrectly placed)) is to  frustra te  the (very) weak bu t less tim id examinee 
who realizes th a t the hope of passing rests w ith  lucky guessing using the y j  option.
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SUMMARY
Explicit expressions are found for the distribution of 
the score and the number of rallies in a game of squash 
played under international rules.
INTRODUCTION
The first analysis of international squash by Ap Simon (1951) evaluated 
the effect of winning the toss. Ap Simon (1957) attempted to find general 
expressions for the probability that a player wins a game. Watson (1970) 
used difference equations to evaluate numerically the probability that a 
player wins a game. Renick (1978) and Clarke and Norman (1978) analysed 
the relative merits of calling for a "long" or "short" game. Clarke and 
Norman (1979) used recurrence relationships to evaluate the expected value 
and variance of the number of rallies in a game of squash. Schutz and 
Kinsey (1978) made a comparison of international and North American scoring 
systems using simulation methods. Pollard (1980) used random walk procedures 
to evaluate the distribution of the score in a game and to evaluate the 
relative "importances" of each of the states within a game. This paper 
extends the results of Clarke and Norman (1979) and Pollard (1980).
In this paper it is assumed that player A serves first in the game and has 
a constant probability p(q) of winning (losing) a rally. It is assumed 
that rallies are independent and that a "short" game (first to 9) is called 
for if the score 8-8 is reached. Explicit results for the distribution of 
the scores and the number of rallies in a game are obtained.
As an example, consider the case in which player A wins the game 9-4. 
These 4 points thatplayer A lost may have been lost in the following 
ways:
(a) 4 at once, denoted by (4);
(b) 3 at once, and the others separately denoted 
by (3,1) or (1,3);
(c) (2,2)
(d) (2,1,1), (1,2,1), (1,1,2);
(e) (1,1,1,1).
Note that, in (a) for example, player A may have won one or more rallies < 
handouts (but no points) during this period in which he lost 4 consecutive 
points. The above 5 cases are now considered separately.
Case (a)
Figure 1 gives an example of such a situation. In this example, the 
4 points lost (L) consecutively occur when the score is 3-0. In this 
figure the handout losses (L) and wins (W) giving rise to a change in 
score at the next rally are underlined.
[insert Figure 1 somewhere here.]
The downward arrows indicate the 9 positions in which the sequence 
L L L L L M could have occurred. Note that the first loss in this 
sequence, L, gives service to player B and the last win in this sequence 
W, returns service to player A. The 13 dots in Figure 1 indicate the 
positions in which handout cycles can occur. Handout cycles are rallies 
whose outcomes do not lead to a change in score. Such handout cycles 
are LW when preceding a W and WL when preceding an L as the upward 
arrows in Figure 1 demonstrate. Note that a dot in this figure cannot 
occur before an underlined L or W. Figure 1 thus shows the realization of 
a game in which there was a handout cycle when the score was 1-0, and 
double handout cycles at 3-2 and 6-4. In this realization, there were 13 
points scored and 25 rallies played.
Making use of the occupancy problem in Feller (1957. p.36) to distribute all 
possible unscoring handout cycles, the probability that player A wins a game 
9-4, losing all 4 points consecutively, is
fsL-ios £  fi2+nl, .»
rxgure z snows a realization ox uie ssccunu type witnin case vo; xn v
player A lost a point at 3-0 and 3 more consecutive points at 5-1. 
unscoring handout cycle is
[insert Figure 2 somewhere here.]
shown at 2-0, and unscoring handout triple cycles are shown at 5-2 c 
7-4. Thus in this realization, there were 13 points scored and 31 i 
played. Similarly to above, the probability that player A wins a 
9-4, losing 3 points in a row and the other separately, is
»(l)p'V Ihr) <w>*' n=0\ '
Case (c),(d) and (e)
The corresponding expressions for cases (c),(d) and (e) are:
Case (c) ( 2 \ 116)P 4 I W ) ”r n=0 \ f
Case <d) 3 3 \ 12 7} p  q l  ( T ) 1 (p<?)"r n= 0 '
Case (e) (!'
\ 13 8
J p  q
Y1 12+tt \
L  [  n  )n=0 ' '
(p q )"
The sum of these 5 expressions gives the probability that player A 
the game 9-4. Thus, combining cases (b) and (c) above, the probabi] 
that player A wins the game 9-4 is
Also, as an example, the joint probability that player A wins 9-4 
the duration, Ds of the game is 21 rallies (ie. there is 21-13=8 han 
in total) is
(:]*.♦>(;]t, . 3 "l * 0 - 13 aP <7
f 12 + n!
Corresponding expressions can be written down for the joint probability
when D = 15,17,19,21,......  Note that, in this case, even durations
are not possible. Thus, the conditional distribution, the mean and the 
variance of the duration of a game given player A won (say) 9-4 can be 
evaluated (see Table 1 for the case in which p = 0.5).
[insert Table 1 somewhere here.]
The cases in which player A wins 9-i (i =1,2,.... ,8) can be correspond­
ingly analysed. For i =1,2,.... ,8, the probability that player A wins
9-i is
If this expression is denoted by £  W p10+* q i+1+k ,
k = o
then W denotes the joint probability that player A wins 9-i and thet t K
duration of the game is (ll+i+2k) rallies.
The case in which player A wins 9-0 can be correspondingly examined. 
Combining these 9-0 results with those above, the distribution of the 
duration of a game conditional on player A winning that game can be 
determined. Tables 2 and 3 give further characteristics for the case in 
which p = 0.5, of a game which player A wins. The first column of Table 2 
agrees with Pollard (1980,p22) who used random walk procedures to generate 
the probabilities.
[insert Tables 2 and 3 somewhere here.]
B. The Case in which Player A loses the Game 1-9 (I = 0,1,2,. .8).
As an example, consider the case in which player A loses the game 2-9. 
The 2 points that player A won may have been won in the following ways:
(a) Player A wins the first 2 rallies and no more points.
(b) Player A wins the first rally, and 1 point later on.
(c) Player A loses the first rally, and wins 2 points later on.
[include Figure 3 somewhere here]
Figure 3 gives a representation, omitting any unscoring cyclical handouts 
(for simplicity), of examples of these 3 cases.
Note that case (c) in turn consists of 2 types: the 2 points won later on 
are either (i) won separately 
or (ii) won together.
Now including all possible unscoring cyclical handouts, the probability 
associated with each of the above cases is:
Case (a) pV° Z ( 8*” ) (P<?)”
n=0 ' '
Case (b) |x jpVJ Z ( 9n” )
Case (c) (i) jpV* Z ^ )"
ui) W 1 z (t W
' ' n=0 \
Thus, placing case (a) last in the following expression, the probability 
that player A loses 2-9 is
Also, as an example, the joint probability that player A loses 2-9 
and the duration, D, of the game is 16 rallies (i.e. there are 5 handouts 
in total) is
Corresponding expressions can be written down for the joint probability
when D = 12,14,16,18,.......  Note that odd durations are not possible in
this case. Thus, similar to Table 1, the conditional distribution, the 
mean and the variance of the duration of a game given player A lost the 
game 2-9 can be evaluated.
The cases in which player A loses £-9 (£=1,2,.... 8) can be correspondingly
analysed. For £ = 1,2,.... 8, the probability that player A loses £-9 is
i
1
h=l
k-1
l
j =  0
(k-1 
I 3 XA) ii+j i+i+j c<7 P 0 o 10 i+ <7 P S9
If this expression is denoted by Z  L, q10+kp i+*, then L h denotes the
*=0
joint probability that player A loses £-9 and the duration of the game is 
(10 + £ + 2k) rallies.
The case in which player A loses 0-9 can be correspondingly examined. 
Combining these 0-9 results with those above, the distribution of the 
duration of a game conditional on player A losing that game can be 
determined (in a similar way to Table 3). By combining the winning and 
losing distributions of this section, the overall distribution of the duration 
of a game of squash can be determined (see Table 4). Table 5 gives further 
characteristics of the duration of a game. These results are in agreement 
with Pollard (1980, p.15) and Clarke and Norman (1979, Table 1)
[insert Tables 4 and 5 somewhere here]
Squash is typically played as a best-of-five games match. The methods 
of Pollard (1983) for analysing a best-of-three sets match of tennis 
can be applied to the results of this section to give distributional, 
mean and variance results for a best-of-five games match of squash.
Corresponding results to those obtained in this section for the inter­
national method of scoring can be obtained for «the North American method 
of scoring by truncating the negative binomial distribution. Also, 
results for the "long" game case can be obtained using the methods of 
this section.
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Figure 1
A diagrammatical representation o f a game of duration 25 which player A 
won 9-4 losing the 4 points in a row.
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Figure 2
A diagrammatical representation o f a game of duration 31 which player A  won 
9 -4 , losing 3 points in a row and the other separately.
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Diagrammatical representations o f a game (ignoring  possible unscoring 
cyc lica l handouts) which player A lo s t 2-9
Table 1
I
Conditional D is tr ib u tio n  o f the Duration o f a Game given Player A wins 
the Game 9-4 ( fo r  the case in which p = 0 .5).
Duration P robab ility
10-14 0.00
15-19 0.10
20-24 0.28
25-29 0.42
30-34 0.13
35-39 0.06
£40 0.01
Total 1.00
mean 26.1
variance 25.4
Table 2
The P robab ility  tha t Player A wins 9- i ,  the Mean and the Variance o f 
the Duration given Player A wins 9- i  ( fo r  i  = 0 ,1 ,2 ..........8 and p = 0.
i P robab ility Mean Variance
0 0.026 15.0 16.0
1 0.039 18.7 17.8
2 0.052 21.3 20.6
3 0.062 23.8 23.0
4 0.069 26.1 25.4
5 0.073 28.3 27.6
6 0.073 30.4 29.8
7 0.072 32.5 31.9
8 0.069 34.5 33.9
Overall 0.535 27.1 56.2
Table 3
D is tr ib u tio n  o f the Duration o f a Game given Player A wins the Game 
( fo r  the case in which p = 0 .5 ).
Duration P robab ility
5 - 9 0.00
10 -  14 0.04
15 - 19 0.12
20 - 24 0.21
25 - 29 0.26
30 - 34 0.20
35 - 39 0.11
a 40 0.05
Total 1.00
Mean 27.1
Variance 56.2
Table 4
h -L
’ Distribution of the Duration of a Game (for the case in which p = 0.5).
* ' K
Duration Probability
10 - 14 0.03
15 - 19 0.11
20 - 24 0.21
25 - 29 0.26
30 - 34 0.21
35 - 39 0.11
> 40 0.06
Total 1.00
Mean 27.5
Variance 54.5
Table 5
The Probability that Player A wins; the Mean and the Variance of the 
Duration of a Game (assuming Player A is the f i r s t  player to serve in 
the game).
p value
Probability that 
Player A wins 
the Game
Expected
Duration
Variance of 
Duration
0.5 0.535 27.5 54.5
0.52 0.627 27.2 55.4
0.54 0.713 26.7 56.3
0.56 0.788 25.9 56.7
0.58 0.850 25.0 56.2
0.60 0.899 23.9 54.5
p = 0.70 0.994 18.3 33.7
